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hiMe was born in Vietnam in the 60s and is of mixed
ethnic Vietnamese and Chinese heritage.

Her father was a former Signal Corps Lieutenant
Colonel of the old Saigon regime before the Saigon
Fall on 30/04/1975.

Her mother was a children's wear designer,
producer and wholesaler. hiMe survived a sea journ
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Always a Gentleman

Oh my Irvine, your eyes were a pool of sadness
and self-sacrifice. . . always a gentleman.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Caught out.

I easily fall in love with handsome men. Those gentlemen who
aren’t handsome are often in my romantic dreams too!

Inside me there’s an ingrained picture of a gentleman who is always
protective and supportive of a girl. My heart fills with love and
admiration for the gentlemen of my university time whenever I recall
what happened thirty years ago.

It was exam time and I was unable to answer a few questions. I
tried to signal Edward my classmate sitting next to me. Edward
realised I needed help so he tried to move his exam papers nearer
to the edge of his desk for me to glance at.

Yet I still couldn’t read from his papers!

The examination supervisor kept looking and moving around the
room. For a long time, Edward was having problem writing on his
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slanting papers and was struggling in his uncomfortable sitting
posture too. Hopeless but I felt thankful for the helpful gentleman
Edward had been!

My eyes darted out of the classroom and I could see Irvine standing
near the door. Irvine was also in my first year Civil Engineering
class and he had finished his exam earlier. I looked at him for
rescue. He understood me and we began silent speaking to each
other.

Irvine gestured for me not to worry and with a big grin he
disappeared. He later hid behind the door out of the supervisor’s
sight and threw me a piece of paper rolled up like a cigarette.
Unfortunately, the supervisor caught the sight of the paper landed
near my desk. Horrified, I hurriedly pretended to look down at my
exam papers but Irvine wasn’t so quick to run and was caught when
the supervisor stepped out of the room.

Oh my dear Irvine, I could never forget his long and pale face of the
moment. His eyes were wide-opened and full of shock.

His towering stature against the short frame of the supervisor was
so in contrast to the defeated situation. He heavily dragged his feet
along the floor following the supervisor into the exam room.

Every student in the room was interrupted by the voice of the
supervisor: “Did you throw this?” Irvine sadly nodded his head to
admit his guilt.

I was so afraid to be identified as the intended recipient, I could
hardly breathe and my hands were sweating and shaken.

The supervisor asked again: “Who is it for?” but my Irvine just
looked at her and bravely refused to answer.

Oh my Irvine, your eyes were a pool of sadness and self-sacrifice.
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I pretended as if I wasn’t involved in the situation and put on an
innocent face yet my heart ached with pain for Irvine. Irvine was
told to get out of the room and his name jotted down.

I later heard that Irvine got zero point for his exam papers as a
punishment! When seeing him again Irvine smiled to me and said
not to worry as he would do the exam again.

Oh my Irvine, my heart still aches with pain for being silent.

Image credit

by Esther Simpson .
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My High School Physics
Teacher

In postwar Vietnam, political divisions and conflicted
loyalties made high school life very complicated, even
dangerous. This is a story about a shared connection
with my high school Physics teacher, and the day my

world turned upside down.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Someone
who shaped me.

My high school Physics teacher, Mr Nghia, left a lasting impression
in my life.

I wasn’t good at Maths so my father had to give me extra lessons at
home, which usually ended with him getting angry at me. I was
pretty upset with his devaluing comments.

I was chosen to be in a class specialised in Maths and Physics from
year Ten. For a while, I told myself it must have been a dream or a
mistake made by the school.

Mr Nghia was my Physics teacher from year Ten till year Twelve.
He gave me self-confidence, by particularly calling me to answer
his questions in class, and giving me attentive and encouraging
looks. At his house, which was five-minutes walk from school, I
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proudly realised that I belonged to the elite student group who
frequently visited him for help in advanced Physics. My year
Eleven’s annual Physics mark was a near perfect ten.

My teacher had given me the gift of self-believing in my
“logical-thinking” ability.

Saigon fell into communist hands on 30th of April 1975. I was in
year Eight. My father who served in the South Vietnam Armed
Forces as a Signals Lieutenant Colonel was sent to “re-education
camp” (actually “labour camp”) for ten years. As a seconded
non-commissioned officer, Mr Nghia was only “re-educated” for
three days.

I was fearful going to school in those years. The class captain was
born to political prisoner parents before 1975. There were also
students of pre-1975-underground-Communist or
Northern-high-ranking-Communist parents. The presence of those
students made us all careful of what could be labelled
“anti-revolution” behaviour.

There were many dobbers on the “anti-communism” activities in the
country then. Around me were capitalists, Chinese Vietnamese and
those related to the old regime who were undergoing “assets
inventory” (in fact “assets confiscation”) and being transported to
“new economic zones” (undeveloped land) in the middle of the
night.

Two months before year Twelve ended, during class one day, Mr
Nghia told me, “You are building a fence and isolating yourself!”

The world seemed to turn upside down as my teacher, whose
compassion for me because we both had military ties with the
old regime, was suddenly criticising me in front of the
Communists!

Worried that I’d have to do a “self-criticism paper” for my
“self-isolating” behaviour, I stood up and defended myself. With
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shock, I stayed in class at school break. I was told that Mr Nghia
stood on the class balcony with tears in his eyes.

My friend told me, “They wanted to savage you!” as the class
captain and those “pro-revolution” students talked to the Principal to
try to have me expelled for my “impolite” conduct towards Mr Nghia.

I wasn’t expelled, but my moral grade was downgraded. Unlike the
previous two years I wasn’t named an excellent student for that
year.

The brutal treatment those communist students gave me, and Mr
Nghia’s and my distress, could have been avoided if his
good-intention advice was given in private.

And so it seems that I could see
The black board, the teacher, friends and me
The grey cloud and the cool wind
Love still hadn’t yet given a hint
Saigon, I didn’t cry the day I left
The memory – me bereft

Image credit

by Thiago Pompeu .
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Let’s Go Out for Supper!

My fatther was born in the year of the Pig. In Chinese
zodiac, the Pig symbolises wealth and a good life.

Rainy or dry, cool or hot, the kids in the family were
always expecting and excited to hear my father say:

“Let’s go out for supper!”

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Family
rituals.

My father was born in the year of the Pig. In Chinese zodiac, the
Pig symbolises wealth and a good life. My father would often tell us:
“Let’s go out for supper!” and we kids would jump with joy at
hearing it.

Woks and flames, tables and chairs, light and noise
Epicureans come here for a wide night food choice

We used to go to this famous bustling strip of the Chinese quarter
in Saigon for the night snacks. The quarter is an area that most
Chinese including my Grandfather lived after running away from
mainland China Communists in 1949. There was a smorgasbord of
choices, Chinese and Vietnamese dishes, drinks, desserts, fresh
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seafood and more. After the eating, we sometimes did a bit of
shopping for toys, clothes, fruits and magazines.

Passing by a morgue on a dark road
Ghost tales recalled and fear overflowed!

Sitting in the car, I always wished if I could fly to pass the morgue
quicker. Through the slits of the louvre wooden door, I thought I
could see corpses lying on the benches and I had goose bumps.
Then we stopped at the next block of the dimly-lit road at a street
vendor carriage placed in the middle of the house with a few tables
and chairs arranged around. The beef noodle soup there was much
better than those in expensive restaurants. A few night customers
gathered around the tables. We ate while the Chinese opera was
played on a radio in the rear of the house. Behind the curtain,
sometimes a baby cried and a mother soothingly talking to it in
Cantonese.

Clamshells, clamshells and clamshells
The stack on the table swells

Then we came to the Vietnamese dining pocket within the Chinese
quarter. Our family would ignore all the other food attractions and
walk into the tent erected on a clamshell-paved floor. It was always
crowded and hard to find a table. Sweet-juicy-meaty clams freshly
steamed were served with fish sauce. The special fish sauce was
the main factor to bring out the taste of the clam meat. It was an art
to make that fish sauce with not so much lemon juice, not so much
sugar and with just enough chillies to make it hot. Despite the
simple settings of the stall, it had a famous reputation amongst
clam lovers in Saigon.

The caressing wind, the tranquil night
The refreshing drink, the great delight

Now and then, my father would decide to take a stroll to the
coconut stores at the back of the market near our house for a drink
before we go to bed. On our way, the laughter of the kids and the
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voices of the adults cut into the thick night. The half-closed stores
and the quiet streets made it seem as if we could hear the night
breathe while we were enjoying the sweet coconut juice.

Grass jelly drinks and deep-fried noodles
Seafood congees and grilled cockles
All the dining out at night
Become a childhood highlight.

Image credit

by Clem Evans .
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Home alone

My first Christmas in Australia was spent in
solitude. I took up sewing to kill time and to save
clothing money for the coming tertiary year. Since
then, it sparked a passion and confidence in me

for making signature clothes for myself.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – New in town.

I had never sewn so much as that time when I was home alone!

I arrived in Australia a few months before Christmas 1984. I was left
by myself when all my female student housemates departed the
place for summer vacation.

The last day light said
fondly the gentle goodbye.
Then lonely night came.

Up until then, I had never lived by myself but was always with my
family. Having no relatives, no close friends and living in a strange
country, I felt most lonely at that time.
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During the day, I either went window-shopping around the local
Burwood shops or took a bus to the Box Hill shopping centre.

At night, I felt the coldness coming from the white fluorescent light
in the house came down and covered my shoulders. Walking
around the six-bedroom house then seemed like walking inside a
big deserted castle.

There were afternoons that I sat on the knee-high brick fence in
front of the house watching people passing by to feel less lonesome
until it got dark.

The quiet chill house.
Sewing passion burnt the dull
blank dead endless hours.

After a lonely week, one day I went into the Spotlight shop in Box
Hill. Looking at all the beautiful materials displayed, I had the idea
of making clothes for the coming tertiary year. That would help me
kill the time and most of all save me some money on clothing.

Unlike most housewives in Saigon before 1975, my Mum and her
mother had their own careers as children wear designers,
producers and wholesalers. Comparing to my father’s modest
Lieutenant Colonel’s salary, my mother’s income was the major
contribution to the family fund.

With basic sewing skills from high school, Mum still sent me to a
special short sewing course after wards. Mum thought I needed the
course to sew for myself and my family. She also hoped that if I
could not find any jobs, I could earn a living as a dressmaker or
follow her career path.

The family grew.
Blue dress and white shirt welcomed
the new arrivals.
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I recalled basic steps I learnt a few years ago to draw clothes
patterns. Those patterns were not the finest as the small details in
the formula were forgotten. The first shirt made required
adjustments after being assembled. Drawing upon that experience,
I left generous seam allowances from then on.

The house got an old sewing machine that didn’t do the overlock
stitches well. To prevent materials from unravelling, I melted the
edges of synthetic fabric over the candle light and use French seam
technique to enclose the non-synthetic edges.

Solitude challenge,
born a desire to explore
the strange fashion world.

Proud with the Summer and Winter clothes I made, I felt the fashion
world was my oyster. Later, I went on and made one or two
signature evening dresses, skirts and tops. These days it’s a hobby
for me to look at fashion shows and figure out how they made the
clothes..
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Those Scary Moments

There were many scary moments that I can still vividly
remember: the “Tet Offensive” in 1968 when VCs
exchanging fires with GIs in front of my house, the
dying moment of Saigon when rockets were raining

indiscriminately onto the districts, ….

Comments regarding this post on ABC Open 500 words – A scary
moment.

When she was six, in nineteen sixty-eight,
VCs attacked on Chinese New Year date.
Gunfire between the VCs and GIs,
Hiding in the house, she saw with own eyes.

She was thirteen when Saigon was dying,
Staying awake, she heard rockets booming.
Pictures of the dead plastered newspaper,
Died in their sleep – families together.

On Saigon’s death, she searched for her father,
In the stream of people – on the street flowed over.
She didn’t know that he’d been captured,
At the headquarters, fighting till cornered.
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She visited her Dad when aged sixteen,
High up the mountain at a jail unseen.
Mother and daughter – strangers in the North,
Heard tales of murder, bandit and so forth.
(Ballad-style poem)

I heard many stories of rape, murder and robbery of women who’d
gone by themselves from the South to visit their husbands, brothers
… at the communist jails in the North. Those stories made me felt
nervous in anticipation of and during the trip to visit my father for
the first time in three and a half years.

A sixty-five year old frail man joined our journey to visit his son.
After three days on the train we arrived at Phu Ly around 4am. We
hired two auto trishaws to take the three of us and 120 kilograms of
food to the base of Mount Ba Sao. We then paid a truck driver to go
to the jail near the top of the mountain. I watched the road all the
time and was anxious whether the drivers may take us to an
unknown spot and rob us.

At meeting time I didn’t recognise Dad. His hair was all white, his
skin was darkened and he’d lost a lot of weight. He was only
forty-five years old then but looked like a sixty year old man.

We watched him walking towards the unseen jail with a bamboo
pole on his shoulder and two baskets full of food slung at each end
of the pole. Mum and I were tearful!

On the way down the mountain, I was lost in a sea of hundreds of
patients from a nearby hospital. Some of them walked while staring
into the empty space or gazing at the road. Some had to lean onto
a nurse. A man stared at me and grabbed my shoulder. I was so
frightened but a nurse soon appeared and told him to release his
grip.

It got dark and we couldn’t reach the mountain base so we – five
women and an old man – asked to spend the night at a house. Like
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those nights before the fall of Saigon, I could not sleep that night
thinking we could be assaulted during our sleep.

I felt relieved to be home again. It was stressful and threatening
living our daily life under communism. However, it was immediate
danger to go to the unfamiliar North Vietnam as vulnerable women.
Mum made another six trips to visit Dad in the North before he was
transferred to the South.
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My Adolescence and the
Extinction of a Social Class

I was the witness to the three historic
events aimed at the extinction of a social

class.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – I was there.

I was a witness to three historic events aimed at the extinction of
the bourgeoisie in Vietnam.

The Communists think equal wealth’s for all,
Severe campaigns were planned in secrecy,
One’s for the old regime money downfall,
One’s to eradicate the bourgeoisie.

With quota, money exchange were well planned,
Tears, sweat once shed for the invalid note,
The bourgeoisie’s assets were taken and,
They were dumped in barren land that’s remote.
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Three decades later bourgeoisie return,
They live on sweat and tears of citizens,
They’re mighty leaders govern with concern,
To build quick fortunes up to billions.

The country still is communist in all,
The Communists deny same wealth for all.
(Sonnet poem)

September 1975

People queued to exchange quota of the old money to new one.
Mum mourned the piles of old money she had shed so much tears
and sweat to earn. Some people went mad. Others committed
suicide.

Each family had only 200d (VND) of the new currency. It was the
amount that Mum spent after selling a tael of gold to buy food for
Dad in the Northern communist jail. Since then we lived on those
gold taels Mum had bought when she’d been working as a children
wear designer, producer and wholesaler. Others survived by selling
furniture, personal belongings. Second-hand markets mushroomed
around Saigon.

March 1978

Soldiers, factory workers were mobilized to administer the asset
inventory of the bourgeoisie. As Mum ceased her business after
Saigon Fall, we weren’t targeted. Our neighbours told us the
“inventory people” stayed in their houses nearly three months and
tried to uncover hidden treasures they thought could be in the
hollowed walls or in the garrets. They also encouraged our
neighbours to “honestly present” all their jewellery and money to the
government. A neighbour jeweller became insane. The eerie night
often echoed her curses of the Communists.

Some months later 1978
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I woke up to learn that my “bourgeoisie” neighbours had been
forcefully moved to desolate land of the new economic zones
(NEZ) during the night! Their houses were given to Northern
communist officials.

What applied to the “bourgeoisie” was also applied to the
families of pre-1975 Saigon’s high-ranking military men. We
lived like those chickens left in the cage watching their mates
beheaded nearby in the market and anxiously awaiting our
fate.

Dad was in jail and as a 16-year-old eldest with four siblings, I felt
helpless being a girl. If our family had been sent to NEZ, I wouldn’t
have been as strong as a boy to build a house or work in the fields.
Thus I disliked anything girlie because it symbolised weakness. I
preferred simple to womanly clothes. I changed my flowery writing
style to a straight neat one. I refused to cry and was unable to cry
decades later.

Image credit

by grjenkin .
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Canberra and I

Canberra, I’ve been with
you for nearly twenty-five

years. I’ve seen you
change the older you

became. I remember the
first time I met you, the

time I fell in love with you.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – New in town.

Canberra, I’ve been with you for nearly twenty-five years. I’ve seen
you change the older you became. I remember the first time I met
you, the time I fell in love with you.

Canberra, I still vividly remember a dream, it was dark and I 
was standing in the middle of a deserted street, I was 
distressed as I couldn’t find my house. A godlike figure clad in 
black appeared, then grabbed me and transported me to a cold 
hard place with his divine power. There the god led me on a 
walk through dark alleys and unlit roads to a desolate city. The 
wind was howling all around me and the chilly air cut into my
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flesh like knives, I was scared, and I ran and ran in a panic to
find a familiar face.

Then I woke up, outside the sky was as black as ink, and the wind
shook my windows violently. My body felt frozen by the cold. It was
my first winter with you! The temperature often dropped to minus 8
overnight and it left thin layers of ice on top of car windscreens,
garden ponds and puddles. Then I knew why you were called “the
Siberia of Australia”!

I missed the friends in Melbourne. I missed the busy metropolitan
city with suburbs of different characters. I wondered who would take
my jobs that two companies offered. One of the jobs that had been
offered was the envy of many of my friends at RMIT.

I stayed at the Macquarie Hostel reserved for people on the move
to Canberra to take up public service jobs in the 1980s. Together
with friends from the hostel: Moira from Scotland, Geoff from
England, Ratilla from India and Kaoru from Japan, we visited the
Caphs cafe and restaurant in Manuka every Saturday for brunch. In
the cosy atmosphere of the cafe, I began to like you, Canberra!

I used to sing the Vietnamese song “The sad city” when referring to
you. In those days, Civic slept from noon on Saturday through to
9am the following Monday. When I walked amongst the suburbs,
the streets were all so quiet. I heard nothing but the sound of my
footsteps. Later on, Canberra, it was this peacefulness that drew
me closer to you!

I fell in love with you in the first Autumn. I saw the romantic picture
of you when the roads were lined with red-leaf trees. I loved the
sight of the sky as if it was lowered down with grey clouds.

These days, the older I became, the younger you got. I feel out of
place with those noisy hip night clubs and giant modern shopping
centres that have mushroomed lately. Trendy houses were born
overnight, the long traffic jams in the mornings and in the
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afternoons frustrate me. I feel the distance between us. I feel my
love for you wither.

You’re loved for your renown,
Of leaves dyed red the town in Fall,
Of calm life, city – small,
Of attractions enthrall people.

Yet age makes you hustle,
Houses, shops, clubs jostle for space.
My love dwindles apace,
Busy township betrays my dream.

P.S. The above poem was written in Vietnamese ‘luc bat’ poetry
style. For more information about that poetry style read this article
on Wikipedia .

Image credit

by Đức-Huy .
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Foot voting

I didn’t protest against the maltreatment the
communists gave my family in particular and the

families of pre-1975-Saigon’s high-ranking military men
in general. Instead I voted with my feet and left the

country.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – An act of
rebellion.

In 1979, as a high-ranking military man, Dad had been in jail for
four years and we didn’t know when or if he’d be released.

Our family faced the daily threat of having our assets taken and
being sent to undeveloped land of new economic zones.

I had to complete an exam against students with communist
backgrounds themselves or in their immediate or distant families,
who were given extra marks. Despite this I was accepted into the
famous Polytechnic University of Saigon.

However a decree published later on newspapers’ front pages
disallowing students of ethnic Chinese, bourgeoisie and Saigon
military families to attend universities.
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I took my life in my hands and defected.

A guide escorted me on the two hour 50 kilometre bus trip to Can
Gio.

Four other girls of my age joined me there. We were all in rural
shirts but our fair skins and demeanor betrayed our disguise efforts.

Under the beating sun, we walked for two hours to a safe house
near a river and stayed there for two days.

The girls later blamed me for failing the operation because the
group had to stop two times for me at the refreshment stalls thus
raising suspicions in the villagers.

As our boat approaching international waters, scenes of the past
were running in my mind and mixed feelings surfaced.

I regretted that my sister – discouraged from previous attempt when
we weren’t caught but my friend was shot dead – didn’t join me on
this escape.

Mum must be lighting the incense for the Chinese New Year Eve
ceremony now.

I thought I was hearing NYE’s firecrackers when the man sitting
next to me moaned “My God, I’m dead!”

He’d been shot in the chest.

The boat was captured by the communist patrol team and towed to
a sand dune.

Under the dawn, the shot man who’d just been released from a
re-education camp was dying in his wife’s arms.

There were five others injured on the boat.

We were body-searched, money and jewellery were confiscated.
One by one the women were called and ogled by two officials.
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I told them I was a fifteen-year-old (not a seventeen-year-old) as
Mum had heard some local governments spared anyone younger
than sixteen.

Whether the communists believed me or I didn’t look appealing to
them, I was released with the women who had young children.

Afterwards, I heard the women were imprisoned for three months.
The men – shackled in a nearby location – heard their screams
night after night as they were raped by the communists.

I later met a girl after her release and she pretended not knowing
me. I felt her distance was born out of shame to tell me what had
happened to her. For that, today I still possess the ‘survivor guilt’.

In the darkness, there she sat,
Broken-self and flat-presence.
The shame begat silence,
To tell the violence ‘gainst her.

The defectors tempted fate,
Were robbed, jailed, shot, raped with hate.
Freedom – a cruel bait,
The gruesome risks negate the gains.

P.S. The above poem was written in Vietnamese ‘song that luc bat’
poetry style. For more information about that poetry style read this
article on Wikipedia .

Image credit

by Đức-Huy .
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HIMALAYA, here I come!

The Himalaya trip is forever a vivid remembrance as
my courage was put to the test. (Picture owned by hiMe

(people in picture: hiMe, her husband and an elder in
the group.))

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Travel tales.

I forever an unenthusiastic traveller, went trekking with my husband
in the Himalayas on our honeymoon, 19 years ago.

My father-in-law heard it was dangerous and suggested that I
shouldn’t go.

Fearful to be by myself in India waiting for my husband to return
from Nepal, I decided to follow him.

People who knew me often remarked that I was brave.

In fact, I’m not a fearless person. I fear flying, mountain-climbing,
and altitude sickness.

I couldn’t get last minute injection on meningococcal meningitis and
it preyed on my mind before and during the trip.
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We left Hotel Shanker in Kathmandu at 4am for the 7am flight to
Lukla but we could only fly out on the third day when the fog had
cleared.

Our nine-person tour group, plus six Nepalese locals and our own
three-person crew fitted into a small plane with inward-facing seats
on either side.

My heart beat loudly when our delicate plane tried to land on
Lukla’s 450 metre hillside runway, the world’s most dangerous
airport.

We covered 10 kilometers per day. I was always the person trailing
behind the group.

Rhododendrons, prayer flags, prayer wheels, stupas, yaks and dust
were common sightings along the way.

Midway, a couple in their 70s weren’t fit enough to continue.

My real challenge came when I had to walk 1.5 metres on a sandy
track that was one-foot wide.

My husband held my left hand while the guide held my right one to
help me get across. Sand under my feet was falling down the cliff
as I passed.

The sights of shrines built along the way for trekkers who had died
dashed my spirit.

There were suspension bridges hung with ropes that swayed or
creaked with every step. I was scared I may fall down between the
two suspenders of some bridges that had no handrail.

The inn where I was staying at Namche Bazaar (3446m) for two
days while my husband continued ascending to Thyangboche
(3875m) had no lock on the door.
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I felt anxious and left the light on all night. I could only sleep for brief
periods of time.

Also staying there were two 18-year-old Japanese boys who cried
and regretted that they had joined this expedition. Seeing them
made me feel better as at least I didn’t cry.

I was glad the terror was over at the end. I really looked forward to
a shower as I didn’t have one during the twelve-day trip. The rest of
the honeymoon was three weeks spent exploring other parts of
Asia.

I’ve married an avid traveller. We’ve travelled so many places my
memory is fuzzy but the Himalaya trip is forever a vivid
remembrance.

As dust cloud settles, Kathmandu is shown,
A rustic, brownish, backward mountain town.
The pensive stupa hears dirt roads intone,
The sadhu dreams as the pyre fire dies down.
Mount Everest forever in white gown,
Smiles at the human conquest of summit,
And cries for the dead who failed to make it.
(This is a Rhyme-Royal-style poem)
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Family, reasons and love

I had to choose between my own safety and my family.
I chose my family. (Picture owned by Timothy D.

Timothy D at the BOQ (Bachelor Officer Quarter) room
of the Fort Monmouth Signals School, New Jersey,

USA in 1973.)

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Things we do
for love.

30/04/1975, the day I lost my country, my identity as a soldier, and
was torn between my own safety and my family.

I was Lieutenant Colonel working at J6 Joint General Staff (Signal
Communications) – Headquarters.

I applied for family evacuation, reserved for high-ranking officers
through the American Advisory Group.

The family included my wife’s two younger sisters. The list was
approved and despatched on 27/04. Later, my wife’s sisters refused
to evacuate.
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When it was time for evacuation, I answered the phone and asked
my wife to get ready to be picked up. She just kept silent then
declined. She was discouraged by the thought of living in a foreign
country by herself with five children if I failed to reunite with them
after the war. My 13-year-old eldest daughter is hiMe. My youngest
sons were just one and two-year-olds then.

My wife told me to flee at the last minute of the war, then come
back to the country a few years later.

There was a Jeep sent to pick my family up on 29/04 but no one
left.

My Colonel colleague – also my neighbour – deserted and fled with
his family on 25/04.

I was at work all day on 29/04. In the evening, my friend told me
that we could go to the Navy Headquarters to board a ship but I
could not think of leaving. My friend left the next morning.

Early in the morning of 30/04, there was still time for me to walk
from Headquarters to the airport next door and fly out, but I couldn’t
do it.

I worked until the last minute on that day because of my honour and
duty to serve the country as a high-ranking officer.

The Communists shelled mortars to my office but I luckily escaped
death. Later, the Communists detained me and others in the
garage, searched our pockets and seized anything they wanted
(money, watches…). They released us the next day.

On 30/04/1975, some officers committed suicide by shooting
themselves while some went into hiding and tried to escape by boat
months afterwards.

I knew the Communists could kill me. My fear of death was buried
deep down underneath the thin hope that they’d keep me as
prisoner for a while so I could be with my family later on.
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I thought that if I’d left, I’d never have seen my family again. Family
reunions were impossible with China-Taiwan, North-South Korea,
East-West Germany.

I spent 10 years in jail. I witnessed many officers died in the
Communist prison from malnutrition, diseases, hard labour and
failed escapes. I too suffered in jail.

After my release in Vietnam, hiMe often cried in her nightmares in
Australia that the Communists took me to prison again.

When my country was writhing in pain and fallen.
I couldn’t run,
And abandon.
When future hadn’t pledged family reunion,
I couldn’t quit,
And hate to split.
Each day in jail, physically weaken,
I lived with hope,
And tried to cope.
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I will live

Love for my family
gave me more

courage to
live.(People in

picture: Mum, Dad,
Mum’s two younger
sisters, 11-year-old

hiMe, hiMe’s
9-year-old and

7-year-old sisters.
Picture taken in
1973 at Tan Son

Nhat airport,
Saigon when Dad
was to fly to New
Jersey, USA to

attend the one-year
study of the

Communications
Electronics

Engineer Course.)

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Things we do
for love.
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I wish I could turn back the time so that,
I would then push my Dad to quickly flee.
“Run, Dad, and save your life no matter what!
The Communists won’t spare you, let hear me!
Commander’s duty – you fulfilled at last,
We don’t want you killed – let hear us all plea!
You’re not safe but we are, so let’s run fast!”
(Terza-Rima-style poem)

30/04/1975 marked the fall of Saigon, the failed evacuation of my
family , the Communists’ capture of my Dad followed by a series of
failed attempts to escape Vietnam by myself.

My family constantly worried that the Communists would forfeit our
assets then take us to the barren land of the “new economic zone”,
like they had done with some of the high-ranking officers’ families.

Every night, Mum and I listened to BBC then Voice of America on
the radio on low volume as to not be caught by the Communists.
We hoped to hear news of interference from the Free World,
especially from America, on the fate of imprisoned officers like Dad.

We sent Dad’s military training documents with the United States
Army Schools in the 60s and 70s to my friend in the US. She sent
them to the US Government, but for a long time it didn’t yield any
results.

I thought if I could escape out of Vietnam, I would get direct contact
with the US Government or the free world to raise their attention to
Dad’s imprisonment, or I would try to sponsor my family to live in
another country.

The thought of rescuing Dad and my family gave me courage to
brave the disasters of the sea and the Communists’ bullets.

In 1979, my sister and I were in a canoe on a river waiting to board
the big boat when we heard gun shots. My friends were shot dead
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on another canoe. We spent the whole night hiding on the river
bank then found our way back to Saigon in the morning.

A few months later, my sister and I were in a safe house before
boarding another boat the next day. My sister got discouraged and
didn’t want to go. She told me she would wait to be sponsored by
me. We all went back home after that.

The next time, my boat was captured near international waters. The
man sat next to me was shot dead. There were five others injured
on the boat. I told the Communists I was a 15-year-old so I wasn’t
put in jail. All the captured women were raped by the Communists.

The fourth time, the trip was aborted before anyone got on board
the big boat for fear the Communists had got wind of the plan.

Eventually I successfully escaped from Vietnam in November 1983,
four years after my first attempt.

Dad was released after I arrived in Australia. His application for
visas to America was approved in 1985 but the Communists didn’t
allow our family to leave.

My family finally reunited with me through my sponsorship.
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The search for an interpreter

Being an interpreter in a refugee camp, I did my job and
never intended to hurt anyone.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – On the job.

The Communists relax patrolling during monsoon as the sea’s
rough, but there’s a two-week window in November when the sea’s
calm so we set sail then. It was 1983.

On day two, we’re adrift for half a day due to mechanical failure.

On day five, we landed at a Malaysian tourist resort in Johor Bahru
and were transported to Terengganu then Pulau Bidong island .

I was allocated to live on the top floor of a two-storey tin-roofed
house with four other girls. Another two men lived on the ground
floor.

The house was built by previous refugees using wood salvaged
from boats and from the forest.

My weekly ration was three six-ounce chicken (with bone) cans, 
three three-ounce sardine cans, three six-ounce pea cans, seven
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instant noodle packets, one thirteen-ounce condensed-milk can,
900 grams to 1.2 kilograms uncooked rice, 1/4 uncooked chicken,
fist-size sugar and dried mung beans. Monthly, I got a fist-size
piece of cabbage.

I had to queue every day for my portion of two-litre fresh water and
use of the public latrine .

One day as I exchanged with an American UNHCR representative,
George, outside the delegation interview room .

George then tried to persuade me to teach English because I didn’t
feel confident, even though I’d taken extra English lessons for four
years after leaving high school in 1979.

Eventually, without training or text-book, I taught during my
three-month stay there.

Since my arrival, the first delegation to interview refugees was the
Australian one that arrived in January, after the Christmas break.

I was sought as an interpreter for the delegate.

The delegate, Viktor, told me he worked for the Foreign Affairs
Department and held a Politics degree.

He cited the UNHCR refugee definition, then interviewed me and I
was accepted.

I busily worked with Viktor for two days from morning till afternoon.

There was a rumour on the island that the Australian delegate
favoured single girls and families but if the annual quota was nearly
reached, everyone could be rejected.

Most of the refugees interviewed were accepted but one family and
a few men.
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I received some simple thank you and some smiles from people
who got acceptance.

I felt sad for those rejected. They’d have to apply with another
delegation.

A few days later, I was watching a movie with the crowd in the open
when water was thrown at me. I was approached by an angry man
who said: “What kind of interpreting was that? You got me
disapproved! Don’t you know how to help your people?”

As a naïve 21-year-old who never worked or lived apart from family,
I was so shaken and upset by the event. I wanted to yell out that I
was unjustly judged. I felt so lonely and vulnerable then!

Storm please stop ravaging wherein
Slim huts the vulnerable live in.

My people, English, may you gain,
Through lessons, my love, they contain.

Bye island, lonely as I came,
Bad memories, may I disclaim!
(Enjambment-style poem)

Image credit

by UN Photo/John Isaac .
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A new dawn

I used to be a commander. Ten years in jail and two
decades later it was panic on the first day in my job.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – On the job.

My family resettled in Canberra in November 1990 under the
sponsorship of our daughter hiMe, who worked at the Australian
Bureau of Statistics.

I was 57 years old then. I needed a job to support my family. I was
a graduate Electronics Communications Engineer at the US Army
Signal School, so I applied with Telstra.

Telstra accepted my application but I didn’t hear from them for a
long time.

I then decided to study for an Australian qualification.

I used to be a night-time high school English and Math teacher in
Vietnam in my second job. Therefore I gained high marks from the
oral and written admission tests for the University of Canberra, but
my age was a barrier to university entrance.

I then applied to the Canberra Institute of Technology and was
offered two courses: Computing and Library.

Had I chosen the Computing course, I’d need one preparation year
plus two regular years. I only needed two years for the Library
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course. I preferred Computing but decided to do the Library course
so I could support my family sooner.

It was two hard-working years: late nights and no TV. Term
holidays were spent doing assignments or research. The final
semester, I took nine subjects so I could graduate right after two
years.

Finally I graduated and immediately applied for a job at the National
Library. Two hundred applications for five places, fifty applicants to
be interviewed and I was one of five selected.

At 60, I was proud of myself!

As part of orientation, on the first day at the National Library, our
group was guided by a senior staff member to visit all sections. On
the first floor, we were told by the Guide Staff that most of us would
work there. She called it the most important division of the Library,
the ‘behind the scenes’, where we receive new books, magazines,
newspapers and our jobs were processing, cataloging, paying
invoices.

Everything was completely new and strange to me, from the main
reading room to the stacks, from the maps to the microfilms.

In 1975, at Headquarters in Saigon, I was in charge of complex
signal operations. Ten years in jail and two decades later, I was a
librarian, panicked on the first day at the sight of bundles of items
on the long tables as well as a mountain of boxes in the corner, all
ready for staff’s daily work.

I was assigned to catalogue the old French books because I speak,
write and read French fluently. Later, I was rotated to different
areas such as ‘Processing’ coming items, and ‘Acquisition’ of new
items, to gain different experiences.

I worked in the Library for thirteen years. I could’ve stayed longer
but decided to retire at the age of 73.
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Many thanks to Australia which gave me everything I lost in
Vietnam: Freedom, Dignity, Safety and the Right to Work …

Yesteryear,
A Lieutenant Colonel
In charge of engineering telecommunication systems
For the Republic of Vietnam armed forces.

And today,
As a Librarian
Working in Overseas Serials Collection
Including acquisition, cataloguing, processing..
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The 1973 Nobel Peace Prize
and the Paris Peace Accords

I assured the Ambassador Chief of Delegation that the
communication system between Paris and Saigon

would be restored soon before the Conference should
have started the next day.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Failure.

The Paris Peace Conference started in 1968 and ended in 1973,
with the signing of the Paris Peace Accords for a settlement of
peace in Vietnam.

The conference was held at the International Conference Hall on
Avenue Kléber, Paris every Thursday. A Military Intelligence Team
and a Signal Team were attached to the South Vietnam Delegation,
which was located on Avenue Raymond Poincaré, Paris.

In March 1970, as a Major, I was assigned to work at the Office of
the South Vietnam Delegation as a team chief of the Signal Team
for a term of six months. My job was to maintain the
communications systems between Paris and Saigon. The Teletype
and telephone communication links to Saigon (the Presidency, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Joint General Staff) were set up with
the help of the Communications team at the American Embassy in
Paris. They followed a convoluted path:
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Paris to Germany: France Telecom cable
Germany to Hawaii: satellite
Hawaii to Philippines: submarine cable
Philippines to Vung Tau: submarine cable
Vung Tau to Saigon: UHF

Every day, I personally checked the status of the links by talking to
the distant ends with the Chief of Cabinet at the Presidency or the
General Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

My job was running smoothly until something odd happened on
Wednesday, one day before the weekly Conference. The
Ambassador Chief of Delegation couldn’t talk to the President! He
needed advice on the issue of North Vietnam sending their regular
combat units to South Vietnam, something the North Vietnam
Delegation always denied at the Conference. The proof was a list of
names and addresses of the Northern soldiers captured on the
battlefields.

I got panicked because I’d checked the voice links early that
morning, so firstly I tried to convince the Ambassador that the
system could be restored soon. I then contacted the American
Communications Technical Control team in Paris who had helped
set up our system for assistance. Thursday came and the
communication system wasn’t back on, so the Ambassador had to
adjourn the issue to the following session.

On Friday, I got a report from the Tech Control team, stating that
the anchor of a fishing boat had damaged the submarine cable near
the Subic Bay in Philippines, so the link must be rerouted to an
alternate route.

I couldn’t forget the incident. At the time I felt frustrated as the
Conference hadn’t progressed so well, let alone the delay in the
communication fault.

Finally, the Peace Accords were signed in 1973 with the support of
the United Nations, but two years later the North violated the
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Accords by launching an overall attack to occupy the whole of
South Vietnam in April 1975.

Snow falling, falling, covered Paris in white…
A homesick officer, the snail-paced Peace Talks…
Accords signed, ceasefire put in public limelight
For two years since, the world’s eyes were out on stalks
The North then carried on offensives outright…
The North Nobel laureate had talked the talks!
But the North Government failed to walk the walks!

I assured the Ambassador Chief of Delegation that the
communication system between Paris and Saigon

would be restored soon before the Conference should
have started the next day.
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A dream

Till today I feel a sense of failure, guilt and grief that I
had lost a friendship and that I was insensitive enough

to ask my friend about her dream. (Picture of Thai
pirate’s boats – after being radioed by the others –

attacked a Vietnamese refugee boat)

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Failure.

Arriving from Terengganu , I spent three months on Pulau Bidong
Island before moving to Sungei Besi Transit Camp, Kuala Lumpur.

On the island, survivors of traumatic sea journeys were pointed out
to me on two occasions.

While gathering at the jetty for our weekly food ration one
afternoon, a girl told me to look at a handsome young man in the
crowd:

“He’s from the eating-the-dead boat. His boat was adrift at sea for a
month. He’s a Catholic Brother. Look at his mouth, it’s frothing at
the corners! Everyone on that boat are like that!”
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I had goose bumps when I did see some saliva stayed at his mouth
corner. My boat was adrift for half a day but the mechanical
problem was fixed later, else it could have ended up like his.

At the open-air movies one night, I met a guy from my boat, and his
friend, Dr Magpie. Magpie introduced himself as an obstetrician
working at the island hospital and pointed at a girl standing nearby:

“That girl I examined her and had her sent to Terrenganu for a
hysterectomy. She was badly injured from all the rapes!”

I could see the 16-year-old Chinese girl had an exotic beauty. I felt
sorry for her not being able to bear children in the future. Heading
to Malaysia from near Saigon, my boat also took a long turn to
avoid pirate boats and had a big machine gun bought from
corrupted Communists to protect ourselves.

I lost several high school friends on their escapes. On one boat, as
some men came to the defence of the women against the Thai
pirates, all the men were killed, including my friend’s brother.

One night I was awoken by a rat nibbling at my toe and heard
Frangipani, my 16-year-old housemate, talking in her sleep
indistinctly. The next morning, while waiting in the queue for our
household fresh water allowance , I asked Frangipani:

“Last night you were talking in your sleep. What did you dream?”

Frangipani didn’t answer me but kept studying my face for my
intention in the question. Since then she never conversed with me
again.

The girls in our house never talked about their escapes and I was
cautious not to ask. I only learnt later from a friend:

“Frangipani’s boat was attacked multiple times by Thai pirates. One
boat came and radioed the others to follow .”
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Till today I feel a sense of failure, guilt and grief that I had lost a
friendship and that I was insensitive enough to ask such a question
about Frangipani’s dream! Frangipani must have suffered from
constant nightmares about her trip then.

My friends were lost at sea,
While in their lively years,
On their fateful journey.

Freedom – they hope to see,
Confidence banished fears,
My friends were lost at sea.

Death – they couldn’t foresee,
Their blood mixed with their tears,
On their fateful journey.

“Rest in peace, in the sea,
Miss you, I will, my dears!”
My friends were lost at sea,
On their fateful journey.
(Villanelle-style poem)

Image credit

by antefixus U.E.
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The monkey bridge

I think the woman who’d trailed behind us gave the
impression that we were her two city relatives who were
visiting. I felt a deep gratitude to the sensible protective
action of that woman. There are still good people in this

world!

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – The kindness
of strangers.

I often wonder how the hellish communist jail would have affected
my 15-year-old sister and me mentally and physically, had we been
jailed on our first failed attempt to escape communism in Vietnam.

We left Saigon on a bus to Ben Tre at 9am. We spent the rest of
the day on a boat travelling on a river with a middle-aged couple
and their two children.

Around 8pm, my sister and I were told to leave our shoes in the
boat and move to a small canoe, stationed near a clump of big
reeds. We waited quietly for the ‘big fish’ to take us out of Vietnam
waters.
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An hour later, we heard several gun shots as near as 10 metres
away.

The boatman quickly vanished. We were terror-stricken and swiftly
clambered ashore to shroud ourselves among the shrubs. We
heard the voices and footsteps of the local police coming near to
where we were hiding.

At dawn, we began to find our way out of the village.

Around 7am, we came to a ‘monkey bridge’ made of a
20-centimetre-diameter log placed across a canal. We were terrified
and dared not walk on it.

More and more villagers were queuing impatiently behind us. I
decided to make a move. I straddled the log and used my hands to
drag myself along. My sister followed suit.

A woman who’d crossed the bridge before us greeted us with a
warm smile. “Are you OK?” We shyly smiled back at her and didn’t
answer. The woman trailed behind us until we got to the province
market.

At the market, we were reunited with the middle-aged couple and
their children. The man told me the market was uproarious with the
news that some defectors were captured last night and urged me to
quickly buy shoes to wear as it’d be a tell-tale sign that we were
one of those defectors.

Back in Saigon, I learnt that my friend who like me had just finished
year 12 was killed on another canoe. He was a thin tall boy who
always smiled. Another man in his 20s was also killed. The boat
with 70 passengers was captured and the people were all jailed.

I was told that my sister and I were very lucky not to be recognised
as the defectors. The province Ben Tre was notorious for its
communist guerrilla activities during the war and its callous jails for
defectors post-war.
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I think the woman who’d trailed behind us gave the impression that
we were her two city relatives who were visiting. I felt a deep
gratitude to the sensible protective action of that woman. There are
still good people in this world!

A shaky monkey bridge,
On Chinese New Year’s Eve,
In a far strange village.

Two sisters failed to leave,
And their friends were shot dead,
On Chinese New Year’s Eve.

Two sisters filled with dread,
The hellish ruthless jail,
And their friends were shot dead.

Their friends’ death – they bewail.
A horror time of escape.
The hellish ruthless jail.
On Chinese New Year’s Eve.
(Terzanelle-style poem)

Image credit

by jeremysabol .
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How I met her

I was a Catholic convert and she was my godmother.
But her behaviour became that of a parent jealous of

losing a child’s love.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – How we met.

April 1984, I arrived in Australia and stayed at Enterprise Hostel,
Springvale in Melbourne. A week later, a religious Sister took me
home – a six-bedroom Burwood-parish house that accommodated
thirteen Catholic Vietnamese refugees and me – a Buddhist.

A couple in their late 30s acted as the head of the house and their
two young children occupied the main bedroom. The other eight
girls, one girl’s ten-year-old brother and I shared five bedrooms.

Some girls had no relatives in Australia. Some only had married
brothers or sisters and could not live with their families.

I dreaded weekends, public holidays or school breaks because they
were the time the girls spent with their relatives or boyfriends,
leaving me alone in the house.
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Within eighteen months, many people left the house. The couple
moved to their own house and the others were either married or
moved back to live with their relatives. There were only three girls
left and one of them was to get married in a few months’ time.

The new parish Priest filled the house with new occupants –
Malaysian high school students and an Australian couple. The
refugee girls didn’t get respect or co-operation from the foreign
students.

The Vietnamese Priest who founded the Burwood house heard me
bemoaning the bad situation there and organised a similar house in
Hawthorn. He later asked if I would convert to Catholicism, and
Sister Night became my godmother then.

I was the first girl to move into the four-bedroom Hawthorn house.
Sister Night was a live-in supervisor; she occupied a small
bedroom. Sister chose the best room in the house for me to share
with Summer-Scent. The other two bedrooms had four girls in each.

With Sister’s presence in the house, we didn’t have many visitors.
Occasionally, the two younger brothers of two girls paid them a
visit. Our house’s frequent visitors were one girl’s boyfriend and the
Fathers and Brothers of a Camberwell order.

I was Sister’s favourite girl. She gave me first choice of secondhand
things brought home from St Vincent de Paul: bed sheets,
clothes…and asked me not to tell others.

I accompanied her everywhere. She proudly told people that I was
an RMIT undergraduate and how smart I was to put my
housemates’ names in a divided circle for a housework roster.

As time went by, study became harder. I couldn’t find time to go out
or talk with Sister anymore and I wasn’t concerned as I thought
Sister needed time for the newcomers. I was anguished as Sister
began to treat me harshly.
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Summer-Scent told me that after I left, she too was treated harshly
by Sister and burst into tears when she told Sister she wanted to
move out after six years staying there. Summer-Scent explained to
me that Sister’s behaviour at the time was of a parent jealous of
losing a child’s love.

The flower of love on the altar,
Turned into a serpent of anger.
The man of the cloth – the saviour,
Turned out to be an alligator.
In the story of a refuge seeker.

Image credit

by Hindrik Sijens .
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And thirty years later …..

Thirty years later, a defector, I return to my country.
Each street corner brings a flood of fear, memory and

emotion.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – One oment,
this year.

Even though I never wished to come back to Vietnam, my husband
wanted to show our teenage sons where we were born. I needed a
holiday afterwards to recuperate from the emotional stress.

Mixed emotions churned inside me as I saw Saigon after thirty
years.

Shy to be recognised as ‘overseas Vietnamese’ and be overly
respected and expected.

Fear for the same reason and be the target of robbers, thieves and
scammers.

Scared to eat food that I learnt could have been injected with
formaldehyde, cooked with batteries, sprayed with waste lubricant,
coloured with industrial dyes,…
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Cried in silence at the sights of Saigon’s old streets, buildings,….
that prompted me of many memories before 1975 and before I left.

Trembled at the glimpse of police, customs officers and the woman
in rural guerrilla uniform paddling our canoe on a tour of Dong Thap
swamp. As if I could hear they shouted: “Defector, we’re arresting
you, cutting you from household rations, banning you from getting
job and entering university”.

Writhed in anguish when I saw the statue of Ho Chi Minh put above
the statues of Bhudas at Dai Nam theme park.

Incensed with a sense of injustice to recognise the employees of
the five-star Saigon Rex Hotel that I met all had the appeased,
monotone Northern accent that proved they moved to Saigon after
1975. The Northerners who fled the communists after the 1954
Geneva Accords all had assertive, clear accent. I recalled Northern
communist officials and people with communist martyr background
were given priorities to good jobs, university/hospital admissions,
rations… I was once denied university entrance as Dad was a
South Vietnam Army officer.

Shocked to hear stories of wealth and success of old communist
high school friends nowadays are high-ranking police and customs
officers.

Wondered how they could afford to live in $500,000 AUD houses
which are 150 times their salaries, drive imported cars that cost
three times the original prices after taxes, send their children to
study in France, US and Australia.

Felt threatened and haunted with the thought those communist
officials were going to migrate to live with my family in Australia.

Felt a lump in my throat as I stood in front of my husband and my
own old houses that is now occupied by Northern communist
officials. My husband’s house was forfeited because his father was
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a jeweller. My house had to be given to the government when my
family migrated to Australia.

Bitter to hear a woman in Northern communist accent commented
to her husband in the four-star Saigon Oscar Hotel’s lift: “The room
here is smaller than the one in our house!”

Wished I’d had more money to give to all the street beggars I met.

My thirteen-year-old son saw a thin ten-year-old girl in mended
clothes trying to sell us lottery tickets. Since then he became
withdrawn and pensive.

The defector returns to her country,
She hears the cry, the moan of history.
She learns the wealthy communist devils
Want to migrate and mixed with other peoples.
The communist elites deem Vietnam fearsome:
“Polluted air, unsafe food and poor health system”.

Image credit

by William Cho .
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Farewell those concubines

I’d made it short! I’ll make it long! I felt empowering to
write my first short story.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Personal
challenge.

During our 2012 Christmas emails, as I told my friends the
redundancy situations I’d known, I learnt that they too suffered from
their countries’ economic downturns.

In Japan, my friend’s husband in his late 50s, was declared
redundant, but he refused the early-retirement incentive payout.
Japanese labour laws made it difficult for corporates to lay off staff
without good reasons. Thus, he was given no work to do and his
company hoped under that situation, he’d become depressed
enough to quit.

In America, a friend in her early 50s, was not sure if she’d still have
a job in 2013. The company was keen to replace ageing computer
programmers with graduates so they could reduce their hiring
expenses.
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In Australia, another friend took a lot of sick leave to care for her
family. During her factory’s restructure, she and the workers who
were on reduced duty due to work injuries, the aged, the workplace
reformers, the bullied, and the harassed later turned the
complainants, were all told they were excess workers.

My friends’ powerless and unfair circumstances brought home to
me the fear, anxiety and desperation they faced. What happened to
them could occur to anyone.

I wanted to tell the world the redundant workers’ story and enter the
ACT Writers Centre 2013 3000-word short story competition.

In primary and high school, my Vietnamese essays always got top
marks.

In the 90s, in Australia and single, I wrote ironic, humorous,
romantic Vietnamese poems for a weekly Vietnamese newspaper
and translated songs, The Little Prince and other books from
English into Vietnamese to satisfy my writing desire.

But I’d never written a short story before, let alone one in English.

With two pieces of basic advice from my close friend Lily: “A story
has three parts: conflict/problem, climax and resolution” and “What
do you want to say with each character?” I embarked on the
untravelled road.

I drew a table for my characters, describing the events happening
to each through the three phases of the story.

I gave my draft to Dahlia, a wordsmith and trusted acquaintance.
After three weeks she gave me feedback without correcting my
“could be improved” English as she’d commented, and I’d
expected.

I asked, she reluctantly agreed, four weeks and some related
distressing moments later I got my “English corrected” draft back.
Without reading, I threw it away.
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For five months I was too disheartened to modify my story
according to Lily and Dahlia’s suggestions, until the competition’s
closing day.

There wasn’t time for anyone to adjust my English. I went through
my story multiple times, trying to comprehend and correct
grammatical errors myself.

The story was submitted online, one hour before closing time.

Writing a story is somewhat similar to building a computer system in
my fulltime job.

I didn’t win the competition however I feel confident that I can write
a novel next.

Still, I’ll heed Lily’s last piece of advice: “Attend writing courses.”

The aged mourn their bygone youth at the feet of Mother Nature,
The injured beat themselves up for they are such eager beavers,
The reformers ask themselves why they want the workplace to
become better,
The wronged saw themselves making complaints as so foolish
failures,
As all are now considered ‘the unwanted’ by their employer.
(Crossed-rhyme-style poem)

Image credit

by Moyan-Brenn .
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Self-incriminating

I was devastated, horrified,
fearful and ashamed to be told

what I did. But I was shy. It
was also a cultural shock!

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Cringe.

In Vietnam, we don’t have a tradition of celebrating family members’
birthdays.

We do have a big one when an elder turns sixty or more. We very
rarely celebrate birthdays between friends. So I never had a
birthday party!

I’d attended many surprised birthday celebrations at work. I waited
for my turn in anticipation and with excitement but it didn’t
eventuate.

I told Elderflower of my sadness and the feeling of being unworthy
at work. Elderflower surprised me with a morning tea organised by
her the next morning. How kind of her!
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I felt elated with high self-respect and self-love. As I was
surrounded by around ten people in the section, I saw a group of
five women stream out of the office. I felt rejection!

They were the women I longed to befriend. It was the most busy
time in my life, too busy to have time for myself, let alone
socializing. Adding to that, being isolated from my cultural
community, having no close friends, and being a shy extravert, I
constantly hungered for human interactions.

My social life was made up of what happened at work with other
women. I observed with covetousness how these five Australian
women at work gathered to chat or joke, exchange women
magazines and go out together. I wished to belong.

In my heartache that those five women walked out at my morning
tea, I wanted to find out what I’d done to upset them. Yet I felt shy
to come to their desks and ask.

I wrote 50-something Foxglove an email “Why didn’t you come to
the morning tea?”.

I felt anxious as she didn’t answer. I’d no idea a storm was brewing
to unleash its fury on me. My email didn’t carry with it my pleading
tone!

Soon, my supervisor told me that I’d harassed my colleague with
my email and she wanted to put the offense into my personnel
record so that I’d be discipline if I did it again.

I felt as if a shell had exploded near my ears!

She also told me: “Friendship is a two-way street”. What had I done
that was so serious to be recorded?

A few months earlier, I received an email circulated at work that
there would be a surprise birthday party thrown for Foxglove by her
close friend during lunch time at work. It was approved that there
would be a male stripper performing.
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I attended with curiosity as I’d never seen one before. There was no
such occupation in Vietnam. A female manager told other eagerly
awaiting managers: “I hope he is black!” before the white stripper
arrived.

I wondered why Foxglove followed the stripper instructions in some
degrading scenes at her birthday party, and didn’t object to being
harassed or humiliated while a crowd of hundred male and female
colleagues watched and laughed.

The Harassment and Discrimination Support Officer asked my
supervisor to consider that the five women had indeed bullied me
by ostracising me at the morning tea but my supervisor wouldn’t
budge. I ended up asking to move to another section.

I cringe at recalling the very story!
All I wanted was friends to feel less lonely.
I was made an innocent criminal,
Yet my email then made my words equivocal.

Image credit

by notphilatall .
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The women who were left
behind

They were the faithful, the miserable, the immoral, the
beautiful,…. I couldn’t forget my encounter with that

poor and forlorn woman.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Cringe.

I helped Mum preparing food for the quarterly visit to Dad’s
communist prison (glossily named re-education camp) .

Six dozens boiled egg yolks were mashed and dried on an electric
stove. Two sliced sandwich loaves were toasted and spread with
butter mixed with sugar. Two kilos of diced pork fat were fried to
render lard. Two kilos each of carrots, radishes, cauliflowers, peas,
and green beans were sun-dried. Two kilos of sugar were mixed
with lime juice and sun-dried. Five kilos of pork were boiled,
pounded, shredded to make pork floss. Two kilos of salty dried fish
were fragmented and fried with lard and sugar. Five kilos of brown
rice…Bottles, tablet packs of vitamins, pain-killers, and medicines
for dysentery, malaria, cough,…. were packed.
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Prisoners’ daily small ration comprised of cassavas, sweet
potatoes, rotten and mealworm-infested rice. They often suffered
from oedema and died if not treated with vitamin B12. Prisoners
with no visitors were more likely to die in the camp.

The International Red Cross tried but could not have access to the
camp under the Geneva Convention relative to prisoners of war. It
cost one tael (37.5g) of gold to visit Dad in the Northern mountain
and 3/4 of that to visit him then in Ham Tan Z30D camp, 180kms
from Saigon. We were lucky Mum got 200 taels of gold saved from
her job as a children wear designer/producer/wholesaler before
Saigon Fall. Fearful of confiscation by the communists, she hid her
diamonds, jewellery and gold taels in the bathroom sewerage gully,
pickled lemons, teapot cozy, water filter pot,…

On visiting day, in the small station wagon, my sister and I sat near
a 40-something woman. The poorly clothed wretched-looking
woman emitted a foul smell of an open wound. I squirmed in my
seat. I held my nose. I leant away from her. I said to my sister:
“What smells? So horrible!”.

The woman kept silent but looked more and more distraught. The
four-hour trip seemed to last forever for us. When we got to the
camp, a friend of the woman apologised on her behalf. She told me
the woman had a very severe prolapsed uterus that she delayed
treatment to save money to visit her husband in prison and now it
had turned cancerous.

I was shocked and felt so guilty that I’d made the woman felt
miserable. I wished I wasn’t on that trip.

The woman was the picture of altruism. There were many stories of
the wives of political prisoners after 1975. When the communists
wanted to forfeit a pre-Saigon-Fall high-ranking military officer’s
house while he was in prison, his wife turned to a communist official
for help and in return she became his lover. I felt bitter for her
husband for he didn’t know that his wife was seeing a high-ranking
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communist official. I wondered how her children felt about her new
relationship.

Another young, beautiful woman was invited to appear in a
communist film. The work led her to fall in love with a member of
the film crew even though she still loved her husband and visited
him often in the ‘re-education camp’.

Tears in the night,
Flow for the plight,
Of the wives left to wait,
Lonely, contrite, dying, self-hate.

Image credit

by h.koppdelaney .
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A cock, a dog and a fly

A dog and a fly made entrance for a worm of self-doubt
to gnaw away at my self-confidence.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – First
memory.

When I was young, I often amused my middle-aged cook with my
comments around the family such that she roared with laughter.

“You talk with grace!” She then pointed to my beauty spot on the
left-hand side of my chin and said, “People with this beauty spot
have a hidden charm that is revealed when they speak.”

I took her compliments with pride and believed that I had a power
with words. Every now and then Mum would smile and say “Are you
composing?” when she heard I made some witty, descriptive or
poetic remarks. I was chuffed to hear Mum saying that.

In Year Four, I was delighted to be chosen together with two others
to represent my class of sixty students in a Vietnamese essay
writing competition at school. The topic we had to write about was a
description of a cock in a home yard. I was so satisfied with my
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essay in which I described a cock taking his children on a walk to
find food.

I thought that I had coined a new phrase when I compared the
cock’s claws to “a dexterous drilling machine.” When I was told the
news that I’d won the competition amongst the best Year Four
students, I was sure it was the newly created phrase that had
gained me the victory!

When Dad came home from his military base for lunch and a nap, I
beamingly told him the news of my winning as he was untying his
boots. He chuckled and said “A dog yawns and discovers that he
accidentally catches a fly when he closes his mouth.” That was a
Vietnamese idiom which meant “Your winning must be by dumb
luck!” Was my success just by luck? I heard myself sadly asking
that question. What about “that” phrase? I was very clever to write
it, no one else’d ever done it! I kept doubting my triumph for a few
years.

Unfortunately, there was no such competition for Year Five
students the next year so I couldn’t prove to Dad that I could again
succeed with my talent. However, in Year Five, I began to excel in
essay writing, gaining top marks regularly. In high school, with my
high Year Six marks in essay writing, my classmates voted me to
be in charge of the class news posters in Year Seven.

In those years, class news posters were written by hand and posted
on the wall. My writing also appeared in the school Spring 1974 fine
literary work collection issued before the fall of Saigon. No class
news posters nor school fine literary work were produced under
communism.

The stream of delicate and complex Vietnamese words in my head
turned into poems published in a Vietnamese newspaper as well as
translation work of English songs and books in my 20s.
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My Dad’s words stuck with me when I received the most important
and only literary prize of my childhood. Yet I’d long looked back at
that moment and banished the ghost of self-doubt.

Words danced in my head,
Words longed to be spread.
Words flowed on the page,
Words streamed on the stage.
Words induced me to choose them,
Words jostled for space in my poem.

Image credit

by Charles Chan .
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To Hue, with sympathy

For the first time in my life, war and VCs appeared at
my doorsteps.(7-year-old hiMe (left), her mother and
her late 8-year-old sister. Picture taken over Perfume

river, Hue).

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – First
memory.

On Tet (Chinese New Year)’s Eve, the roads were deserted as
people retired to their homes in preparation for the ceremony at
midnight.

From my bed, I was awoken with firecracker noise as the universe
was stepping from the old to the new year and my parents were
praying and made obeisance to the Bhuda and our ancestors.

On the first New Year day, we visited our maternal grandmother
which was ten houses from ours. My siblings and I were very happy
with the lucky money handed out from grandma, aunties and
uncles. Afterwards, we visited a temple.

On the second day we planned to visit Dad’s friends. We were just
2km away from our house when we heard from the car radio the
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communist attack on Saigon. It was January 1968. Dad – a Signals
Captain – immediately went to work.

It was hard then to make out if it was the firecracker or the gun
noise in the air. From time to time, we heard a big explosion .

As my family was having lunch on the ground floor, we heard gun
noise near the house. Mum grabbed me and my sisters to hide
behind the stairwell wall.

I disobeyed Mum and took a peek from my hiding. Thru the wide
see-through folded door, I could see a man in his civilian clothes
holding a gun and took cover from the tree in front of our house. On
the opposite side of the road, a GI from behind a tree was aiming
his gun at the man. As the man sniped at the GI, he tried to run.

Fear, hatred and anger overcame me as I realised that I’d seen the
back of a Vietcong – Vietnamese Communist – the killer – for the
first time. I’d heard a lot about the VCs. Broadcasted on TV were
the disaster scenes of schools, villages that they fired rockets into
causing death to young and old people . For the first time in my life
as a six-year-old girl, war and VC appeared at my doorsteps .

Part of the New Year attack, the Hue siege and massacre , in the
middle of Vietnam, where my paternal relatives lived lasted more
than a month. Dad’s older brother – who was District Chief of Phu
Vang – hid on the ceiling beams to avoid being captured and
executed when the VCs searched houses. They were working from
a blacklist prepared by underground VCs that listed politicians,
bureaucrats and military officials of the South Government as well
as employees of the Americans and the families of those people.
Luckily, his family had evacuated earlier.

On TV later, I saw mass graves discovered in Hue soon and some
years later. Those graves were also the resting place of foreigners
as well as innocent Catholic civilians, anti-communism believers,
teachers, intellectuals,… recognised by the underground VCs.
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We nearly lost the South!
We nearly lost Saigon!
Destruction , deaths emerged
When smoke had all long gone.

A ruined, dazed, mourning Hue!
Each mass grave came across,
Skeletons among mud,
Sobs, wails grew for life loss.
(Intermitten-rhyme-style poem)
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A tale of the chosen

A pattern of being chosen and falling victim kept
repeating on me. This time I turned the tables on fate.

Comments about this post on ABC Open Drum – Casual racism.

I was paralysed with fear and sat through the meeting with my lab
manager, looking down at the floor, saying nothing, until there was
a long silence and we left the room.

I wanted to talk to someone about the stress I was enduring but
also was afraid they couldn’t keep it secret, sparking uncontrollable
rumours in the office.
I ended up keeping everything to myself.

The manager suggested that I’d be better off having a mentor as
my supervisor had notified him that I’d twice complained about the
unfriendly behaviour of a crucial contractor during high-pressured
periods.

Thoughts were spinning in my mind: ‘So the mentoring is not for
technical but for inter-staff liaison skills! My gut feeling is he’s the
preferred mentor for me. I’m scared to upset him but I don’t want to
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have a relationship with a manager! I don’t want rumours in the
office!

Why did he mention that even our company executives needed
mentors such as when they had problems with their spouses and it
affected their work? If I had problems with my husband, I wouldn’t
feel comfortable to discuss it with him!’

Afterwards, the manager didn’t look happy when he saw me. A few
weeks later, he asked if I wanted to move to another lab. I agreed
to move on and learn new skills, but found the work in the new lab
was too much and I was often burnt out.

I contacted a retired colleague who once was my confidante. She
advised me to consult my ex-manager on how to solve the problem.

After the coffee-meeting with the ex-manager, my mind was burning
with disturbing thoughts: ‘Why he pointed at a furniture store’s bed
and say it’d be comfortable to sleep in it? I didn’t want to hear about
his wife! The conversation was steering towards an embarrassingly
familiar path!’

I usually didn’t know what to do with sexual harassment at work but
just avoided the harasser and then was haunted by them for a long
time.

Married men often complained about their wives and took my
friendly personality as a sexual come-on.

There was the arm draped on my shoulder, sexual jokes, a
pleading for a kiss.

Once I was too distressed with a proposal for a sexual relationship
but didn’t report it as he’d begged me not to.

Later when asked, the manager told me he meant nothing when he
pointed at the bed, yet I found out he told another manager that I
was seeing a psychiatrist!
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That was a total lie!

Devastated at the made-up fiction, I realised that although
vulnerable, I needed to rise to the challenge of asserting myself to
look after my best interests in the presence of a person in a position
of power, in particular a male who I looked up to, trusted to be the
ideal keeper of the truth.

I became an advocate for the introduction of a mentoring guidelines
at work. After two and a half years, the company published its first
ever general mentoring protocol, even so it was not perfect or
detailed.

Why had I been chosen?
Why had heartbreak fallen on me?
I could not let things be,
I went to make a plea for change.

P.S. The above poem was written in Vietnamese ‘luc bat’ poetry
style. For more information about that poetry style read this article
on Wikipedia .

Image credit

by Valeria CPreisler .
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Damocles’ sword of
redundancy

Damocles’ sword of redundancy fell on me and I was
saved; yet it can fall again any day now as the

economy falters in Australia.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Endings.

When I realised that I had been identified as an excess employee,
everything seemed to be shattering around me!

I felt so ashamed yet angry because I always prided myself on my
devotion to, and excellence in, my job. My skills were highly valued
in the team. I was only 50 and had planned to work at least 10 more
years. I was disheartened and worried what I’d live on and do after
this job.

I asked my supervisor why I had been made excess and she told
me that there had been a quick one-hour evaluation of twenty-odd
staff, without criteria given from top management. I was rated at the
bottom because I didn’t mentor any graduates! I had never received
any feedback about this weakness of mine! When pursued with the
mentor question, the supervisor told me that they usually paired
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recent graduates with new graduates for mentoring and so I didn’t
stand a chance because I hadn’t been paired off in this way!

I was ashen-faced, trembled and couldn’t sleep or eat. It had only
been eighteen hours since I had been informed until the meeting
with the Manager, at which I told him I wanted to be redeployed
instead of taking a voluntary redundancy package.

I overcame my shame to ask around and discovered that around
twenty-odd staff in the branch had been told that they were excess,
including the Section Head! Those staffs were 50 years of age or
more, on work compo or took lots of sick leave. It hit home that I
may have been chosen because I was middle-aged, on reduced
duty due to work injury, a part-time worker, and vocal on workplace
problems and workplace reforms.

I came to work, dodged facing the Manager and was afraid to open
my mouth in case words of despair and rage would come out. I felt
scared and suspicious of anyone close to the Manager, or from the
same country as him. Colleagues avoided me and I felt like an
outcast! As a result, I suffered from insomnia and a muscular twitch.

The company was challenged by the Union for a correct process in
identifying excess in the company, so I was spared being made
redundant; yet I heard no official confirmation on my position and
whenever I enquired, I was told the redundancy papers may still be
on their way to me! That was two years ago.

These days, as the economy falters, I see many shops closed in
shopping centres and frequently hear news of job cuts on TVs and
in newspapers. In my office, overseas contractors are replacing
Australian permanent staff.

I felt bitter that my days of feeling secure in my job had come to an
end. These days I feel as if I’d be more appreciated if I’d work odd
hours and not claim overtime, not take leave when I’m sick and
volunteer to take on extra duties. I was so stressed not to make
even micro mistakes. I was advised to lay low at work in case I
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would “stir the hornet’s nest”. I have changed to working fulltime.
My injury has healed and I am back on full duty. I hope that with all
my current efforts and changes in circumstances, I’d be let off at
future redundancy rounds!

Damocles’ stinking sword, fall on me!
Lays in wait, aims at me, I can’t flee.
I’m scared and despair!
Then I wail, “It’s not fair!”.
Still I hope Manager will spare me!
(Limerick-style poem)

Image credit

by Mike Licht.
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A different kind of Asian

We “Asians” are not all the same.

Are you able to tell us apart?
A refugee with a sad history,
Who rebuilt their life from a poor start,
And the communist that’s much wealthy,
Who emigrated in a move so smart.
It’s too bad that we all look the same,
“Asian” is the tag we can claim!

My maternal grandfather’s family escaped communism in
Chaozhou (Teochew) – mainland China and settled in Trang Bang,
Tay Ninh, in Vietnam. Grandfather worked as a farmer and after
surviving  a colonial French military massacre aimed at villagers
whom they believed were the anti-French-colonist fighters, he
moved his family to Saigon and opened a bakery.

Grandfather died at the age of 49 from lung cancer. He didn’t know
that years after his death, his children faced communism for the first
time in South Vietnam. However I believe he would not be surprised
to learn that his offspring and their children would follow in his
footsteps and escape from communism in Vietnam.
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The painful past often came back to trouble me. It was the ten
years my father, a Lieutenant Colonel of the old Saigon regime,
languished in labour camps. Many of his colleagues died in there. It
was the fearful 15-year time bracing ourselves for when our house
and money were forfeited and we were sent to the new economic
zones like what they’d done to the families of my father’s
colleagues and the bourgeoisie. The memories of my four-year
attempt to escape Vietnam, of my friends and boat passengers
being shot dead or imprisoned, robbed of money and jewellery and
raped, became alive in front of my eyes. The encounter with raped
victims of Thai pirates who attacked refugee boats were still so
vivid.  The loss of my highschool friends on their boat journeys, the
stories of cannibalism on those month-long drifted refugee boats
still horrified me. It was the moment I was banned from entering
University because of my father, the refusal to let my family
emigrate to the US in 1985 and the time my house was confiscated
when the family emigrated to Australia.

In 2012, I attended Chinese New Year celebration at China Town,
in Sydney. At the end of the Twilight Parade, a whole Primary
School from mainland China was marching followed by a
convertible car carrying the Sydney Mayor and a mainland Chinese
Mayor with wide grins on their faces. Everyone seemed happy!

Yet I felt overwhelmed by the prosperity and sheer number of
mainland Chinese at that event. It haunted me with a vision that
among those mainland Chinese people, there are those whose
patriotism fed by the Chinese Communist Party and that they would
one day heavily populate and become the powerful economic
giants in Australia. They then take over and turn this country, where
I was taking refuge from communism, into a communist one. It
seemed that what my grandfather had tried to run from would finally
catch up with his descendants.

My days as a happy refugee had long ended. These days I could
see the expansion of wealthy Vietnamese communist officials in my
now homeland. They sent their children to study in Australia and
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their children eventually became Australian permanent residents.
Their children work in the Australian Government while they
maintain political power and connection to Vietnam. Some
communist officials later emigrated. They compete with the
Vietnamese-Australians at auction for houses. They inundate
shopping centres with their businesses. They drive BMWs, Audis,…

These days I live and work with the successors of the communist
officials of my country and sometimes have no option but to shop at
businesses established by them.

Image credit

by Hypnotica Studios Infinite .
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Living with the enemy

My days as a happy refugee have long ended. I feel
overwhelmed by the vision that one day, this class

of emigrant communist officials who were brought up
with communist ideals will become powerful economic
giants, influential intellectuals, elite public servants and
overtake this country where I’m taking refuge and turn

it into a communist one.

My days as a happy refugee have ended. These days I live with the
descendants of the communist officials of my other country –
Vietnam.

I met him in a walking group. An Australian lady in the group told
me that he’d boasted about his family holding power in Vietnam. He
came here on a University scholarship and now works for a federal
government department. A Vietnamese education body administers
the award of the Australian scholarships to Vietnamese students.
For Vietnamese, it is widely understood that in corruption-rife
Vietnam, many communist officials use their influence to gain
scholarships for their children to study and settle in Australia. In my
online reading, I discover growing international discussion of the
corruption that is rife in Vietnamese education systems.
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One day, while leaving my friends’ house, I saw an expensive car
stopped at the house next door. My friends told me that
their neighbours were an aged couple who came to Australia under
the sponsorship of their son who had first come here as an
overseas student and later became Australian resident. Their house
was bought in a fierce-bidding auction. The couple clearly came
from North Vietnam based on their appeasing, monotone accent
only possessed by those living under communism after North and
South Vietnam was divided by the 1954 Geneva Accords. My
friends later heard from the grapevines that the couple were
high-ranking communist officials back in Vietnam.

My days as a happy refugee have ended. These day I sometimes
have no option but to shop at businesses established by the
emigrant communist officials of my birth country.

The grocery store that I used to shop had new owner. The owner
was a Vietnamese Communist Party member who had emigrated to
Australia under the business migration category after returning their
party membership card.

Another communist official I knew back in Vietnam went to Australia
on a house-hunting trip. He had already bought another house in
Canada but the one in Australia that he had planned to buy was for
his daughter to stay in while he sent her to study on his expense.He
also talked about bringing millions of dollars to Australia whenever
he wanted to under business migration category and putting up
fake business for the first few years after arrival as he didn’t need to
work to live.

Did those wealthy emigrant Communists build their fortunes on the
money and jewellery they robbed from the captured defectors or on
the assets they confiscated  from the bourgeoisie in 1978? Or from
the fee of 25 taels of gold for each ethnic Chinese passenger who
then were allowed to depart Vietnam legally en masse in
thousands in one of those “iron-build” ships back in 1978 and
1979? Was their money accumulated from the acts of corruption
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they made while they were still in power in Vietnam? While living
a comfortable life in Australia, are they stretching their octopus
arms and maintaining political power and connection to Vietnam?

My days as a happy refugee have long ended. I feel
overwhelmed by the vision that one day, this class of emigrant
communist officials who were brought up with communist ideals will
become powerful economic giants, influential intellectuals, elite
public servants and overtake this country where I’m taking
refuge and turn it into a communist one.

In country of freedom, they meet,
The villains whose lives are discreet,
With victims who escaped alive,
They are the enemies in life.

Their fortunes they build when they rob,
Corruption has long made them nobs,
The filthy rich devils are rife,
They are our enemies in life.

Connection, power they maintain,
In Vietnam, victims are in pain,
How can both sides not live in strife?
They are the enemies in life.
(Kyrielle-style poem)

Image credit

by tommy japan .
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A family at last!

The drought of happiness has finally ended after long
lonely years! (In picture, hiMe’s family arrived at
Canberra Airport in November 1990 aboard an

Australian Airlines flight from Sydney: her Dad, her
younger sister, her Mum (wearing glasses), her

youngest brother and her youngest sister.)

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Endings.

30/4/1975 was the day of the fall of Saigon and because he was
a Signal Corps Lieutenant Colonel of the South Vietnam Army, my
father spent ten years in various hard labour camps. On release, he
was issued a “TEMPORARY RELEASE” paper which meant that he
could be re-arrested at any time for any reason. Moreover, every
week for two years, he had to present himself at the local police
station to report what he did, where he went, whom he met during
the week. During that two years, he was not considered a citizen of
his birth country and wasn’t allowed to work. Even after he was
restored his “Citizen Rights”, with his background, no one wanted to
hire him.

Since 1982, my Vietnamese friend in the US had translated all my
father’s personal and military papers including his Electronics
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Communications Engineer degree (which he completed at the US
Army Signals School in New Jersey, USA), and sent to the US
government but our family didn’t hear from them. After his release,
he again sent all necessary papers to the American Embassy in
Bangkok to apply for visas to the US for our family. His application
was approved in a few months and a Letter of Introduction sent to
the Vietnamese government asking them to issue passports for him
and his family of five members so they can go to Bangkok for
formal emigration process before entering the US.

Looking back, he now understands why the Vietnamese
government didn’t let him and his family leave. In 1985, Vietnamese
and US governments were still in negotiation on the secret
three-billion-dollar deal which carried the conditions of releasing
and allowing South Vietnam political detainees and prisoners of war
to emigrate to the US of their choices and normalizing the
relationship between the two countries.

There had been constant rumours that the US government was
considering a mass evacuation of all prisoners of war. Hope,
dream, BBC and Voice of America were all that many families lived
on then. That dream did come true as in 1989, the in-country
processing of the Humanitarian Operation (HO) Program started.
My family had to pay a lot of money for an “application fee”. Some
families could not afford the fee. The family waited and waited yet
was not called for an interview.

For several years, I put in an application for family reunion in
Australia. My family paid more fees to the Emigration Office for
passports to Australia. Soon, the family was interviewed by the
Australian Official Team and accepted to leave Vietnam in
November 1990.

Details of the departure was kept secret till the last minute for fear
of wicked plots from hostile neighbours, relatives and the local
police, which could have lead to all passports being cancelled.
Even after arriving at the airport, he was still very afraid that the
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family wouldn’t be able to leave. On the Vietnam Airlines plane  to
Singapore, he was still scared that the Communists could ask the
whole family to go back to Vietnam. He only sighed with relief when
he had boarded a Qantas plane from Singapore to Sydney.

My family’s arrival in Australia marked the end of my loneliness. For
years, I dreaded weekends, public holidays and cultural
celebrations as outside of study and work, I didn’t have a family to
spend time with. I felt quite vulnerable when I was sick as I had no
one to look after me. For years, my homesickness and desolation
were temporarily relieved with bits and pieces of pity, sympathy and
kindness, from friends, acquaintances and strangers.

I’ve now a family,
For love, support and care,
After long lonely years.

Cry no more as loner,
On empty days and nights,
I’ve now a family.

Seek no more a haven,
From strangers on this earth,
For love, support and care.

The drought of happiness,
Has finally ended,
After long lonely years.
(Cascade-style poem)
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Buddha, fear is in the air!

These days, I feel like an alien in my workplace.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Odd one out.

Fear was etched on their faces and showed in their voices! Shame
kept them in isolation until I connected them with others in the same
boat, including myself! They’d been identified as excess employees
who were either 50-or-above, disliked or considered troublesome
by management, on work compo or took lots of sick leave. I was 50,
vocal on workplace problems and reforms, on reduced duty due to
work injury and worked part-time.

The section head was also declared redundant yet someone much
younger was immediately promoted to act in the “no-longer-wanted”
position. Injustice displayed its ugly naked body!

The news that I and others may be sent to a building reserved only
for the excess staff made me feel humiliated. I suffered from
insomnia and a muscular twitch and couldn’t bring myself to greet
the Manager. Yet some of those excess staff believed it was wise to
avoid challenging the Manager about their “excess” situations and
be “extra friendly” to him as they still hadn’t received any
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confirmation papers and decisions could still be revised at the last
minute.

While waiting for official papers, tasks continued to be given out.
The workplace counsellor advised me to continue to do my tasks
well and keep turning up for work even if I was too distressed so as
not to give management reason to sack me. The workplace was
challenged by the Union on the correct procedure for identifying
excess staff so I was spared being made redundant. However,
there was no official confirmation on my position and whenever I
enquired, I was told that the redundancy papers may still be on the
way to me! It was mid 2012.

These days, I feel like an alien in my workplace. I work but always
look over my shoulder, expecting the Damocles’ “sword of
redundancy” to fall on me as the Australian economy continues to
falter. When I make even tiny mistakes, I feel stressed. When I am
sick, I am afraid to take leave. When the graduates “work
weekends” as normal hours because they were told there was no
overtime money, I feel threatened. When others were commended
for taking on extra duties, I feared not doing the same. I was aghast
when the Manager promoted another staff member to my level to
keep her from leaving my team when they’d declared that I was
excess at that level!

When the supervisor told me to “lay low, don’t stir the hornet’s nest”
as I complained about another senior staff member, I froze with
fear. I dare not complaining about my wokload or upset any
colleagues. I feel scared and suspicious of anyone close to the
Manager, or from the same country as him. I feel like going back to
live with the Communists in Vietnam! I find it’s hard to mingle with
colleagues who avoided me when I was excess so I just like to
keep to myself. I see hypocrisy behind the Manager’s grin at me.

Adding to the worry, the workplace is undergoing changes in
technology and interstate job relocations. I feel lost at workplace
celebrations and bitter when hearing slogans of an “innovative
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new-tech workplace transformation”, of “investing in people” while
meetings are held to tell staff of more redundancies expected to
come up for those that lack skills, their skills aren’t advanced
enough or their positions need to be relocated. Many of my
colleagues left. I feel anxious whether I would get the training for
new technical skills. I worry that I don’t have a task to work on. I
distrust management!

Consultancy companies flourish as a new wave of contractors with
new-tech skills arrived under temporary work (skilled) 457 visas.
Most of them come from the one country. They push the domestic
contract rates down. They work exceptional hours to meet volatile
deadlines and to keep their jobs. They yearn for permanent
residency. The women get pregnant and the men go back to their
country to get married or their wives give birth in Australia. The
Union questions the company on the balance of staff cuts and the
employment of those contractors. My and other permanent staff
members’ career are endangered by the competitiveness of the
overseas contractors.

Dear Buddha, fear is in the air!
As the world is no longer fair!
Injustice grins with dirty teeth,
And lie wears a victory wreath.

Unexpected horror’s laid bare,
Dear Buddha, fear is in the air!
When today the fixed job is gone,
The contract job arrives dead on.

To relocate or lose the job,
Staff facing the jobless scare sob,
Dear Buddha, fear is in the air!
For those without the new tech flair.

When the axe falls on me again, 
I hope the reason’s genuine then.
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Now and then I do say a prayer, 
Dear Buddha, fear is in the air! 
(Quatern-style poem)

Image credit

by Rachel Carter .
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The deserted neighbourhood

My neighbourhood was made
up of blocks of four-storey
houses around An Dong

market, in the Chinese quarter
called “Cho Lon”, Saigon. (In
picture, 13-year-old hiMe with

her Mum and siblings on
Chinese New Year Day 1975
in front of her house, next to

the radio shop).

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Odd one out.

My neighbourhood was made up of blocks of four-storey houses
around An Dong market, in the Chinese quarter called “Cho Lon”,
Saigon. My neighbours used their ground floor to set up shops.
There were varieties of retail shops that sold radios, electrical parts,
coffee beans, wooden clogs, … as well as photography, glazier and
tailor shops. The vast majority of my neighbours were pure ethnic
Chinese. In my family, Mum is Chinese while Dad is Vietnamese.

In March 1978, to eliminate the bourgeoisie, the Communists raided
all my neighbours’ houses and made an “asset inventory” of their
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possessions. Mum ceased her children’s wear business after
Saigon Fall so we weren’t targeted. A team of twelve people made
up of university students, factory workers and soldiers were
allocated for each of my neighbours’ houses. The teams were
rostered around three shifts to guard each of the house floors
twenty-four hours a day for up to three months. The “inventory
people” confiscated money and jewellery and tried to uncover
hidden treasures. They knocked down walls, they dug the grounds,
they shuffled furniture and belongings… where they thought there
would be hidden valuables. They watched my neighbours and
persuaded them to offer their “yet-to-be-discovered” property to the
government and the “people”.

Some months later, I woke up to learn that some of my
“bourgeoisie” neighbours had been forcefully moved to the desolate
and barren land of the new economic zones (NEZ) during the night
to start labouring and not relying on commercial exploitation of the
“people”! Others were removed during the day.

The radio and the electrical parts shop owners weren’t moved to
NEZ as they bribed the local government. The electrical parts shop
became a state-run one.

As the war with China loomed large, the Communists wanted to get
rid of ethnic Chinese who could become a Trojan horse inside
Vietnam. One day at the end of 1978, the radio shop owner told
Mum about a scheme only reserved for ethnic Chinese (people had
to prove that they were Chinese with their own legal papers or with
their ability to speak Chinese) to leave Vietnam “officially” by boats
for 25 taels (937.5g) of gold per person. That was a lot of money for
the Communists to “earn” and the Chinese to pay!

When Mum visited Dad in the communist prison and told him the
news, Dad urged Mum to take us all and leave. Mum cried as she
didn’t want to leave Dad behind. It also was hard for her to believe
the Communists after all they did to the bourgeoisie and at that time
there was no official announcement about the “racial discrimination”
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and “people smuggling” scheme of the Vietnamese communist
government. Plus the Communists always shot at or imprisoned
defectors who tried to leave Vietnam by boat.

The Communists packed thousands of Chinese into “iron-build”
ships and wooden ones. There were many wooden and iron ships
overturned and sank several hundreds of metres from shore as
they were overloaded.

In 1979, my whole neighbourhood was nearly empty. The whole
radio-shop household of six members left on one of the
two-thousand-five-hundred-passenger iron ships and reached
Malaysia. After being refused onshore for two months, the family
entered a refugee camp and now live in Toronto, Canada. The
electrical parts shop owner sent their two eldest on one of the
“official” wooden boats and they later resettled in Sydney. The
houses of my neighbours who had left by boats or were forced to
go to NEZ were given to Northerner communist officials. Here we
were, together with the state-owned electrical-shop house, the only
two Southerner Chinese households to live amongst the
neighbourhood of inquisitive and intimidating Northerner
Vietnamese communist officials.

Robbed of most of what they had earned.
Then they were given their last chance,
To leave officially, they learned,
One kilo gold each, in advance.

Then they were given their last chance,
Packed like sardines in ships with fare,
One kilo gold each, in advance.
A deal the Communists deemed square!

Packed like sardines in ships with fare,
The ancient ships were overweight,
A deal the Communists deemed square!
To get rid of spies in the state.
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The ancient ships were overweight,
The ethnic Chinese drowned on board.
To get rid of spies in the state,
They never could make it abroad!
(Pantoum-style poem)
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The immigration tricks

The girls register their names at trendy upmarket bars
in Saigon or Hanoi.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Right here,
right now.

It’s Saturday morning and as my sons are older now, their soccer
matches start late in the afternoon so I have more time to sleep in.
As my children are growing into independent and capable adults, I
find that I have more time to myself to spend on news, emails,
Facebook and writing yet compared to ten years ago, I cannot do
much after work and at the weekends as my physical and emotional
energy are declining on the path of life.

I read a piece of writing titled “Ha Noi’s wind” that my father
forwarded to me by email. It is written by a renowned Vietnamese
poem and writer in America – Tran Mong Tu – after her trip back to
Vietnam. Tu was told by her relatives in Vietnam of the tricks the
daughters of wealthy communist officials used to trap ignorant
young overseas-born Vietnamese. Those girls register their names
at trendy upmarket bars in Saigon or Hanoi. As soon as the owners
sight a group of young overseas Vietnamese men who seem to be
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intelligent, elegant, handsome, and who spend money generously,
they ring the girls and remove the unremarkable-looking lowly
dressed waitresses. The registered girls who are courteous and
educated then chat up the men and invite them home to spend the
night there. Their homes are usually mansions, with expensive cars
like Audi, BMW,.. and with a chauffeur. The men then are
introduced to their warmly welcoming parents who are all
high-ranking communist officials.

The girls are obedient and easily yielded to the men’s wishes. They
always give the men the impression that “I don’t need your money!”,
“I don’t like to live in America!”, and that they are “special” girls not
like what the men usually hear about Vietnamese girls living in
Vietnam. There is a big chance that the men could build
relationships with those girls which later would lead to marriage and
that also would mean that the girls would possess American
citizenship.

I know of stories where Vietnamese tour guides – who must have a
good communist family resume to get the job – married overseas
Vietnamese but the story Tu wrote horrified me. My son may want
to revisit Vietnam on his own or with his friends in the future. I
immediately send my eldest son the email hoping he would read it.
My son is at an age when he thinks he’s smarter than his parents
yet he hasn’t learned much about the Vietnamese Communists.

After reading my emails, the high school Facebook group news
feed catches my attention with the news of an old History teacher’s
death and a friend in Vietnam in need of money which was
collected from the group and sent to him for his heart operation and
pictures of a recent whole high school reunion in Saigon. I see old
faces of the dear and the hated. This group which was created by
overseas Vietnamese is an open group and serves mutual
interests. The rich and healthy who are the police, custom officials,
high-ranking Northerner communist party members, … join to
connect with old friends to seek accommodation for their children to
study overseas. Overseas Vietnamese who hope that Vietnam will
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make their business or arts thrive and thus want to have
long-termed protection from those old classmates’ mighty
communist power also find some benefits.

Seeing those Communists reminded me of the time I lived in fear
under communism. I think I have had enough emotional storm
inside me for the day. I hope I don’t have to struggle to sleep well
tonight. Maybe I need to leave the high school Facebook group!

Love’s free giving,
Love’s free coming,
Life is rosy.

On one normal night,
They came within sight,
Of the owners.
Owners ring alright,
To the girls’ delight,
Come the actors!

Girls try trapping,
Men on loving,
The air’s balmy.
Love’s free giving,
Love’s free coming,
Life is rosy.

Those naive young men,
Who seduced right then,
Go to their homes.
See the rich hens’ den,
Minds are round the bend,
The men’s hearts roam.

Cheat’s head spinning, 
Sex is selling, 
Truth is tawdry. 
Love’s free giving,
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Love’s free coming, 
Life is rosy.

Once having green cards,
Then girls want to part,
Trick is brazen.
Men’s hearts are now scarred,
Men are now discards,
Love is rotten.

Pain’s deep throbbing,
Pain’s hard coming,
Love is eerie.
Love’s free giving,
Love’s free coming,
Life is rosy.

(Virelai-style poem)

Image credit

by Pulpolux .
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The best male bum Christmas
award

Too bad, I’d sullied the team’s
reputation.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – I broke it.

Soon after I started as a new comer in the team, I received an email
invitation for an SWB lunch. I didn’t know what SWB meant and
was told it stood for “Secret Women’s Business”. The word “secret”
made me feel uneasy about attending the lunch so I didn’t go. I
wasn’t invited to any SWB lunch afterwards.

In the team, I heard many lusting as well as belittling remarks made
by female colleagues on young attractive male team members and
the fact that they are blond. Listening to those remarks, I came to
the conclusion that blond men must be perceived as attractive yet
stupid by these women.

Walking around the team, people could see pictures of half-naked
men and exotic male dancers in their underwear scattered on the
workstation walls of several female colleagues. As sexual appetite
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and sexual appeal are often mentioned in newspapers and
magazines, I told myself that those women must want to tell the
world that they are healthy with sexual desires for those sexually
alluring men by displaying their pictures.

On the birthday of the married male section head, dozens of pink
balloons were inflated while the top ends of those balloons were
pinched thus making them look like breasts with nipples. The most
socially active female team members then stuck those balloons
around the section head’s office door. Team members giggled
when the birthday man had to squeeze himself through to get into
his office while those “breasts” brushed against his face. The
birthday man blushed but smiled and seemed to enjoy the tease.
Every time I recall this birthday scene, I feel embarrassed by the
blunt titillating joke those women played.

At the team Christmas party, after the meal, the cheeky party
organiser went to the stage to announce that she would be giving
out a prize for a person but first she would call out names and those
that would be called would have to come up to the stage and do a
walk in front of us all. All the male colleagues were called to the
stage. The team had fun watching the men. Those who were
clumsy, anxious on the walk or refused to do the walk were all then
instructed insistently to do the proper walk. The team bursted out
laughing when the organiser declared that a tall blond handsome
man in his 20s had won the award for “The male with the best bum”
in the team. I didn’t know if there was any complaint from those
“involuntary male contestants” after the party. Before that party, I
didn’t have a clue that male backside could attract some sexual
interest.

The team also had moments watching a male stripper perform at a
middle-aged female team member’s birthday. After leaving the
team, when discussing fun activities to be arranged at my new
team’s Christmas party, I shared with my new team members what
happened at my old team’s Christmas party; some of them were
amused while some felt disgusted.
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Not long after that, I needed a work reference from a high-ranking
member of my old team. It was too bad as she told me that she had
been informed that I had badmouthed my old team and that I had
sullied the team’s reputation. Well, by telling the truth, I had also
sullied my own chance of getting a good reference from her. In
addition, I had broken my workplace connection with those
particular female colleagues of my old team who were daring, flirty,
sexually intertested and impish in their behaviour.

Male pec and male bum,
Kill off the boredom,
Eye-sex.

Blonde men are awesome,
Though they may be dumb,
Oh hecks!

Their acts are loathsome,
They make people glum,
Name-wrecks!
(Lai-style poem)

Image credit

by tiffany terry .
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Ordered to make a fraud claim!

She enticed me to commit a corporate
crime.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Bully.

I thought that I would see justice served and be commended for my
honest, righteous conduct. However I was the one who was
punished for my action!

When I had an annual performance appraisal session with my
supervisor, she was very pleased with the quality of my work,
especially with my sole involvement in a complicated inter-company
data exchange and process case. She smiled and said: “The
Saturday’s overtime last week, you can claim that you worked on
Sunday”.

I took what she said as if she wanted to reward my good work with
extra bonus for my overtime. Overtime rate is one and a half on
Saturdays and double on Sundays. I also noticed she didn’t look at
me and was blushing while saying it. Was the blushing a sign of
nervousness in her acting to appear truthful to me? It was this boss
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who always coldly stared at me when we met on the walkways at
work. It was her who seldom smiled at me. It was this team leader
who invited others in my team to lunch but not me. It was her who
refused to engage with me in personal conversations I initiated at
morning teas. Why now the kindness?

Actually, I thought that she was enticing me to commit a corporate
crime. The company had a website where staff could dob others in
for corporate misconduct. I was suspicious that she was trying to
set a trap to accuse me of fraud.

I went and reported her behaviour with the section head. I was
surprised to hear the section head said: “That’s a small thing!”.
When I insisted that I could have been prosecuted because my
automatic electronic attendance details would have been different
to what she had told me to claim and that there was nowhere in the
overtime claim form to say that my boss endorsed me to claim on
Sunday instead of Saturday, the section head then said: “Well, if
they found out, it would be just” and he made a gesture of slapping
his wrist then left the room.

I thought the section head must have briefed my superior about my
meeting with him, because since then she threw me angry looks or
I was met with her furious facial expressions. I went back to see the
section head to ask for a team transfer citing my fear of persecution
from my superior but the section head refused. His reason was that
my fear was unfounded and due to task design, assigning me to a
different team was not possible.

I had to work in a hostile environment with my boss for a year. My
applications for training were refused and I was given heavy
workloads. When the new section head arrived, after hearing my
story with a grin yet no condemnation for my superior, he moved
me to another team.

During my time in Australia, I have experienced that migrants are
often judged harsher and not easily forgiven than the locals. In this
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case, it was the local who encouraged a migrant to do the wrong
thing and the migrant didn’t want to commit the crime. Yet when I
told my Australian colleague, she was astonished: “Why did you
report her? She just wanted you to have extra money!”. Obviously,
this must be a well-known corporate practice for recompensing
good and loyal staff! Another Australian colleague just gave me an
unbelievably perplexed look and didn’t comment on my story!

I wished I had had a voice recorder with me at the time of my boss
making the suggestion of fraud. As my section head wasn’t on my
side, it would be hard to press for an investigation into my boss’
misconduct.

In my company, if an annual allocated fund is not used up, future
allotment will be smaller. Looking back, I think my boss may have
wanted to spend all on whatever had been allocated for her team’s
staff wages before the new financial year start the next month by
offering to pay me more for my overtime. However, her wrong
action could steer an inexperienced graduate, an ignorant migrant
or a greedy staff into the wrong path of defrauding the company
and incriminating themselves.

My boss never lost her job!

Sin alert on conscience patrol,
She reports on the villain role.
She’s then bullied in work hellhole,
Innocent soul, innocent soul!

Migrants are set in archetype,
Of criminals in media hype.
Yet here who is enticed to swipe?
Who wants to gripe, who wants to gripe?
(Monotetra-style poem)

Image credit

by Don Hankins .
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The social-group-monger

I felt powerless to fight against injustice borne by
someone who happened to hold power in a social

group they created.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Bully.

As my children were teenagers, I had more time to banish my
lonely migrant symptoms by seeking social interactions with other
adults.

I joined a mixed group. I remember that I felt so safe and welcomed
with the group leader’s friendly manner.

At gatherings, the group leader took control of the crowd with his
chatty personality and supreme position and I just listened and
smiled. As I felt he wouldn’t have time to talk to or notice me, I
spent time conversing with others but him.

Then one day I realised that he had marked me as not coming to a
gathering and denied to acknowledge that I had replied that I was
going. The incident repeated the second time with a different social
event.
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I felt injustice was committed against me and confronted him. He
accused me of distressing him and removed me from the group.
There was nowhere and no one for me to lodge a complaint against
him! People who heard my story didn’t want to interfere with it for
fear of being ejected from the group. I just felt so lonely and
vulnerable!

Then I joined an all-female group. There was a woman in the group
named Firebush who suggested to have get-togethers with event
names like “Ladies-who-like-ladies night”,
“Ladies-who-want-to-come-out dinner”,
“Ladies-who-love-exotic-Burlesque show”. Those events seemed to
target a small group of women whereas I understood that the group
was for all women. Moreover, I perceived that the group was one
for friendship and not for dating.

I received several emails from Firebush pursuing me for a
“one-on-one liaison” even though from the first email, I told her I
didn’t belong to the group with sexual interest of people of the same
sex. I felt harassed and being stalked with her approach.

I left the first female group and joined the second one. Firebush
followed me to the new group. When I sought help for attending an
event, she offered to give me one. Whatever event I replied as I
would go, she did the same. When I complained to the group
leader, Ragweed, about Firebush’ behaviour towards me, Ragweed
promised to talk to Firebush. When I alerted Ragweed of Firebush’
tendency to create events of sexual theme, Ragweed said: “You
can’t stop people falling in love in the group!”.

Soon after, I was criticised by Ragweed as being rude to a group
member which I was outraged at her accusation! She told me that
from now on she would watch me and if I was caught causing
offence again, I would be out of the group.
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I wrote to other members complaining of being patronised and
treated unfairly and Ragweed heard about it. She then rejected my
membership.

I felt powerless to fight against injustice borne by someone who
happened to hold power in a social group they created.

My friend told me that I should not fret about leaving that female
group. It wasn’t my fault and she could see that I wasn’t wanted in
the group. My friend thought that there were words in the name and
description of the group that indicated that the group was into
romance between people of the same sex.

In the end, everyone I knew also left the female group. One said
that she felt she was patronised. There maybe other reasons that I
didn’t know.

Those two social groups invoke in me the hurtful, prevalent feeling
of being powerless and wronged by someone in a powerful
position. I no longer join any social group of that kind.

Build a social group and he’s a King,
Free to cause folks emotional sting,
To gain control over those lonely souls,
To bully, harass or have a fling!
(Gwawdodyn-style poem)

Image credit

by beboehmer .
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The Death God

The Death God’s visit symbolised the death of my
career.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – My secret
fear.

I froze with fear as the Death God, in her white hooded robe, slid
across the floor towards me. She exhaled over my face; I felt myself
floating in the air, looking down at my dying body which greying
gradually from my feet to my upper torso.

Abruptly I woke up from the nightmarish dream. The blanket had
slipped away from me. The air was chilly and the wind was howling.
It was still three hours away to my usual morning but I couldn’t go
back to sleep.

I’d been worried about things that had developed at my
workplace… worried that my career was to end due to some evil,
twisted events orchestrated by management.

I noticed that I regularly saw “Her” in the bathroom, and every time
she was washing her hands. Every time, after I used the toilet, and
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after I’d washed and dried my hands, she still hadn’t finished
washing hers. The tap would be flowing at high volume into her
basin. I glanced at her and realised that in fact she wasn’t washing
her hands at all, but just let the water ran over them while she was
looking dully at herself in the mirror. I must have startled her in the
middle of her daydreaming then as she regained her alertness and
pretended to wash her face. Soon, she proceeded to the toilet
cubicle.

I told the branch clerk about the girl and asked if she could send out
an email reminding staff to save water. I made a throwaway remark:
“I think she must have obsessive compulsive disorder!”.

I was so horrified when later a workplace health and safety
representative came to see me. She said she took what I
commented about the girl seriously and she was to inform the girl’s
supervisor.

I didn’t expect things to turn out gravely.

I was scared to death secretly that I would be accused of making
vexatious, defamatory statement about the girl, either by her or by
her supervisor. My fear was that management would use this
occasion to discipline and later get rid of me.

Two years ago, I was unfairly targeted as a redundant staff during a
job cut period. With the union’s interference, my employment was
retained. Yet I was constantly reminded by my supervisor to never
“rock the boat” and “stir the hornet’s nest”.

In the many years working for the company, I’d experienced many
shocking moments. My sense of right and wrong had been warped.
What’s right and wrong is always measured as what’ll benefit or
damage management in their jobs.

When I reported on my supervisor who told me to make a fraud
claim to the section head, my action wasn’t commended but played
down and I was later bullied by my supervisor.
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When I complained to my previous section head that the work in the
new section that he’d moved me to made me feel burnt out, I was
visited by the branch senior officer with his concern for my
psychiatric problem !

A group of female staff in the section were free to hire a stripper for
surprised office birthday party and run the best male bum
competition but I was on the verge of being written up for
harassment because I asked why that group walked out of my
birthday morning tea.

My secret fear didn’t eventuate. Regardless, I promised myself that
I won’t get involved in anything that’ll be the cause for management
to harm me.

In my view as a refugee, I have seen that Australia is a much better
and fairer country to live in than that of communist Vietnam.
However, I am disappointed that the workplace that I was in, which
is a very large and popular company, harboured injustice and
harassment.

Managers know that their strength come from
The staff senior and staff majority.
So they support, protect and condone the bad,
No matter how wrong the bad could be.

Managers know tricks of the trade,
They’ll never be ready to take the blame,
But they’ll just smartly twist the truth,
And their poor staff will be the shame.
(Intermittent-rhyme-style poem)

Image credit

by Alice Popkorn .
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The sadistic Secret Santa

I witness the devastating
psychological effects of

Secret Santa’s gifts.

My very first introduction to the Secret Santa game in the office has
unnerved me, to the point of ruining it for me for life.

I was a graduate joining the workforce for the first time more than
twenty years ago. At the weekly team morning tea, Big Ego and
Frankenstein announced that they were organising for the section
to have Christmas party at a restaurant in town. I raised my concern
about the long travelling time to the restaurant and asked if we
could go to another one nearby. Frankenstein’s intimidating stare at
me made me feel nervous and regretted giving my opinion.

The person whom I always tried to avoid in the office was
Frankenstein. I once questioned the accuracy of one of his work
documents and that enraged him such that he rolled his eyes then
towering over me, he spoke in an arrogant and loud voice: “I
NEVER made mistakes. Do you think you have enough knowledge
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about the matter?”. His thick lips were pursed and I sensed as if he
was about to punch me.

Bougainvillea, who witnessed it all, later told me: “Don’t worry too
much about Frankenstein! He came from a culture where women
take second place after men and are supposed to be subservient.
His aggressive attitude towards women thus are understandable.” I
always admired Bougainvillea for she is a Vietnamese and a Team
Leader in the section. Bougainvillea was a matter-of-fact woman
who rarely showed her warmth towards others.

In preparation for the party, Big Ego and Frankenstein told each of
us the name of the person in the section we would have to bring a
gift for in the Secret Santa activity.

I thought long and hard about buying the Christmas gift for the
designated colleague as I didn’t know him well. I ended up buying
him a box of chocolates.

My Secret Santa’s gift was a table runner with Christmas mistletoe
embroidery.

Bougainvillea wasn’t very lucky with her present as hers was a pack
of female sanitary napkins. She looked glum. Big Ego was looking
at her and smirking. In my mind, I had no doubt Big Ego was
Bougainvillea’s Secret Santa. Big Ego had long been airing his
disapproval of Bougainvillea’s leadership, in everything she said
and did. He thought he was smarter than her even though he was
her subordinate. In his male chauvinism’s view, his “gift” to her
carried the insulting message that she was just a lowly, dirty
female.

The gift for Eucalyptus was a ceramic outback dunny. Eucalyptus,
who was an Aborigine, was the same age as Bougainvillea and a
Team Leader. Eucalyptus tried to laugh at her present but later I
saw she cried in the restroom. Frankenstein couldn’t contain his
amusement when Eucalyptus unwrapping her present. In my mind,
I was certain that he gave her the “gift”. Frankenstein had the habit
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of saying “shit” this and “shit” that and he was warned by
Eucalyptus, his supervisor, about him regularly coming to work very
late in the morning.

We were all stunned and pitied Bougainvillea and Eucalyptus for
their public humiliation. After the Christmas party, Bougainvillea
changed. She didn’t come to the office saying Hello to everyone as
usual and became quiet. Since the event, Eucalyptus was less
confident in her demeanor.

Big Ego and Frankenstein couldn’t tell us who were Bougainvillea
and Eucalyptus’ Secret Santa because apparently they didn’t
remember.

Santa,
The vile use him
To send hurtful messages
To their disliked, chosen victim.
Damage.

Christmas,
In the office,
Brings people nervousness,
Thru gifts, who’ll be hit with, who’ll miss
Badness.
(Cinquain-style poem)

Image credit

by sevenshadesofblue .
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My very first and frosty
Australian Christmas lunch

It was a frosty Christmas lunch and the very first for me
– a Vietnamese refugee.

Coming from a refugee camp in Malaysia, I arrived in Australia at
the end of April 1984. After staying a week at Enterprise Hostel,
Springvale, Melbourne, Sister Petite Peach took me to a
six-bedroom Burwood-parish house that accommodated thirteen
Catholic Vietnamese refugees and me – a Buddhist.

A couple in their late 30s who acted as the head of the house and
their two young children occupied the main bedroom.

The other eight girls, one girl’s ten-year-old brother and I shared
five bedrooms.

Some girls had no relatives in Australia. Some only had married
brothers or sisters and they could not live with their families.

I dreaded weekends, public holidays or school breaks because they
were the time the girls spent with their relatives or boyfriends,
leaving me alone in the house.
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1984 marked my first Christmas in Australia and I had been
spending the empty, lonely time sewing dresses, skirts and shirts to
wear to RMIT in February the next year. It was noon on Christmas
day when Father Smiley came and told me: “hiMe, you are at home
by yourself so I’m taking you to lunch.” It was a total surprise.

Father Smiley was a tall, stocky-build Catholic parish priest in his
50s who always wore a meek smile on his face. The girls in the
house always reckoned he was a nice man. Since living in the
house, I only saw Father Smiley occasionally at the girls’ birthday
parties.

Father Smiley took me to a house several houses from mine and
across the road. A bespectacled, intellectual-looking man in his 30s
opened the door and gave Father a welcoming smile but I could
see that he was taken aback when he realised that I came with
Father Smiley. Father Smiley told the man: “hiMe is having her first
Christmas here in Australia. She is a Vietnamese refugee who
escaped by boat.” As I was introduced to him, the man gave me an
indifferent facial expression. I felt awkward entering his house when
he looked at me in an unfriendly way.

It was the first time I set foot in an Australian home. Sitting at the
dinning table were a seven-year-old boy and a five-year-old girl.
The man’s wife smiled and hugged Father Smiley. She also smiled
at me.

The children were well-behaved at the table. The couple exchanged
pleasant conversations with Father Smiley. The man never looked
at me. He casted his eyes down or gazed in a different direction if I
glanced at him. His wife didn’t avoid my glance but for the whole
lunch, she and her husband never talked to me.

I felt like I was a shadow and not a living human sitting there with
the other three living ones.

When it was time for dessert, I saw the pudding was set alight after
rum was poured over it. The boy was given a slice of the pudding
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with a silver coin hidden in it and he beamed. His Dad said: “Now
you’ll have luck all year round!”. His sister giggled when she
discovered a coin in her pudding slice too. Father Smiley explained
to me that those coins had been cleaned before being inserted
inside the pudding and it was a sign of good luck for those who
found it. I still remember the dessert scene so vividly today!

I went home with a heavy heart. I felt I was deliberately ignored at
the lunch. I regretted attending it. I missed my family so much. I
wanted to cry but I couldn’t!

Why didn’t the couple converse with me? Did they think that I was a
worthless who came from a country that is abundant with poverty
and tropical diseases?

Did they know that in Vietnam I attended the best highschool there
was, built according to a modern Western model? Did they know
that I learnt English twice over, with two distinguished English and
American pronunciations as well as French and that I was an
interpreter in the refugee camp ? Did they know that I wasn’t an
economic refugee but a political one, that my Dad was in the
Communist jail and my family was threatened by the Communists?
Did they know that the gold Mum had at the time was worth
approximately $300,000 AUD now, and that her jewelery, gems,
diamonds and cash that she hard earned as a children’s wear
designer/producer/wholesaler weren’t included. Our four-storey
house in Vietnam was now worth nearly 1 million AUD and I hadn’t
counted the value of our car then which could be up to $80,000
AUD now.

Since that Christmas lunch, I developed a complex about myself as
a refugee in Australia. I repented that I wasn’t patient enough to
wait till the American Delegation turn up after the Christmas and
New Year break in January 1984 and apply to go to America.

I sadly learnt a few years ago that Father Smiley had passed away
many years earlier.
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I miss you Mum, I miss you Dad,
I miss you bro, I miss you sis,
It’s Christmas time but I feel sad,
A family can’t go amiss.

A Christmas meal that I regret,
Hostility that I was met.
I don’t know why Aussies are cold!
What’s wrong with me? If I’ll be told?
(Rispetto-style poem)

Image credit

by Josh McGinn .
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The glare of racism!

I have come to accept
racism in this country in

exchange for freedom after
escaping from the

Vietnamese Communists.

Comments about this post on ABC Open DRUM – Casual Racism.

Arriving in Australia from a Malaysian refugee camp in April 1984, I
stayed at a six-bedroom parish house in Burwood, Victoria together
with thirteen other Vietnamese refugees. On Christmas Day that
year, when I was alone in the house, the parish priest took me
along to an Australian parishioner’s house and I had my very first
Australian Christmas lunch there. It was a frosty lunch as no one
spoke a word to me. More than thirty years later, I still wonder why
those Australians were cold to me.

I was hungry for friendships from the women in my local
breastfeeding group after the birth of my first son. Yet, despite how
hard I tried, I couldn’t find a friend. The group leader explained to
me that “We have nothing in common with you!”
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When my first baby had colic at six-week old, I used to push his
pram around my Canberra neighbourhood to get him to sleep. My
husband didn’t want me to continue doing so for fear that people
would soon discover that there were Asians living in the suburb. In
his Sydney suburb, many Vietnamese houses were vandalised. I
still feel unsafe walking around my suburb these days.

I noticed that whenever I spoke Vietnamese to my young sons in
public, I attracted unpleasant looks as if Australians don’t like to
hear foreign languages spoken around them. I since developed a
complex about speaking my mother tongue in Australia.

When we wanted to buy a house in an expensive, diplomatic
suburb, we were puzzled why the agent kept reminding us that we
have to make sure we would have enough to live on after paying
the mortgage. My friend later explained to us that they didn’t want
the presence of Asians in that suburb.

At writers groups, when I read out my writing about my father, a
Signal Corps Lieutenant Colonel, who refused to evacuate at the
Fall of Saigon, in each occasion there were persons commenting
that America was a war monger and gun violence was rife in the
country. I could feel the heat was on around me as people
continued to talk about Australian anti-war protests in the past. I felt
that I am hated for I am the face of the Vietnam war that Australia
was reluctantly involved. I had the wrong impression about
Australia as South Vietnam’s ally. I am wary to talk about “my” war
with Australians these days.

A lawyer working at a Legal Advice Bureau that provides free
services to the public once told me: “Your English is bad, I can’t
understand you!”. For the first time in my life, I was so shocked to
hear it. My English and French teachers always praised me for my
accurate pronunciations and I was so confident of my English.
Three years later, when unknowingly I consulted him as a private
lawyer, he told me differently: “You speak and write such good
English!”.
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At a work lunch, the talking topic changed from Vietnamese food to
Cabramatta. Foxglove – the middle-aged blonde staff – said: “I
went there once. The whole street was full of Vietnamese shops!”.
She ended her statement with a disapproval facial expression and
pursing lips.

In The Big Fat Book of Aussies jokes by Warren Fahey, chapter 11
– Them not us, there is a joke ” Where are the Australians?” about
a Somali migrant walking down the street to thank Australians for
letting him in the beautiful country. The Somali man only
encountered an Irish, a Vietnamese, an Iraqi and a New Zealander
because all the Australians were at work. I felt so offended at
reading the joke. After migrating to Australia, my father went back
to study for two years then worked as a librarian for thirteen years,
retiring when he was seventy-three year old. My sisters, brothers
and I are all working full-time.

Pauline Hanson’s maiden speech in 1996 to the Australian Federal
Parliament , “I believe we are in danger of being swamped by
Asians. Between 1984 and 1995, 40% of all migrants coming into
this country were of Asian origin. They have their own culture and
religion, form ghettos and do not assimilate.”; her anti-Asian view
made me feel threatened living in Australia. “Asian” is a dirty word
here.

It pained me when a few years ago I read on the Internet that
Australian Prime Minister Gough Whitlam told colleagues following
the fall of Saigon in 1975 : “I’m not having hundreds of f***ing
Vietnamese Balts coming into this country with their religious and
political hatreds against us!”. I felt really insulted, unwelcome in this
country and how ignorant I was of Australian political parties.

I have summed up my feelings on this Racism topic in a
Ghazal-style poem:

Towards me, some people have no tolerance,
So in this country, I loathe my existence!
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I wish to change my skin, my hair and my eyes,
To gain more acceptance for my existence!

I feel like a deserted island floating,
Cut out of mankind, that is my existence!

The sneers at me, the hurtful comments to me,
Make me feel so condemned for my existence!

It’s a sad fact that I have long realised,
Freedom comes with hatred of my existence!
(Ghazal-style poem)

Image credit

by Steven Depolo .
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Duty, honour, country

I have a duty to honourably commit myself to serve this
country just like my father.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Family trait.

Ten people were in the meeting room, plus seven others in offices
around Australia hooked up to the room’s conference phone. It was
a big meeting, with the attendance of section colleagues and
business stakeholders, to review Monsieur Yuppie’s system
specification document.

Mademoiselle Fashion, as chairwoman, called out each chapter
and waited only three seconds to see if anyone was raising any
questions before going to the next chapter. She also left just three
seconds to see if anyone wanted to ask anymore questions on a
particular chapter.

I knew the trick she was using. She just wanted to rush through the
document, leaving people with little time to think properly and
making them confused. Thus there wouldn’t be many questions that
require further investigations post review which would cause M.
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Yuppie, who was her subordinate, to make any changes to his
specs. M. Yuppie was already late for his task’s deadline.

Tinny, my late colleague as well as contractor, once advised me:
“Make your specs brief. The more information you provide, the
more people will question.” Tinny always behaved in an affectionate
way towards me as if he was my Uncle.

I can never follow Tinny’s advice. I like to present and get approval
for my documents at a detailed level.

I am my father’s daughter and I have inherited my father’s
characteristics of working hard and having a clear conscience to do
a good job.

When my current workplace tried to make me redundant three
years ago, I was devastated because just like my father, I couldn’t
see myself without work. My father studied for two years after
arriving in Australia then worked as a librarian for thirteen years ,
unwillingly retiring at the age of 73.

Coming to work while the cloud of redundancy hung over me, I tried
my best to fulfill my work duties. My father was captured in his
office , doing his duties as a commander, at the last minute of the
Vietnam war.

Everyday in this company, the heavy workloads, made worse by
staff downsizing, and the hectic deadlines make staff all battle for
their own career survival. Around me, I could see a growing trend
amongst my colleagues who are worried about being perceived as
politically correct and well-performing.

They are all too worn out to reach out for the “truth” of the job and
become accustomed to playing the blame game. They are also too
time poor and busy to be willing to help each other. The stress
makes them easily irritated and prone to bickering.
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Amid the moral and emotional chaos of my workplace, in my
conscience, things have to be done the right way whether it would
make my job harder, else it would waste public resources, lose
public trust and cost the company its reputation.

It’s my duty to honourably commit myself to serve this country
which has accepted me to resettle here as a refugee of the
Vietnamese Communists.

Many times even though exhausted from a noncommunicable
disease, I dragged myself to work because I was the only person
responsible and knowledgeable for the task. There were times I
fought with guilt for leaving my sick baby in care to come to work. I
felt my absence at work would make the quality of my job suffer as
the computer system would not be tested and fixed properly for
public use. I scheduled my medical appointments around the
computer sytem’s quarterly build-test-release cycle to ensure they
don’t interfere with work. It had happened twice when I immediately
reported myself making mistakes to my supervisor when no one
has realised that there was a fault.

I am proud that I have got a strong work ethic from my father and I
feel honour bound to fulfill my citizen’s obligations to my ‘new’
country.

When power frowns at the tight deadline claim,
And staff resource for demand is so low,
Yet future staff retrenchment is to grow,
The workplace chaos then becomes aflame!

It is a place of bickering and blame,
Where altruism is too shy to show,
Where bullies, liars want the staff to bow,
Where truth and conscience sometimes hide in shame.

May God grant me the fortune to excel,
In jobs where conscience leads me to follow,
In circumstances people thought as hell.
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My duty is to serve this country well,
With honour to pay back the debt I owe:
Australia has accepted me to dwell.
(Sonnet-Petrarchan-style poem)

Image credit

by Chuck Coker .
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Saigon’s Seasons in the Sun

My childhood memories in Saigon come alive whenever
the Seasons in the Sun song is sung.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Lost in
music.

“We had joy, we had fun, we had seasons in the sun, But the hills
that we climbed were just seasons out of time.” Every time I heard
the “Seasons in the Sun” song, my mind is flooded with memories
of my childhood before the Fall of Saigon.

I was a wild child who spent endless hours in the sun with my
neighbours’ children or with my classmates. The sun left lingering
smells on my sunburnt, blackened skin, scorched my
shoulder-length permed hair, turned it from black to brown, and left
it with lots of split ends. I later had my hair cut in demi garçon
(half-boy) style.

“I was a black sheep of the family” resonated well with me as I was 
a “black” and “ugly duckling” amongst my beautiful sisters. I loved 
wearing my multicoloured large-floral-printed-of-the-70s shorts and
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cycling around my neighbourhood or exploring the hilly areas
around a local swimming pool with my Amerasian girlfriend.

The seasons in the sun of Saigon also wrapped in it the weekends
of going to the city with Mum and Dad, shopping along Le Loi street
, buying Thieu Nhi and Thang Bom children magazines from the
biggest bookshop in Saigon then – Khai Tri and eating ice cream at
Brodard , seeing a movie at the modern Rex movie theatre then
visiting shopping center Tax later.

Listening to the song also led me to the recollection of other English
and French songs sang in Vietnam by different music bands during
the 70s . Cathy Hue with “If you go away”. Paolo Tuan with La Nuit
(Night), Elvis Phuong with ” Speak softly love”, Thanh Lan with
“Poupée de cire, poupée de son” (Wax doll, rag doll), Anh Tu with
“Adieu sois heureuse” (Goodbye, be happy) and other foreign
singers as Sylvie Vartan , Christophe , Nana Mouskouri ,… I was
always keen to sing “La Plus Belle Pour Aller Danser” (The most
beautiful girl for dancing), “La Maritza” (River Maritza) , “Après toi”
(After you),… to impress my friends and relatives with my smooth
and “perfect” French accent!!!

Amongst all those Western songs, the song “Beautiful Sunday”
sung by Minh Xuan and Minh Phuc always echoed in my mind as
Sundays approached. The Sunday mornings were spent going out
for breakfasts, sometimes at our frequently visited eating area of
Nga Sau Minh Mang-Nguyen Tri Phuong (six-way roundabout) or at
the restaurant of the famous singer Khanh Ly . When the sun was
down, the night was alive with lots of traffic on the road on
Christmas Eve . Joining the Christians celebrating the birth of Jesus
Christ, I made Bûche de Noël (Yule log) while Mum cooked roasted
chicken for the whole family’s réveillon (Christmas dinner) at
midnight under the sky on the fourth floor of our house.

It was also on this top floor of the house where Mum and I risked 
being arrested for those cassettes, books,… produced before the 
Saigon Fall; we hid them from the Communists. In May 1975, there
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was a campaign to collect and burn those literature and musical
products . On the street, students were asked to parade with
banners and loud speakers repeating slogans of “clean sweeping
remainders of a depraved, exotic, materialism-favoured,
pornographic, antirevolutionary and anticommunism culture” while
local police and leaders of local house blocks knocking door-to-door
to collect old song sheets, song books, cassettes, novels, books,
anything that were published in Vietnamese, English or French
before 1975.

Also part of the mentioned campaign, a few months later, South
Vietnam’s famous writers were jailed. I am glad that I have saved
those precious songs as well as those English novels and Reader’s
Digest short-story collections that Dad bought in the US in 1973.

Goodbye to you, my trusted friend!
Together we climbed hills and trees,
We watched the stars, we felt the breeze,
Remember those songs we both penned?

I wished our childhoods never end,
I begged “Good time, stay with me please!”
Goodbye to you, my trusted friend!
Together we climbed hills and trees.

Our hills are just memory blend,
The scars have healed well on our knees,
We are now apart by the seas,
Yet our friendship will not suspend.
Goodbye to you, my trusted friend!
Together we climbed hills and trees.
(Rondel-style poem)

Image credit

by manhhai
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The convent

Things may have turned out differently had I was given
my own safe space when I arrived in Australia as a

refugee.

Comments about this post on ABC Open DRUM – Living alone.

April 1984, I arrived in Australia and stayed at Enterprise Hostel,
Springvale in Melbourne. A week later, a religious Sister took me
home to a six-bedroom Burwood parish house that accommodated
thirteen Catholic Vietnamese refugees and me – a Buddhist.

A couple in their late 30s acted as head of the house and their two
young children occupied the main bedroom.
The other eight girls, one girl’s ten-year-old brother and I shared
five bedrooms.

Some girls had no relatives in Australia. Some only had married
brothers or sisters and could not live with their families.

I dreaded weekends, public holidays or school breaks because they
were the time the girls spent with their relatives or boyfriends, and
the couple would go out, leaving me alone in the house.
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Up until then, I had never lived by myself; I was always with my
family. Having no relatives, no close friends and living in a strange
country, I felt most lonely at that time.

There were afternoons that I sat on the knee-high brick fence in
front of the house watching people passing by to feel less lonesome
until it got dark.

At night, I felt the coldness coming from the white fluorescent light
in the house that came down and covered my shoulders. The
six-bedroom house then seemed like a big, deserted castle.

Apart from the loneliness, I didn’t feel safe living by myself.
Recalling news of sexual attacks on lonely and vulnerable girls in
Vietnam and Australia made me fearful.

There were weekends and public holidays when I packed my
clothes and books to stay with my Vietnamese refugee University
female friends.

I mostly went to stay with three University friends – two sisters and
an older brother – living in a house they bought. They all worked
fulltime while studying part-time. I used to bring food along to share
with them until they told me not to. I could sense I was a burden for
them. Their brother later turned hostile towards me because I
always got higher marks than him on the schoolwork he helped me
with. I also once accidentally saw the Playboy pictures he stuck on
his bedroom wall then laughed at them – he hated me for that. The
last time I went to their house, he told me that he knew I was
outside but he wanted to let me sit there for hours without opening
the door because he didn’t like me coming.

Occasionally my sojourn was at another University female friend’s
high-rise housing commission flat. She lived with her younger
brother. We were scared getting into the lift late at night. She also
told me stories of creepy characters passing by her flat and prying
on her. She seemed to accept her accommodation situation
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because she liked living by herself. With time, I gradually realised
that I was not so welcome in my subsequent visits at her place.

I wished to find a secure place to live and be with other people. I
thought of a place – a convent. I wished the nuns could let me stay
with them, allowing me to go to University without becoming a nun.
I wished and dreamed yet I could never open my mouth to ask. In
fact, two Vietnamese refugees as well as former nuns told me that
they entered the convent just because they couldn’t live with their
married siblings’ families and thought the convent would be a safe
haven.

When many girls married and left the Burwood house, the new
parish priest filled the house with Malaysian high school students
and an Australian couple. The refugee girls didn’t get respect or
cooperation from the foreign students.

The Vietnamese priest who founded the Burwood house heard me
bemoaning the bad situation there and organised a similar house in
Hawthorn. He later asked if I would convert to Catholicism, and
Sister Night became my godmother then .

Sister Night was a live-in supervisor at the house and I was Sister’s
favourite girl. I accompanied her everywhere. She proudly told
people that I was an RMIT undergraduate.

As time went by, study became harder. I couldn’t find time to go out
or talk with Sister anymore and I wasn’t concerned as I thought
Sister needed time for the newcomers.

I was anguished when Sister began to treat me harshly. When I
stood up for myself, she asked me to move out.

I was scared and thought of going to a convent but who would I
ask? Here was a nun who wanted to expel me and the other nun I
haven’t seen for years and didn’t know how to contact. I also
thought of renting and sharing a house with other women, whether
they are Vietnamese or Australian but I had no job, not enough
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money to rent and I knew no one else apart from the University
friends and the girls in the Hawthorn house.

My pessimistic personality, my limitations of knowing too few
people, not seeing possibility, not trying to seek help, ignorance of
social services and counselling and overly trusting nature had flung
me into a web of lies, a maze of deception, a trap of manipulation,
created by a priest from a nearby order who frequented the house
after I asked him to help me find shared accommodation.

Had I lived in a privately rented house arranged by an Australian
Christian organisation like the one my friend’s sister shared with
other single men and women when she first arrived in Australia, I
would not be threatened with evictions by a high-powered nun,
sought help and fell victim to a depraved priest.

I didn’t have the option of living alone when I arrived in Australia as
a refugee and I was afraid of living alone. Had I been given my own
safe space then, I think things would have turned out very
differently.

When the night covers the city with a dark shroud,
There was a frightened girl on an empty platform,
She is running away from her loneliness,
Yet it seems loneliness is coming to her.

She dreams of a safe place she can share with people.
She wishes that she could stay in a convent then,
But she doesn’t want to ever become a nun.
Is there such a place to accept her, she wonders!

She lives under a constant miserable cloud,
She has hopes finding refuge and the hopes topple,
She is not welcomed and locked out at her friends’ place.
Her life then shapes her into a refuge beggar.
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Into finding her own home, she is cowed,
Then is fooled and led by a man of “principle”!
(Bref-double-style poem)

Image credit

by Rodolfo Nunez .
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Why did you leave me?

I got married and lost you! Then there was a series of
sinister anonymous emails in the community that spoke

ill of you and our friendship.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Testing the
friendship.

Dear Wombok,

Why did you leave me? My heart aches whenever I think of you!

When all around me people only see me as a foreign face, I
couldn’t attract a single friendship from Australians. You are the
only friend I’ve had since coming to Australia. I gravitated towards
you for warmth and human companionship. I was eager to share
with you the fine details in my daily life. I felt our two hearts beat
with the same Vietnamese rhythm. I admired you for the objectivity
in your judgement. You cheered me up with your bright, ready
smiles and you made me feel less lonely in Australia.

I recall the time when we both lamenting to each other about finding
Mr Right in Australia. We were both anxious and pessimistic if there
was really one for each of us.
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I didn’t know that Mr Mantis arranged a blind date for you and my
now husband, but you and him weren’t interested afterwards; then
he met me when we both came to Mr Mantis’ house. My husband
told me that: “I am attracted to your pretty face!”

I remember you talked with me a lot about Mr Sugarcane so I had
the impression that you had a crush on him. I was sure you never
felt affectionate towards my husband.

You didn’t turn up to my wedding. You haven’t come to see me
since. When I realised that I’ve lost you, I felt a pain as if I’d lost my
soul mate.

One day there appeared a series of emails sent anonymously to
every Vietnamese in the community in which the defamer kept
calling you names and said that you were a bad person who spoke
ill of her and of everyone you met. The email quoted what you said
about each person you didn’t like, including that you called me a
man-eater because I stole my husband from you.

In Vietnam, it isn’t rare to see people making scenes of jealousy.
The betrayed wives often cut the hair or clothes of their husbands’
mistresses as well as beat them up on the street. It is an undignified
sight for the victims who usually end up shamefully crawling naked.

The anonymous email was the first to happen in the Vietnamese
community here in Australia. Everyone was shocked, fearful, upset
and speculated several suspected motives as well as felons. Others
who were technical professionals joined in the technical warfare to
break into the email account of the villain and eventually
succeeded. Even though feeling hurt from the revelations in the
email, I didn’t want to believe what the vilifier said. Every email that
you were savagely attacked, I felt for you. You was just a pitiful
victim of a cruel, wicked, unnamed and faceless attacker. No one
deserves such an injustice of being brutally hit when their backs are
turned.
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I wanted to get justice you. I thought the attacker was a vulgar and
dishonest girl who we both disliked…. and I wasn’t wrong!

I attempted to make people aware of my suspicion and privately
approached the evildoer only for her to turn it against me and said
that I was the culprit of those malicious emails even though I was 5
months pregnant at the time with my second child and I hadn’t seen
you for 5 years after my wedding!

Following a tipoff, the crook was identified; yet some people didn’t
know and still believe that I wrote the emails. Last time I heard you
were still single. I hope you didn’t suffer if others believe in what
was written about you.

We’ve never talked about why our friendship ended. Will there be a
day? Tell me that you are glad I stood up for you, and that it isn’t
true that you badmouth me!

I do not have another friend!
You are my only friend, my dear!
Why did our tie abruptly end?
My soul is dampened with sour tears!

When all around me are people,
Who see me as an alien,
Your smiles bring joy that is ample,
Your presence makes the days brighten.

From all the ups and downs of life,
A consolation will arise.
Our closeness will return alive,
Despite malicious email lies.
(Horatian-ode-style poem)

Image credit

by hmomoy .
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My noble, widowed
grandmother

Amongst the people in Grandpa’s funeral procession
were two pregnant women – Grandma with her tenth

child and my mum with her first child.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words –
Grandparents

I certainly wasn’t my maternal grandmother’s favourite grandchild,
however my grandmother received my deepest admiration and
greatest affection for her.

My fondest memory of her was her smile. That smile made a child
like me felt that I was bathed in love, appreciated and accepted for
being myself. Her smile satisfied my longing for tenderness and
approval that my parents rarely expressed towards their children.

Grandma possessed a noble beauty that resembled that of the wife
of South Vietnam President Nguyen Van Thieu. Her bright and
wrinkled-free face with a smile full of marbled-white teeth etched
clearly in my mind. Her fair skin made her look so different to most
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olive-skinned Vietnamese women. She lived in Saigon, yet like all
the rural women, she always demurely dressed herself in the
traditional ‘ao ba ba’ and her hair knotted into a bun at the back.
Grandma always looked relaxed and happy even though she was
widowed and had to bring up five children on her own.

My maternal grandfather’s family escaped communism in
Chaozhou, China and settled in Tay Ninh, Vietnam. Grandfather
worked as a farmer, married my Vietnamese grandmother and
survived a massacre by the colonial French military that took the
lives of many male villagers whom they believed were the
anti-French-colonist fighters. After that, he moved his family to
Saigon and opened a bakery.

Grandfather died at the age of 49 from lung cancer while
Grandmother – aged 45 then – was pregnant with her last child and
my mum with her first child.

Grandma had ten children but two died in their infancy and
childhood in their rural village and one got lost on the way the family
fled to Saigon to avoid the French military raids. My mum is the
eldest child. We lived only seven houses from grandmother’s,
separated by a market. Mum, her other married sister and Grandma
all made their living by designing, producing and selling wholesale
children’s wear. In Grandma’s later years, she only was responsible
for designing and buying materials whereas my unmarried aunts did
most of the material cutting and distributing to sewing workers.
Grandma and my mum had their own designs for children’s wear
and Mum was considered wealthier than Grandma.

When the Communists ran the campaign to forfeit assets of the
bourgeoisie, Mum and Grandma had ceased their business after
the Fall of Saigon, so we weren’t targeted. Even so, because Dad
was a political prisoner, Mum was still afraid that some scoundrel
could tip-off the Communists to come to us and find evidence in the
hundreds of metres of clothing materials in our house. I made
several 300 meter trips carrying some of Mum’s leftover materials
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to Grandma’s place to hide. Grandma planned that if she was
caught, she could lie to the Communists that the material were to
be used for her household of six adults in the future. During those
trips, I sweated heavily and dared not looking at anyone should it
cause suspicion. When I reached Grandma’s house, her smiles
reassured me that everything would be fine. I was so relieved when
the trips were over.

I regretted that I couldn’t see Grandma before she died at the age
of 89 due to kidney disease as I didn’t want to go back to Vietnam
where I had risked death to escape, and our family was persecuted.
Yet I cried silently when I read my aunt’s letter describing her death
and saw pictures of Grandma’s funeral. I always look up at the
moon and feel that I see my grandma’s beaming face there.

In the quiet night,
The shining moon light,
Reminds me of your face,
That was brimful of grace.

In the Summer breeze,
Can I still see please,
You sitting in that chair,
Smile at me in your ‘ba ba’ wear.

Across the meadow,
I saw a widow,
Who’s hopeful, strong and bright,
Despite her hapless plight.

In the midday rain,
My mind can’t abstain,
From your funeral scene,
That I wish I had been.

I build an altar, 
In my soul ever, 
For you – charming Granny,
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My love to you daily. 
(Elegy-style poem)

Image credit

by manhhai .
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The chopsticks battle

After living in Australia for a while, I am ready to leave
my chopsticks culture behind.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – I quit

He bit on the boiled chicken piece, then put it back onto the
communal plate and picked another. I was 8 years old then and he
was a visiting elder; even my parents wouldn’t dare to confront him.
Since then I couldn’t stop thinking about the disgusting saliva that
the elder left on the chicken piece.

With time, I also witnessed other hideous eating etiquette that
others exhibited within my own community such as double dipping
and picking up shared food or ladling the common soup with their
own chopsticks or spoons which they had sucked on.

The more I appreciated the way Australian food was served using
serving cutlery and the more I heard about how prevalent Hepatitis
was in Asian communities, the more I dreaded attending any eating
events where I knew chopsticks would be used.
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I didn’t have that anxiety with my own family. Since arriving in
Australia, they began using serving chopsticks or spoons when
dining.

I thought of ways to persuade my close relatives to do the same
without offending them. Ideas grew in my mind of what to say at the
start of the meals such as “Son, you have ulcers in your mouth, and
I’m sure you don’t want to spread it to others around this table so
can you please use the other ends of your chopsticks to pick up
food from the communal dish?” or “I’m having a sore throat today
and I don’t want to pass it on to you so I’ll use a different chopsticks
to pick up food. Anyway, if we all can do that, we won’t have to
worry if anyone’s sick amongst us.” Those scenarios never
eventuated because I lacked audacity. So I developed the habit of
stuffing all the food into my bowl before any chopsticks started their
manoeuvres. It did look to others that I was rude and greedy with
food. All the time at the table, I kept watchful eyes on dishes to
avoid picking up food where others’ chopsticks had touched.

On holiday tours, I always asked to have separate family meals
from the group but that desire couldn’t be satisfied all the times. So
at gatherings, after so much hesitation in the past, I began to ask
the restaurant for serving cutlery or placed them myself on dishes
and soup bowls then suggested the guests that we should better
use them. After some time, I even developed the courage to remind
others if they forgot to use the serving chopsticks or spoons. I also
asked people to desist from displaying their affection for me by
picking up food and placing them into my bowl. Usually the elderly
were reluctant to change their habits as were half of the people who
I knew who had resided in Australia long. People went cold towards
me after that as they must have thought that I was discriminating
against them!

It was suggested that I shouldn’t upset people but just quietly find
something to eat later if I didn’t want to eat with others. However, I
think refraining oneself from putting their own utensils in the
communal food is a sign of respect for others and it is time people
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learn and the culture changes. I can no longer be contented with
how the chopsticks behave in my culture!

A while ago, I was glad not taking part in my workplace’s Christmas
party steamboat lunch by pretending that I needed a specially
prepared meal. Even though serving metal nets were provided, they
were not sufficient in number and at the climax of eating, every man
and his dog were busily wading their chopsticks in the steamboat..

Don Hồ – a famous Vietnamese singer – who recently visited Hong
Kong wrote on his Facebook fan page in February 2015 that the
restaurants there now gave two pairs of chopsticks for each guests,
one for personal use and one for picking up food from the common
plate. I welcome this change in the chopsticks cultures!

Be happy, don’t worry!
That handsome man who looks sexy,
Can’t harbour deadly bugs in his spit,
That would make you a victim of its hit.

Be happy, don’t worry!
Don’t create disharmony,
By insisting on serving cutlery,
When the chopsticks are wading nicely.

Be happy, don’t worry!
Enjoy the food and eat slowly,
Think positively and live peacefully,
Everyone at this table is healthy.
(Burlesque-style poem)

Image credit

by w00kie.
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The Communist Youth Party
candidate

I didn’t play very well and very long my part as a
Communist Youth Party candidate.

Comments about this post on ABC 500 words – I Quit

When Saigon fell into Communist hands on 30/4/1975, Mum thrice
refused to have our family evacuated, a privilege reserved for
high-ranking officers through the American Advisory Group. Dad (a
Signal Corps Lieutenant Colonel) battled ’till the last minute at
Headquarters in Saigon. As a result he was sent to a series of
“re-education camps”, which were in fact labour camps, from the
North to the South for ten years.

Soon Saigon’s face was changed dramatically.

People swapped dresses, skirts,and coloured clothes for simple
black or white pieces. Women dared not wear nail polish or high
heels. Men’s hair that were deemed longer than standard, as well
as Western flared pants were cut by local police on the spot.
Bicycles replaced cars on the street. Loud speakers woke people
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up in the mornings with the ringing of “Labour is glorious!” and
“Moving forward fast and strongly towards communism!”.

Supposedly to serve the working class better, complex and old
Vietnamese words that were considered to be ‘used only by the
intellectual and bourgeoisie’ were replaced with easy-to-understand
Vietnamese. Thus ‘maternity hospital’ became ‘birthing factory’,
‘rocket’ became ‘fire arrow’, ‘toilet’ became ‘shit pee spot’, ‘football
team’ became ‘kick ball team’, ‘helicopter’ became ‘vertically
ascending plane’, ‘aircraft crew’ became ‘driving group’, ‘bus
station’ became ‘waiting house’ and ‘servicewomen’ became ‘girl
soldiers’.

Herbal medicine was promoted in place of Western medicine and
demobilized, military herbal-medicine healers replaced doctors or
took prime positions in hospitals. Saigon’s famous writers and
performers were either ‘re-educated’ or jailed. Saigon’s TVs and
radios were flooded with Russian and Vietnamese communist
songs sung by singers coming from the North. The main theme of
the communist regime then was to favour participants in the battle
against the ‘Imperial US’ and South Vietnam’s regime and to
promote ‘labour’ as well as the ‘working class’.

Colleges and Universities witnessed the sheer numbers and
overbearing presence of the demobilized Northern soldiers,
Communist Party members, Communist Youth Party members, ex
Volunteer Youth members and descendants of either communist
moles or martyrs, or high-ranking communist officials.

Those whose parents worked for the South Vietnam’s regime were
advised to become Communist Youth Party members so they could
be admitted into Universities. Naturally I became a Party’s
candidate, but planned to leave the party after I got into University.

I was assigned tasks to prove that I was ‘good’ such as tutoring
poor students, rostering to guard the school after class and
supervising The Ho Chi Minh Pioneer Children groups. When the
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school went to build irrigation canals at Saigon’s outskirts, my input
was ‘observed’ by an existing Party member whose parents were
communist moles. Every month, I had to give my ‘observer’ a
self-criticising paper, in which I had to promise to overcome any
weakness to do better in the future.

Living with the Communists made me so depressed. While my
father was in jail, I also witnessed the forfeiture of the bourgeoisie’s
assets and their displacement to the barren land of the New
Economic Zones. I didn’t know when it was going to be our turn. On
top of that, playing the role of a party candidate and pretending to
be something that I didn’t really like made me feel stressed. I came
to school but became withdrawn from everyone.

Concern over my self-criticising paper came to a head when my
Physics teacher told me in front of the class that I was isolating
myself from others, I replied “I’m not! Why would you say that?”. My
teacher cried. I quit being the Party candidate after they tried to
have me expelled for my “impolite” conduct towards my teacher.

In the end, I got accepted into the Polytechnic University with my
good exam marks.

Ho Chi Minh ‘planted’
The communist people,
To reap a return in hundred years.
He must see they are now supplanted
By the capitalist people,
To reap a return in zillion years!
(Epigram-style poem)

*** The late ‘great’ Ho Chi Minh once ‘wisely’ said:
“To reap a return in ten years, plant trees. To reap a return in
hundred years, ‘plant’ people.”

Image credit

by manhhai .
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My owned house in Australia

I went home disappointed but one man’s kind action
helped us own a four-bedroom house!

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – The kindness
of strangers.

In 1990, my six-person family emigrated and resettled in Canberra.
We had to donate our highly valued house (worth an estimated
$900,000 AUD now) in Vietnam, in exchange for our passports.

It’s an important Asian tradition to own, says the proverb, “A house
to live and a grave to die.”

Arriving in Australia with our bare hands, I decided to go back to
study at the age of 57. After two hard-studying years in Library
Studies at CIT, I graduated with an Associated Diploma and worked
at the National Library of Australia with an ASO2 salary.

For three years, we rented a four-bedroom house to accommodate
seven adults. I dreamed of my own house.

A wonder came to materialise my dream. A financial agreement
between the ACT Government and the Commonwealth Bank
allowed the low-income families who wanted to buy houses to sign
home loan contracts with the Housing Office.

Before making an appointment with the Housing Office, I visited
several houses open for inspection to get some market-price ideas.
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At the appointment, the officer advised me that with my salary he
could support my home loan for a three-bedroom house, but I
needed a four-bedroom one.

I went home disappointed. A few days later, the officer rang to tell
me about an initiative that meant I could co-own the house with my
children, and their Austudy benefits be added in as applicants’
income.

I was so grateful for the kind action of the housing officer!

With money saved in Vietnam and Australia, we made a deposit on
a four-bedroom house which was just half-built, and we moved into
it in October 1993, one month later.

I used all my available time after work to landscape my front and
back gardens, paving the driveways, planting trees, building gate
posts. This helped me save a lot of money.

In order to pay off the loan quicker, I registered for overtime work at
my office whenever it was needed, 5pm-9pm weeknights or
full-Saturdays or half-Sundays, in the National Library Main
Reading Room to help readers, or at the Stacks to retrieve books.

One month before I reached retirement age of 65 in 1998, Prime
Minister John Howard promulgated a new law allowing
retirement-age public servants to stay working longer on the
condition that the workplace accepted them.

I was approved to work for as long as I wanted. Moreover, one
article in the new law stated that a Pension Bonus Scheme would
be offered to anyone working after retirement age for five
consecutive years.

In 2006, after thirteen years working as an Australian public
servant, I retired at the age of 73. With a part of my Superannuation
and my Pension Bonus Scheme money, I paid off my mortgage
after just thirteen years of a 23 year home loan contract.
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Many thanks to Australia and to the ACT Government.

I cried while smiling when I emigrated
Leaving my old beloved house full of family history.
Now I tearfully smile at my works that are carefully crafted
Around the new house I own with my family.
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A Chinese girl in Vietnam

Born with both Chinese and Vietnamese heritage
meant that I saw both sides of racial discrimination in

Vietnam.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Lost and
found.

My maternal grandfather is Chinese and my maternal grand other is
Vietnamese. My father is Vietnamese too, so I only have a quarter
of Chinese heritage in my blood.

Mum was Chinese educated. She speaks fluently Mandarin,
Teochew, Cantonese and Vietnamese. I was Vietnamese
educated, and I excel in Vietnamese but only learnt enough
Cantonese from my neighbours to get by. My friends were all
Vietnamese and no one knew that I have some Chinese heritage.

I grew up in a neighbourhood in the Chinese quarter of Saigon,
made up of 90% ethnic Chinese. I have a favourable attachment to
anything Chinese, from the costumes to the Mandarin or Cantonese
songs because they were connected to the fond memories of
people and settings of my childhood. However, I believe in
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Vietnamese values such as duty to my country and the importance
of education.

The Vietnamese referred to the ethnic Chinese using the pejorative
phrase “the Ba Tau”. “Tau” means ship and “ba” means three in
Vietnamese. It was explained that the Chinese originally emigrated
to Vietnam in three ships.

My friend used to tell me casually that her dad – working in
Customs – often was gifted money by the rich “Ba Tau”
businessmen who did imports and exports. The ethnic Chinese
whose majority made a living through commerce were resented for
their affluence, and their stranglehold on the Vietnamese economy
– their adopted country.

The ethnic Chinese were accused of possessing “money language”
with the Vietnamese officials. In contrast to the very rich, my grand
father, his relatives as well as my neighbourhood ethnic Chinese
were the hard-working middle-class people. I often heard
Vietnamese said “The ‘Ba Tau’ own unhygienic restaurants” or “The
‘Tau’ speak loudly as if they are arguing”. I witnessed Chinese
women in their traditional costume being jokingly and derogatorily
called “xẩm”. I saw people mocking voices with accent of the “Tau”
as they laughed.

The ethnic Chinese felt that they were treated as second-class
citizens and developed a strong solidarity. Their affinity towards
other ethnic Chinese was recognised and admired by the
Vietnamese. The ethnic Chinese liked to live together in certain
areas and considered themselves Chinese, or at most Vietnamese
Chinese. They distrusted the Vietnamese and preferred their
children to marry only ethnic Chinese and speak Chinese besides
Vietnamese. They often experienced that Vietnamese officials
didn’t give them fair treatment if they disputed with the locals.

I bore witness to the racial discrimination of ethnic Chinese by the
Vietnamese and vice versa. Since leaving Vietnam, I lost that
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position, and found myself a familiar surroundings in my adopted
country in which regardless of how eager I am to assimilate into the
Australian life, it is very hard for me to make friends with
Australians.

I read bad jokes about Vietnamese titled “it’s them, not us”; my
poems were laughed at for I rhymed “baby” with “be”, “mind” with
“smile”, and “place” with “stayed”. I was told that “Asian women are
subservient”; I was mistaken for an economic refugee and looked
down because my country’s poverty was exposed on TVs and on
newspapers. I am forced to hear hatred remarks because I was
mistaken as relatives of those rich, corrupt Chinese or Vietnamese
communist officials who bought large chunks of properties in
Australia and pushed the prices up.

Nonetheless, I appreciate it very much that racial discrimination is
legally forbidden in Australia and stories told by victims of
discrimination are often publicised in the press, for the sake of
equality.

The herbal medicine sweet smell
The Chinese songs lulled me to sleep
My own childhood memories swell
The herbal medicine – sweet, smell!
The home-sick Chinese – tears fell
The lonely guests in a host country
The herbal medicine – sweet smell
The Chinese songs lulled me to sleep!
(Triolet-style poem)

Image credit

by manhhai .
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A private catechism lesson

During a trip in his car, as a token of my gratitude for
his help, I made a naïve decision which drove me to an

unfamiliar place.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Car stories.

I needed to finalise some legal papers and asked Father Fatty
where I could get them done. I was told to wait for him on a busy
street. I didn’t recognise his car which more closely resembled a
racing car with big painted stripes running head to tail on the top
than a car for a priest.

Leaving the solicitor’s office, he asked me,”Do you want to convert
to Catholicism?” I felt a pressure coming from him for me to say
yes. I was indebted to Father Fatty for his help in organising
another house for me to live with other Vietnamese refugee girls.
He had also given help to me on another two previous occasions. I
thought that he wanted me to be like all the other girls in the house,
so I agreed to convert.

Father Fatty informed me that I needed to learn catechism before
the baptism. I was surprised to hear that he would come to take me
to the catechism class because I knew he was very busy. We
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traveled in his car for a very quiet and awkward half an hour. We
arrived at a house next to a church which I later found out was his
house. The house was dark and crammed with furniture. When
Father asked me to take a single armchair and he sat in a similar
one opposite me, I realised that I was taking private catechism
lesson with Father Fatty. But why didn’t he send me to a class with
others? I had lots of questions, but I was too afraid to ask.

I felt shy and uneasy to be alone with him in his house while trying
to concentrate on what he said. There was no paper, no pen, just
Father talking and smiling. Suddenly at the back of my mind, I
remembered what another Vietnamese refugee girl at my previous
house had told me: “Lara left and Father doesn’t come to this house
anymore. Previously he used to visit us then he would take Lara out
in his car going here and there. People suspected that there was
something between Father and Lara.” When I heard this, I found it
was appalling that a Christian could badmouth their priest.

Father gave me lesson for one hour then took me back to my
house. A few months later, I was baptised. There were no further
catechism lessons and I received the confirmation a few months
after that. Due to the lack of proper catechism classes, I possessed
very little knowledge of my religion then. Only recently, it was
explained to me that an adult convert needed to attend catechism
classes for baptism and confirmation, each lasted several months
with tests to follow before receiving the sacraments.

One day, a Bible reader at a mass told the congregation that the
Vietnamese communists used to spread malicious rumours about
the priests. The Communists declared that when they raided the
churches in Vietnam on suspicion of anti-regime activities, they
found packets of condoms hidden underneath the statues of the
Virgin Mary or Jesus. I was in shock and wondered why the man
brought up the topic at mass.
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When I decided to leave the religion, I tore down my baptism
certificate. More than twenty years later, I couldn’t obtain a copy of
my certificate because my Baptism record couldn’t be located.

I wish my life had been different.
If I had not been ignorant.
If I had not been Catholic,
My conversion had not been drastic.

My innocence did have a shock.
My very faith did get a knock.
I have a deep religious doubt,
Where conscience has been all blackout.
(Dramatic-monologue-style poem)

Image credit

by Laura D’Alessandro .
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The imported and the favoured
workers

It was no surprise that the managers
favoured only employees from the

same country as them.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – A test of
courage.

It wasn’t encouraging to hear the new manager threaten
“restructuring” when staff were unlikely to meet an impossible
deadline. Everyone returned from the meeting with the manager
with a blackened demeanour.

Recently, staff had felt their jobs were threatened, as the company
was changing workplace technology and had cut jobs to tighten the
budget. Work with the old technology was going to stop next month.
Half the staff already had received nothing to do for weeks. Several
dozens were let go just a few months before by this very manager.
There had not been talk of training with new technology for staff.
People were distressed and anxious, but still had to work their best
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to achieve the goal. A few staff were successful in getting jobs
elsewhere and left.

Later, staff who came from the same country as the new manager,
or from his culturally close and friendly neighbouring country with
linguistic similarity were assigned important or previously made
redundant positions – even before the redundant staff left. They
also were given big opportunities for training or acting in higher
positions.

Then the workplace had a big wave of contractors. These
contractors came from the manager’s friendly neighbouring country
which is also one of the most populous country in the world. The
foreign contractors made up three-quarters of total contractors in
the office. The overseas contractors took the jobs that used to be
done by Australian contractors on old and new technology.

The imported contractors and the favoured staff made up half of the
total office employees and knew that the manager felt at home with
them so some of them acted as if they were superior. Some were
believed to be trusted to become the eyes and ears of the manager.
The staff that I spoke to all felt second-class, untrustworthy and as
though they were being spied on.

The contractors were on temporary working visas and from time to
time, the workplace was informed and a contractor was
congratulated on the fact that the contractor had obtained their
permanent residency.

Together with job cuts, sections working with legacy technology
were filled up with overseas contractors employed by an overseas
company. The contractors were trained in Australia after moving
here to work with legacy technology. Staff in those legacy sections
were told to apply to go to the new technology sections or face
being made redundant later. There was an increasing presence in
my team of newly transferred permanent staff as well as newly
arrived contractors who came from the same country as that of my
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supervisor, a communist superpower country. The contractors
couldn’t speak a lot of English, causing problems in communicating
with them. In my team, Caucasians were a minority and formed less
than a quarter of the total permanent team members.

When it comes to employment, one should not be discriminated
against nor favoured for their race. I wanted to speak out about the
favouritism practised by my manager and my supervisor but I
wasn’t brave to risk ruining my career. I shared my agony with a
trusted colleague and my confidante and they all explained to me
that I could write about it in the upcoming company’s annual survey.
I was afraid that the manager could discover that I wrote it and
would harm me. Both my colleague and my confidante took time to
persuade me that the survey was conducted by a third party and
that must assure anonymity. After many days of worrying, on the
last day of the survey, I summoned my courage and decided to take
the chance.

He is the hero of amazed change when
He orchestrates around the work laws here.
He makes the workplace his own kingdom then,
Redundant staff are made to disappear,
The place is filled up with his homeland men,
The favoured are placed in top power tier.
There are openness and fairness applied!
A good official won’t be cast aside!
(Ottava-rima-style poem)

Image credit

by Mechanoid Dolly .
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The naked letters

The innocent letters were stuck onto the Church door,
naked, at mass.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – A test of
courage.

“Sister, your letters were pinned on the Church door!”, Sally told me
after coming home from mass. I was numb with shock and
embarrassment to hear it. I felt like my soul was stripped naked and
humiliatingly paraded for the Vietnamese Catholic congregation to
see.

Why did they do that? What were wrong with my letters? There
were only the two of us in the living room and I wanted to ask Sally
to tell me more details. It was getting dark, and yet I wanted to take
a train 25km from home to South-East Melbourne to see for myself
if what Sally had told me was true. I wanted to ask Father Fatty who
had delivered mass that day, if he knew who put my letters on the
Church door and what he thought of it.
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Shame had killed my courage, extinguished my will that day and for
many days and weeks after that. I remained silent, suppressed my
memory of that event and went on as if nothing had happened.

I met him thrice and his sister twice in Kuala Lumpur transit camp.
My Catholic room-mate took me along when she had to see him.
She told me he was a deacon, called Brother Willow. He was a
slender man in his 30s with supple gestures, smiley face and
wet-looking eyes.

On the day I was to fly to Melbourne for resettlement, his sister – a
beautiful and graceful woman named Moon – came to see me off.
She held my hands, smiled and looked into my eyes, “Remember to
contact my brother when you get to Melbourne, hiMe!” Moon
handed me the address of her brother who left the camp a month
earlier. When I waved goodbye to her, I saw Moon wiping away her
tears.

I didn’t know why Moon was so keen for me to contact her brother
given that I hadn’t known her long. When I found myself lonely
during my two weeks at the migrant hostel and the first three
months at the communal house for the Vietnamese refugee girls, I
found fulfilling my promise to her by writing to Br. Willow satisfied
my thirst of spilling out my emotions in a strange country.

I wrote about how happy I was to find chillies – my favourite
condiment – in an Asian shop near the migrant hostel; about how I
learnt to cook ‘Phở’ – a Northern Vietnamese soup – from the girls
at my house,…..

When three letters went without reply, I wrote the last telling him
that I was not going to write anymore. After a while, I decided to
visit him to find out what happened. At his house which he shared
with other Vietnamese men, I learnt that he was away working at a
factory at the time. “How can a Catholic Brother work in a factory,
share a house with other men and not live in a priory?” Lacking
knowledge about the religion, the question bothered me a lot then.
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Around two years after the letter event, I received the confirmation
sacrament. Father Fatty gave me a shock at the ceremony when he
called Moon to stand next to me as my godmother. Moon didn’t talk
to me. It was the first and last time I saw Moon in Australia.

Why Father Fatty , who was present when my letters were posted
onto the Church door, assign Moon as my godmother?

It was later confirmed that Brother Willow left the priesthood. Did
some ‘good’ Christians obtain and display my letters to abash me
as well as forewarn other girls from writing to monks and make
them leave the priesthood?

Thirty years later, the questions I wanted to ask linger in my head
still. I also wonder why Moon was eager for me to contact her
brother. However, I feel discouraged to try to locate Sally and Moon
who must still live in Melbourne, far away from me. And will Father
Fatty answer me?

A naked letter posted on the door.
An innocent soul injured in the act,
A person’s dignity that was attacked,
Injustice wildly let out a loud roar.

The dark mystique still lingers in the air.
A public bashing that was to bring shame,
For writing to the monk, so did they blame?
The punishment for it, the soul’s stripped bare?

A mystery still lives on to be solved,
A promise was made to approach the monk,
The purpose for it, who will debunk?
A victim was so faultlessly involved!
(Memoriam-stanza-style poem)

Image credit

by Gerry Balding .
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The serious hands of a clergy

His eyes beamed over me like spotlights, he cracked a
lascivious grin and his hand grabbed my breast.

Comments about this post on ABC 500 words – A test of courage.

I met Sister Night , and soon after became her favourite girl. After
Father Fatty gave me a private catechism lesson , he chose Sister
Night to be my godmother and I was baptised.

As study became harder as the course went on, I couldn’t find time
to go out or talk with Sister anymore. I wasn’t concerned then as I
thought Sister needed time for the new refugee girls; I wasn’t very
sensitive to Sister Night’s maternal need of feeling needed and
loved, so Sister began verbally and psychologically bullying me.
When I stood up for myself, she told me to move out. I begged a
priest who frequented the house to find me accommodation and
thus I left the communal house to live at the residence of a Catholic
order.

The residence comprised of 3 two-bedroom self-contained units. A
60-something Caucasian nun and I shared one unit. The two
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50-something Caucasian priests and two priests in training, one
Asian and one Caucasian in their late 20s shared the other two.

While Father Balloon was talkative, cheerful and overweight, Father
Rod was quiet, serious, and skinny. The two Fathers and the two
theological students mostly spending time watching TVs or reading
newspapers in the communal living room. I never set foot inside the
communal facilities and I didn’t eat with the rest as there was a
kitchen as well as fridge in our unit.

It was a public holiday so the shops were closed; on that day I ran
out of milk. The priests told me that I was welcome to get anything I
need from the communal kitchen, so I went for the first time to get
milk. The compound was empty as the nun and the two male
students had gone away. After fetching the milk, I didn’t leave, but
instead lingered to watch the news because the TV was still on.
Suddenly creeping from behind, Father Rod bear-hugged me with
his one arm as well as swing me back and forth while saying: “You
are not going away, hiMe?” This was not the reserved Father Rod I
knew, his eyes beamed over me like spotlights, he cracked a
lascivious grin and his hand grabbed my breast. Suddenly I was
transported back to when I was a 13-year-old, as violated as when
my breast was groped by a vagabond on the street of Saigon. I was
speechless then and now. My mind wanted to say: “Father, how
dare you touched my breast!” but words couldn’t be made to
sounds. The address “Father” to someone of respect contradicted
the part “touching breast” that followed. I wanted to but I wasn’t
trained in my culture on how to confront an authority figure in such
situation. What would happen if he denied that he molested me and
that his hand was just as serious as his face used to be? Would he
kick me out, furious that I accused him? So I remained silent,
pushing down the disgusting feelings about the priest into my
subconscious and avoided Father Rod as much as I could.

Twenty years later, with the Pope visit, I was made aware of the
Towards Healing process ran by the Catholic Church that started
twelve years before. I reported his assault to his Order and the now
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seventy-something, retired Father Rod had no recollection of the
event. The leader of the order appreciated that I didn’t raise the
complaint lightly and even though there were no independent
witnesses, he offered me an apology in writing. At last, I could pat
myself on the back for being courageous to protest!

Solemn,
Lonesome,
Fearsome,
Loathsome,
A priest with the solemn, lonesome hands
In the plot with fearsome, loathsome strands.
(Tyburn-style poem)

Image credit

by leodelrosa… .
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The punishment pills

Sister Night threatened to kick both Turquoise and me
out if we didn’t go to see a ‘Doctor’ with her.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – My big
secret.

I never told Mum and Dad and so they happily thought that I was
well cared for by Sister Night ; until now, it remained my biggest
secret.

It was my final year at RMIT and with heavy and difficult study
loads, I hardly had time to speak face-to-face let alone going out
with Sister Night as I used to do. I thought she needed time to
altruistically tend to the newly arrived Vietnamese refugee girls in
my house. Years later Summer-scent – my roommate – explained
to me that as I was Sister Night’s favourite girl and her
god-daughter, I had insensitively made Sister Night suffer the
maternal grief of losing a child.

Foxy was a teenage girl in the house recognised for her sexually
provocative language and manner. Even though the other girls of
Foxy’s age could turn a blind eye to that blemish in her character
and give credit to her cheerfulness, she wasn’t popular amongst the
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older girls and I. Foxy played on Sister Night’s anger towards me,
and became a wedge that broke apart our relationship. While I
never had any physical contact with Sister, Foxy would lay her head
on Sister’s lap while she watched TV in her rocking chair and Sister
would stroke Foxy’s hair till Foxy went to sleep. While I never
confided in Sister, Foxy would often ran into Sister, hug her and tell
Sister of her sadness, fear, …. as if she was still a young child
needed protection and support.

When I reminded Foxy to limit her time on the phone as there were
others complaining of not being able to receive or make phone
calls, Foxy told Sister of her fear of me! Sister accused me of
making Foxy fearful and when I tried to explain: “But, Sister”, she
cut me off “NO, hiMe, NO, NO, NO!” and looked at me as if I was
her enemy. From then on, Sister Night began to pick on me
unreasonably for small mistakes and scolded me without allowing
me to explain myself. Sister would grin with Foxy in front of me, and
show me how she spoiled Foxy with presents like new furniture and
sheets.

When I couldn’t stand it anymore, and couldn’t help arguing and
disobeying her, Sister ordered me and Turquoise to see a doctor,
otherwise we would be thrown out. Turquoise was a teenage girl
who used to sarcastically question Sister’s dictator-like orders and
sensibly make fun of her childish remarks and hot-tempered
behaviour.

The ‘doctor’ we saw turned out to be a psychiatrist whose first
question was: “Do you hate Sister?” The tablets I was prescribed
made me have ‘restless leg syndrome’ and the girls used to
comment: “hiMe, it’s so strange! Why are your eyes closed when
you’re walking around the house?”.

When I complained to the psychiatrist about the drugs effects, he
prescribed a different kind of tablet which put me into long sleep. All
this torture I was put through lasted a few weeks and it affected my
study, my appearance and my physical well-being.
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Twenty years later, I learnt that Turquoise’s and my appointments
with the psychiatrist were no secret in the house!

Later, a journalist came into the house and interviewed the girls for
an article about Sister Night and her care of the refugee girls.
Turquoise and I weren’t told of this appointment, so we weren’t
interviewed and didn’t appear in the newspaper’s picture.

After the last argument with Sister when she told me to move out, I
begged a priest who frequented the house to find me
accommodation .

After that, I went to see a GP concerning the long-term effects the
forced tablets had on me. The GP told me that it sounded to him I
was given antipsychotics, and that it was very wrong to have
received them. Ignorantly, I never thought of complaining to the
authorities about the psychiatrist and Sister Night for the torment I
went through.

When love is lost, revenge is hate,
Which will berate,
With cruel taunts,
A hurt that haunts!

When Sister wants complete controls,
On rightful souls,
Two girls are framed,
And madness named!

When haven turns into jail cell,
Asylum hell,
A shame for God,
Religious fraud!
(Minute-style poem)

Image credit

by Irene Miranda .
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The shame chair

There was a ‘shame chair’ in the house that I would
share with other Vietnamese refugee girls. Blueberry

was tied to the chair for hours…

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – My big secret
.

I never told my friends out of shame that two men had cowardly
tricked me and I narrowly escaped ‘the shame chair’ in the house I
shared with other Vietnamese refugee girls. To the girls in the
house, they still believed that I harboured a secret of what
happended that night.

Owl spoke highly of his friend – Bun – saying that he was a good 
man and he would like to introduce him to me. Owl took Bun to my 
house around noon one day and asked Sister Night for permission 
to take me out. Bun seemed to be a quiet man who always smiled, 
but his face gave me the impression that he was cheeky. In the car, 
I had a short conversation with Bun before we arrived at Owl’s 
house. Owl left me there with his two sisters – Loquat and 
Crabapple – while he and Bun went out, telling me that they’d be 
back shortly. When Owl was still not home at 10pm, I panicked, and 
realised that I had to spend the night at Owl’s house. I asked
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Crabapple to ring Sister Night and inform her. When I left the next
morning, Owl still wasn’t home.

Thanks to the phone call made by Crabapple, Sister agreed that I
passed the chaperone test to reenter the house. I was glad that I
didn’t have to suffer like Blueberry. Blueberry told Sister she was
going to visit her married brother. When Blueberry came home the
next morning, Sister told her that she contacted her brother and
was sure Blueberry wasn’t at his place. Blueberry had to confess
that she went to see her boyfriend and missed the last tram to the
train station so she spent the night at his flat. Sister had Blueberry
tied to a chair in the kitchen for ‘hanky-panky’ and lying to her, and
afterwards chuckled and said: “Now you cannot do anything but
stay in this house.” Everyone who entered our house or stood at the
entrance door at that time could see Blueberry as she wriggled in
her chair. When the girls went past her in the kitchen, Blueberry
awkwardly smirked to cover her shame. She stayed in that chair for
hours.

Sister Night – on behalf of her order – stayed with us as a
supervisor so she was free to treat us the way she liked and no one
dared to go against her for fear of being kicked out. From forcing
Turquoise and I to visit a psychiatrist to tying Blueberry to ‘the
shame chair’; from removing Wood because she disliked Foxy –
Sister’s ‘brown-nosed daughter’ – to keeping Summer-scent with
her for six years; from allowing priests and brothers to freely come
to our house to harshly restricting ordinary men.

Owl and his sisters attended the same class with me at RMIT.
When the girls in my house all went out at weekends or public
holidays, I used to ask Owl’s sisters for me to stay with them
because I feared being alone.

Owl eventually locked me out and told me he didn’t want me to
come to his house anymore. He also revealed that he hatched a
plan to trick me with Bun’s cooperation, and tried to make Sister
believe that I spent the night with Bun. Owl’s plan was also to
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humiliate me by having his friend reject me shortly on a date. Owl
didn’t explain why he hated me so much. I guessed it was because
I laughed at the Playboy pictures stuck on the wall in his room. I
rarely spoke to him when I stayed at his house, and would laugh
when he complained that he helped me with my school
assignments but his marks were always lower than mine.

It’s the shame chair,
In the house that is communal.
It’s the shame chair,
That imprints the mind with nightmare,
That reforms girl who ain’t moral,
That serves as a warning to all.
It’s the shame chair.
(Rondelet-style poem)

Image credit

by Benny Lin .…
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After the ordination

My dress forever reminds me of the ordination. After
that ordination, there were temptation, death of

vocation and criminal activities.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – What I was
wearing.

While de-cluttering my wardrobe, I came across a Vinnie’s dress I
worn long ago. It was given to me early on in our relationship, when
Sister Night was grooming me to become her ‘daughter’.

It was a long, white, knitted Spring dress with a drawstring waist.
Vertical pink lines ran down the left top portion, and a pink branch
of flowers on the right one. The dress brought back the memories of
that long trip during a late 80s Summer.

Brother Shorty and Sister Night took turn to drive one car while
Sister Cheese drove by herself in another; four Vietnamese refugee
girls in my house, another Vietnamese refugee girl that Father Fatty
sent and I all headed to Brisbane from Melbourne for the ordination
of Brother Hippie.
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On the ordination day, wearing my knitted dress, I ran into Brother
Hippie and asked: “Third Brother, where do I sit?”. Brother Hippie
was being helped by Summer-scent to get into his vestment for the
ceremony, and replied in a panicked voice: “Anywhere you like,
hiMe!”. Only then I realised that how trivial and silly my worry was
compared to the enormously solemn ceremony that Brother Hippie
was to go through.

Vietnamese Catholic Brothers – Brother Hippie, Brother Shorty and
Brother Meek all came from an order nearby and were regular
visitors.

Father Hippie blended easily into the crowd just like any other. He
was in his late 30s, never wore a Roman collar nor a cross on his
shirt, preferring jeans and staying comfortable in his shabby Brogue
Oxford style shoes. His hair was grown long to cover the back of his
neck and his fringe was shaggy. He had one droopy eye which
made him looked shady and sinister.

Father Hippie was a jolly, dominant, and familiar figure at our house
whose major time was spent correcting Summer-scent’s writings for
a monthly Vietnamese youth magazine. Even after ordination, he
insisted that the girls call him ‘Third Brother’, an address for a
brother who is the second born in a family.

Four years after Father Hippie’s ordination, a man knocked on his
priory’s door and complained to his Australian superior that Father
Hippie used the opportunity to give his wife marriage counselling to
seduce and have sexual relations with her. Father Hippie fled
interstate and became a University librarian, working anonymously
amongst young and trusting people. Later, a young girl came to the
order to report that Father Hippie, through his pastoral work,
isolated her and sexually assaulted her just after his ordination. He
then used his power to deceive, manipulate and frighten her into
silence for years. Father Hippie’s superior knew for many years that
Father Hippie had been working near a college that his order
manage but only forced him to sign a form declaring his formal
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departure from the priesthood after his second sexual abuse
reported. It is believed that more victims of Father Hippie – in
Australia, the US, Canada and Vietnam – are to come forward and
report.

After the ordination, Brother Shorty – in his late 20s – refused to go
back to his priory and often stayed at our house all day, sleeping on
the couch at night. During the day, he chatted with the girls or
traded dirty jokes with Foxy. After a few weeks, he decided to leave
the priesthood. Soon after, he married and was on unemployment
benefit for a number of years before doing odd jobs.

After the ordination, it was observed that Brother Meek – an
innocent-looking man in his mid 20s – was attracted to Foxy . He
would stand very close to her, eyes glued to her face and wouldn’t
want to stop conversing with her. Even though Foxy wasn’t
interested in him, she seemed delighted in capturing the monk’s
affection and tried to appear more sexually alluring to him.
Confronted with her brother’s ‘temptation’ and her housemate’s
seduction, Brother Meek’s younger sister who stayed with us, was
often sighted crying. I guessed his sister was afraid that the
Vietnamese community would lose a priest and her family would
lose the pride of having a priest. However, Foxy got married
afterwards then divorced soon and had various partners since.
Brother Meek is now Father Meek.

My dress is forever reminds me of the ordination as well as the
temptation, the death of vocation and criminal activities that
happened after it.

When sin visits the man of God,
Layman disguise would get a nod,
Whether it’s during day or night,
Whether it’s in or out of sight,

In places that ain’t thought as odd, 
When sin visits the man of God,
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He blithely leads a double life, 
In it, criminal acts are rife.

His victims are always set up,
So it looks like he is chased up,
When sin visits the man of God,
Whether it’s here or it’s abroad.

His name’s big, victims are afraid,
His comfort life, his order’s aid
His skill’s sharpen so to defraud,
When sin visits the man of God.
(Quatern-style poem)

Image credit

by Lawrence OP .
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The sinister side of Papa

A lecherous old man who
pretends to be good

Santa,The sexual abuse of
young girls is on his

agenda.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – What I was
wearing.

On the day I left Sungei Besi transit camp for Australia, I wore a
yellow T-shirt bought from the camp’s only grocery and sundry
shop, which was run by a Chinese Malaysian couple. My shoes,
jeans and travel bag all were bought with my money by ‘Papa’.

Papa was a Cantonese-speaking, Chinese-Malaysian man in his
60s who was thin, bald, agile, vivacious and quick-tongued, and
insisted that the Vietnamese people called him ‘Papa’. He looked
after the camp’s general store that contained goods for the
refugees’ daily use: small food and drink buckets, sheets,
blankets,…
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I happened to know Papa when one day, on his regular walk
around the camp, he visited our ‘shipping-container’ residence. All
the girls and women crowded around the ‘Asian Santa Claus’. He
gave each of us a packet of Nasi Lemak (Malaysian rice dish)
wrapped in banana leaf. I could never forget the fragrant and rich
coconut rice as well as the crispy fried anchovies, the
sweet-and-sour garlic chilli sauce and the big sunny-side-up egg.
Decades later, after many trips to Malaysia I could never find any
Nasi Lemak that tasted so nice as the one Papa gave me that day.
Maybe the pale Malaysian milk tea, the instant noodles, half-cooked
soggy fried chicken, insipid and tainted steamed salted fish and
other lacklustre meals that I invariably received day after day in the
camp had accentuated the flavour of that dish?

Papa was too nice to be true! He would ask people if they wanted
him to buy them anything from outside the camp. I gave him $50
USD leftover from $100 Mum gave me when I left Vietnam, and
asked him to buy me a pair of jeans and a travel bag. I was so
surprised when he even bought me a pair of shoes and candies!
Papa had a gifted talent that no other men did, he bought me
well-fitted jeans and shoes!

He would get easily upset when people cut him off or when people
hustled one another in order to get him to buy things such as
make-up kits, bras, hair clips,…When that happened it was like a
comedy theatre, where girls and women would try to appease him
by fanning him, smiling at him, trying to look regretful,….

There were others who were critical of Papa! They said he was a
lustful old man who stayed past his working hours late into the night
so he could have a love affair with the refugee girl whom he
recruited to assist him in his work. He was married with children,
and his wife was still very much alive!

One night around 8pm, joining other inquisitive children, I curiously
looked through the gapss of the store’s folding door and saw
Papa’s Cantonese-speaking Chinese refugee assistant was
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massaging his back. When she finished, he made her sit on his
laps then put his hands underneath her shirt and groped her
breasts. All this happened with no resistance nor enjoyment from
the girl.

I was shocked and livid. It changed my belief that a man of his age
could no longer be sexually interested in girls. How did the
non-English speaking twenty-something girl get into a relationship
with this disgusting grandpa? Did he lure her through his ‘Santa
tour’ in the camp? (Refugees could volunteer or be asked to help in
running the camp). Did he promise her money to take with her to
help when she settles? (Some refugees continued to earn money in
the camp by cutting hair, sewing clothes and providing similar
services for other refugees). Did he threaten that through his
connections with Malaysians in UNHCR, Task Force and Red
Crescent, he could have her black marked as having TB, or calling
her character into question, stalling her resettlement indefinitely?

I gave away the jeans the dirty old man bought me, as the thought
of him preying on young women hung over my head when I was
reminded of him.

A lecherous old man who pretends to be good Santa,
The sexual abuse of young girls is on his agenda.
(Epigram-style poem)

Image credit

by eye/see .
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I am no longer sad, sister!

I hate and fear what I
wore that day. Since then

white reminds me of
death.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – What I was
wearing.

I hope my visit to my elder sister Anh in Chợ Rẫy hospital would be
the last as I heard she was getting better. After dropping me off at
home at 6pm, Dad went back to the hospital.

Around 7pm, Dad arrived back home and hastily parked the car
across the driveway. My sister was lying in the arms of Mum in the
back seat of the car. Also in the back was my maternal grandma’s
maid who helped look after my sister at the hospital. Everyone
came home from the hospital. I jumped up and yelled, “Sister Anh’s
home!”, but I was surprised, then distressed to see Dad get out of
the car and cry loudly. Dad is a stoic and quiet man, and I had
never seen him cry before!
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Then Mum got out carrying my sister and was crying too. My sister
wasn’t moving and her eyes were closed. The maid told me my
sister was dead! I stamped my feet on the ground and cried!

It was a fortnight earlier when my sister told Mum her index finger
hurt. Mum applied some Chinese medical oil that acted as
analgesic. When her finger became swollen and red, Mum took her
to the GP across the road. Only when she was admitted to the
hospital several days later, her illness was diagnosed as acute
arthritis which was very rare and unknown in Vietnam.

My sister was given her own room with a bell to press whenever
she was in pain. She’d been in hospital for a week when I visited
her that day. As I left, complications related to the acute arthritis
caused a heart attack and my sister pressed the bell. When the
nurse came, she’d already died in pain, her teeth still strongly biting
her lips. She was eight and I was seven.

During the night, my maternal aunties were busy sewing mourning
clothes. My late sister and all her siblings all wore white pants and
white buttoned,long-sleeved T-shirts with white cloth strips wrapped
around the heads. The white head band on my sister head
symbolised her anticipated mourning of our parents’ death. Our
head bands were for mourning her.

The next day, my sister was placed in the coffin and guests and
relatives started to make condolence visits, and a monk came to
chant for the day.

For two days and three nights, Mum and Dad took it in turns to
watch my sister’s body, careful not to let any cat go near. It is
believed a dead body would be awaken if a cat jumped over it.

When she was buried, Dad wore a white shirt with black tie while
Mum wore a light-coloured ‘ao dai’. We all got into a black funeral
car together with her coffin and were driven to a cemetery at the
outskirts of Saigon, where our relatives and Dad’s servicemen
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colleagues were waiting. After the funeral, I kept singing the lyrics
of a popular song to myself, “I am no longer sad, sister!”

It is considered a taboo in Vietnam when someone visits others in
their mourning clothes. Mum kept telling me that her sister-in-law
whose father died earlier in the year did just that when she visited
us, bringing bad luck to our family and causing of the death of my
sister.

At the time of my sister’s death, many of my memories of her were
still very fresh in my mind, and her absence felt like she just went
away for a short time. With time, the deep void of not having a kind,
older sister like her began to eat away at me.

I hate and fear the mourning garb I wore during my sister’s funeral.
Since that day, white just reminds me of death.

(Elegy-style poem)

So you lied there all clad in white,
A young girl who just lost a fight,
With a rare and unknown disease,
Wake up, sister, please, WAKE UP, PLEASE!

I need you now to play with me,
And calmly forgive my fury,
So happily give up your things,
Make me happy with your blessings!

I dreamt of you last night, sister!
You told me life would get better,
You consoled me with your cuddle,
And promised to be my angel!
(Elegy-style poem)

Image credit

by manhhai ..
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Dark Red shadows

I came to Australia to escape the communist hell, but
many knew that some of those demons made the

journey too.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – How I came
here.

After the Fall of Saigon, my father was ill-treated in communist
hard-labour camps, where many of his colleagues died, because he
was a Signal Corps Lieutenant Colonel. Many former military
officers’ houses were forfeited, and their families were forced to
relocate to the new economic zones.

The local government told Mum they wanted to take two storeys of
our four-storey house and turn it into an administration office. Mum
realised that their next step would be stripping us of our house
completely and forcing us to move. At the time Mum had
approximately 7kg of gold – earned from years working as
children’s wear producer/wholesaler – stockpiled and hidden, so
she took some and bribed the local officials to leave our house
alone. Then, together with her sister, Mum opened a ‘co-operative
clothing factory’ at our house. Regardless, the fear of losing the
house never left our minds.
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In 1979, I passed the University entrance exam, out-competing the
children of the Communists and demobilised communist soldiers
who were granted extra marks. During the first few days at the
University, all newspapers published an announcement by the
Prime Minister that children of Chinese and bourgeoisie families
and of former military officers were not allowed to study at
University. Even though three months later the decision was
reversed and I was allowed back at the University, I realised that
my family and I would always be considered the enemy of the
communist regime. Had I been a male, because of my family’s
background, the Communists would have forced me to fight in the
war with China at the time, or to join the Youth Volunteers to clear
waste land. I would wish I could escape Vietnam to ask the Free
World to help free my father or to try sponsoring my family.

After four failed attempts spanning four years, I finally succeeded in
escaping Vietnam by boat to Malaysia in 11/1983. Like most others,
I saw America as our biggest past ally and wanted to go there. A
British priest advised me, that as an adult ‘orphan’, I needed to get
my fathers’ military papers before I could be accepted by the
American delegate. Mail correspondence from and to the island
took ages and sometimes could be lost.

As the Australian delegate was the first to interview refugees after
the Christmas break, I became their interpreter and applied to be
settled in Australia.

In the camp, I learnt that there were a high-ranking communist
policeman’s wife and niece seeking asylum after the officer was
arrested. The Communists ordered the husband to organise
refugee boats in which they placed communist spies to infiltrate the
Vietnamese community and Australian government in and amongst
genuine refugees who didn’t know that they had contacted the
Communists to arrange the escape. The woman’s husband was
executed after it was discovered he didn’t turn in all the gold he got
from the passengers.
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I also heard a man who claimed he was a Colonel, but the
American delegate found his name in their database marked as
deceased so they rejected him. He said he was a local who jumped
on board and got a free ride when he discovered the refugees were
trying to board the boat secretly at night. However, there were
rumors he boarded the boat when it was stopped temporarily by a
communist sea patrol. He finally was accepted by Australia after he
passed the interview, even without any of his papers.

These days Australia has no negative feelings towards communist
Vietnam, so the communist spies don’t have to find it hard to
resettle here.

I only learned of Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam war after 4
years staying in the country, and more recently that there were
some who said Australia was reluctantly dragged into it by America.
I’m forever grateful that Australia, which represented the Free
World to me, has generously taken me in.

My thanks, you take me in,
Give me freedom akin to gold.
Government who uphold,
Human rights and untold fairness.
A country that’s classless,
Democracy, frankness and care,
Are best practiced affairs,
Plus racism just dare not grow.
(Vietnamese-luc-bat-style poem)

Image credit

by Anonymous9000 .
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From bad to worse

I had made a bad decision and jumped from the frying
pan into the fire!

Comments about this point on ABC Open 500 words – On the job.

I could have been jailed if I didn’t do my work right! The thought of
going to jail swung me into action to seek another job, but I’d
jumped from the frying pan into the fire!

My old workplace introduced an imported ‘Let-jail-us’ procedure to
help maintaining and upgrading the computer systems we had built
over the years. With the ‘technique’, computer programmers were
paired up to check on the quality of each other’s work, transfer
knowledge and make plan together for the next round of
maintenance. The pairings were supposed to change frequently to
avoid expertise lying stagnant in particular areas. The approach
was what developers deemed ideal even if the work would take
longer. In reality, developers hardly had time to transfer knowledge
or plan their work with others. One horrified setback of the ‘modus
operandi’ was that any problem we caused the company due to our
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faulty work could potentially result in the prosecution and jailing of
the pair!

My next workplace was very big, hectic and conveniently located
nearer to my house. The organisation possessed a very complex
and giant system, consisting of many other smaller systems. The
success of the company therefore could only be credited to groups
and individual staff became nameless.

The workplace was swamped with volatile deadlines. The
achievement of the head of the company and thus his annual
productivity bonuses were based on how the corporation delivered
services within a certain budget. Consequently, the workplace
strain was passed on from the top down, and so were all kinds of
bullying tactics and exploitative policies. Half of the staff were
overseas contractors paid cheaply and had employment conditions
substantially worse than the permanent staff.

Managers concentrated on producing results so they condoned
wrongdoings, twisted the truth and took side with the staff
considered vital for the delivery of work rather than who was right.
Only in this organisation that it wasn’t rare to see supervisors, while
backing up their own staff for political cover-up, came head to head
with each other and no one would concede that they were wrong.
The firm was entrenched in a culture which must have stemmed
from a ‘cookbook’ training that said to boost staff morale. Not often
did supervisors drop their facades, falsifying support for their staff!!

Staff kept their heads down all the time and had no time to take
notice of new staff’s arrival or existing staff’s departures. Gradually
growing workloads put staff under constant stress so they were
prone to bickering, blaming as well as quick to threaten each other
with discipline in reference to workplace regulations. They were
also less willing to help, and asking for help was perceived as
incompetence.
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Work life balance was an untrue motto because due to a tight
budget, employee numbers were cut and staff were forced to work
completely unreasonable hours as there were not enough other
staff with expertise to rotate through the office. To make things
worse, personnel policies were constantly revised to remove staff
entitlements such as breaks, sick leave, overtime,… Employee’s
activities on the computer as well as frequency and length of breaks
were reported regularly to their supervisors.

Staff who complained about workloads or lack of training or being
pushed to learn new skills in their own time, or the staff who had
caring responsibilities or were often sick were put into a black book,
and were shortlisted for redundancy. Managers were trained to
investigate cases where people took lots of sick leave and ‘help’
them to solve the problem. Workplace psychological and physical
injuries were consistently high.

I had made a mistake of coming from a bad to a worse place.

My old workplace is a frying pan,
By introducing a new work plan,
I am so scared of being deep-fried,
If my work was found as misapplied.

My new workplace is a real hot fire,
Rises from hell and emits strong ire,
Bullying and stress burn staff outright,
The firm’s success is built on staff’s plight.
(Conceit-style poem)

Image credit

by Greg Hayter .
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His sordid truth

I was promised to him and got married when I was
seven back in Vietnam. He was pensive and moral but

has changed since arriving in Australia.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Heartbreak!

I was promised to him before I was born. Back in Vietnam when I
was seven, dressed in a long, loose, blue-grey robe, I was guided
to make pledges to obey his family’s rules and live a good, model
life. At the end of the ceremony to accept me into his family, I was
given the Buddhist name ‘Diệu Hiền’ , which meant gentle and
meek.

I fell in love with him for I was attracted to him by his pensive and
moral characteristics. On full moons, he would invite me over and
cook delicious vegetarian meals for me. The smell of sandalwood
incense, the smile of the Buddha statue looking down at us, the
chanting of Buddhist prayers, the echo of the Buddhist bell, these
things filled the air with solemn yet romantic feelings.

At the threshold between the old and new year, when the clock
stroked at midnight and the firecrackers exploded noisily in trains, I
stood with him among the mass of people. Looking up into the sky
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of the thick dark night, we prayed to Buddha for a new prosperous,
healthy and happy new year.

If I hadn’t welcomed in the new year with him, he would open his
door to welcome our family on Chinese New Year Day. Amidst the
thick smoke of incense, my parents would pick a small branch of a
plant or a shrub at his place to display at home later as a symbol of
collecting wealth for the new year. In the meantime, I would shake
an oblong small drum that contained small sticks marked with
different symbols until one stick fell out. The stick would be
exchanged for a reading of my horoscope for the coming year.

After arriving in Australia, we live in a small and quiet town. He has
since changed, and it broke my heart when I discovered the sordid
truth about him.

There was rumour in the community that the people whom he let to
inhabit his home broke their religious vows of chastity among
themselves.

He keeps on building his place of work bigger and bigger. He sold
vegetarian food at his residence but at festivals, there were stalls
selling food made with meat under his name. The Buddhist rule was
disobeyed for profit.

He seems commercially minded when residential places were built
on his land and rented out to people.

To please his followers, he even created Buddhist wedding
ceremonies performed in his place to match the Catholic services!

The old who long for a religious haven and the young who look for a
traditional worship site ignore his flaws and continue to visit him, yet
there are others who despise him and boycott his activities.

His parents are Buddha and Buddhism. He is the Vietnamese
temple.
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I feel ashamed to be connected with him these days in my new
country. In my heart, I have disowned him forever.

Dear Temple,

I had loved you with my virgin heart.
Love at first sight, when I was seven.
I dreamt that we’d never be apart,
‘Cause we were a match made in heaven.

I loved your pensive and moral sides,
I vowed that I’d be a good Buddhist,
Your teachings gave me the strong life guides,
To love and become an altruist.

In Australia, you make me ashamed,
You break the rules, you break your vow!
You turn money-skilful to be famed,
You want to be bigger than you’re now.

I don’t want to see you anymore!
‘Cause I have disowned you forever.
I don’t love you like I did before,
And I don’t see you in my future!

Respectfully yours,

hiMe.

(Epistle-style poem)

Image credit

by manhhai .
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The White Magic Wand

I wish I had a magic wand so I could turn myself into a
white person and then indulge in my hobby.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – My other life.

AVT was a famous band in Vietnam. It was formed in 1958 to
entertain servicemen and its name was made up from the initials of
the three original band members who were political warfare recruits
of the South Vietnam Army. The band disassembled when one
member committed suicide on the fall of Saigon and another was
evacuated to America, leaving one in Vietnam.

I loved listening to AVT’s satirical songs, where the members
represented three regions of Vietnam dressed in different regional
costumes, spoke in different dialects, played a mix of modern and
classical regional music on traditional instruments.

In their song ‘The History of Hair’, they observed the way Saigon
unstylishly copied the hair styles of Western film stars. The waving
and receding hairstyle of American Robert Taylor was imitated, but
looked more like ‘cow horns’. Brigitte Bardot’s hair was reproduced
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but resembled a bird nest. Gina Lollobrigida’s ‘frisé'(curly) style was
replicated but appeared like a big hair ball. Women dyed their hair
blonde to be like Marilyn Monroe and men who worshipped Yul
Brynner shaved their heads.

In ‘The Degree’, a man who repeatedly failed to get a degree
blamed those banana skins discarded in his school that had made
him slip and inevitably fail at the exams. He finally contented
himself with obtaining a taxi driver ‘degree’. Then there were other
songs such as ‘Mr Mum’, ‘The New Year Wish’, ‘The Three
Mother-in-laws’, ‘The Men and Women of the Era’, …

Inspired by AVT’s comical (but not sexual innuendo) style, I wrote
humorous and ironic poems for a Vietnamese newspaper in
Sydney. In ‘Karaoke’, I told the story of people racing to buy
karaoke machines and throw parties to compete with others, then
breaking their friendships due to criticism of their singing ‘talent’.

With ‘Laziness’, a man kept trying convincing his wife to ‘enjoy life’,
despite the fact he didn’t clean up the messes he made or mow the
lawn, instead leaving the work for his wife.

I also wrote ‘The ‘Heroic’ Highway Racer’, ‘The Lustful Married
Men’, ‘The Internet Playboy’, ‘The Choosy Bachelor’, ‘To PM
Howard’, ‘North, Central and South Vietnamese – Discrimination
Among Ourselves’, ‘The ‘Sexy’ Fame’, etc.

I stopped writing poems after giving birth to my children, and 10
years later I joined a drama group at a community arts centre. I
really enjoyed the activities that prepared me for acting such as
vocal, breathing and relaxation exercises, acting in front of mirrors,
blindfolded sensing experiment, story telling, costume making,
improvisation…. I was excited to learn terms like ‘break a leg’,
green room, dress rehearsal, curtain call, thespian, audition… I
played comfortably as a middle-aged Asian woman in my first
community play called ‘Urban Dreaming’ written by the drama
group, that was a compilation of small stories about a Canberra
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neighbourhood. I also sang a Vietnamese song called ‘Motherly
love’ by Y vân at the start of the show.

I left the arts centre when there were no more funds for another
community play, and instead joined the city’s acting group. I
enthusiastically attended more lessons on stage make-up and
special effects, stage presence, emotional memory technique, etc
and was encouraged to go for auditions for major and minor parts in
plays around the town. There was the audition of ‘A Street Car
Named Desire’ and I had to learn my lines in South American
accent. I spent weeks learning the accent from the film’s video
and… I failed the audition. Next came the auditions for ‘The
Learned Ladies’, ‘Hamlet’, ‘Pride and Prejudice’ and I failed every
one. Then it dawned on me that of course I would never win
because of my Asian appearance. I felt despaired and wished if I
had had a magic wand to turn myself into a white person and get
any part in any play. I love acting and wish there will be a day that
racial appearance is no longer a barrier for an actor to be cast in a
play as well as for the audience to see through the characters
portrayed on the stage.

Lights on, curtains up, stage alive,
Shakespeare, Molière, Jane Austen,
Your characters all now arrive,
They steal the limelight with action,
They bring the past back to revive.

Shakespeare, Molière, Jane Austen,
Parts of my self are in your plays,
Is it ok? Will you reckon?
Your characters, I can portray,
Even though my face is Asian.
(Spanish-Quintilla-style poem)

Image credit

by Sarah C ..
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The Fairness of Money

I grew up vowing never to follow the custom
that I saw as unfair and corruptible.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Shaped by
childhood.

It was nearing the end of a meal, and people were still busy
chatting to each other. Suddenly I heard the steady, pounding noise
of someone running, then I saw a strange scene unfolding between
Mr Frugal and Mr Opportunistic inside the restaurant by the cash
register. The two men, red-faced and smiling, were grabbing at
each other’s hands and pockets. Each was preventing the other
from paying for the group’s meal. Money was shoved back into
each owner’s pockets and hands were moved away from the till.
The two men were heard shouting things like: “No, let me!”, “Please
don’t do that, you are so weird!” Strangers may appreciate how
eager and obliging both men were in displaying their hospitality.

I was still young at the time, but I realised why the two men
wrestled with each other to foot the bill. It was a cheap restaurant
and would not cost a lot for someone to fork out for the group. On
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the contrary, everyone dreads paying at an expensive venue,
where those who are selfish, inconsiderate and know that it would
not be their turn, would freely order an excess of dishes and drinks.

I was told that in our culture, it’s a taboo, rude and ‘mean’ to ask the
individuals, acquaintances, friends and relatives to pay for their own
meals. I learnt that Vietnamese are rather afraid of ‘losing face’, so
instead someone who usually is the eldest, high-ranking, wealthy or
a male would pay for the group and hopefully someone else would
pay next time.

With my family’s experience, I observed when it was someone’s
turn to pay yet they did not turn up at the gathering, or if they
attended then they would ignore that it was their obligation to shell
out. Insisting someone should pay is unheard of in the Vietnamese
custom.

I remembered that the crowd at each event generally varied, and
when no one volunteered to pay, the same person with the highest
prestige would desire to keep their reputation as ‘generous’ and not
being labelled ‘stingy’, would always have to step up to pay.

Bizarrely, I also witnessed moments when the financially able elder
relatives or high-status members of the group blissfully and
immorally ‘forgot’ to take the initiative to settle the bills, even it was
their turn. In that case, ironically, it happened that the inferior
member who possessed a good conscience bitterly paid to keep
the harmony in the group.

Seeing the unfairness of the eating-out rule, growing up I vowed
never to follow the protocol. Even when going out with groups or
just a friend, I refused to participate in “I’ll pay for you this time and
you’ll pay for me next time.” custom. I didn’t care if people think of
me as ‘breaking the tradition’, ‘a scrooge’.

These days, when I went out with other Australians, with the ‘go
Dutch’ policy, I noticed plenty of times when the table collected
more money than was required, but there were also times when the
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collected money was short. Again, when it occurred, usually the
host of the event or a respected member of the group paid the gap.

It’s the tradition, it’s the custom,
That you have to follow,
Oh, why you look so glum?

Those past get-together,
Where were you?
Your turn to pay now, don’t be a dodger!

The eating house is all cleaned up,
No trace of the lavish party,
Your modest monthly wage is too burnt up!
(Blues-style poem)

Image credit

by Dimitris Kalogeropoylos .
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Harder than Acting

They’re the sand embedded in my shoes that wear me
out, and yet all I can do is grit my teeth and smile.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 words – Faking it.

It is easier to act in a play than fake liking ‘them’! To me acting is
genuinely living as the character, thinking and reacting as if I was
them. When my facial muscles want to contract, my hands shake
and my heart beats faster and louder, I find it is actually harder to
betray my body, my feelings and put on a happy face in front of
‘them’.

I often wonder, “Why did you have to marry into my circle, so for the
group’s sake, I have to keep the relationships in harmony?” Then I
remember the time my father was incarcerated in the torturous
communist jail, the maltreatment the Communist gave my family
and my deadly escape from Vietnam.

Passing through the threshold of the door, I felt relieved that I had
held my façade, successfully giving a strong handshake and a
warm smile to ‘him’. He migrated here under the sponsorship of his
sister.
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I smiled gracefully at the introduction of his relative from an Asian
communist country, who had studied in an Australian university
before and now was in the process of transferring money from his
homeland to set up a business so he can stay permanently here
under the Business Owner Visa scheme. His relative’s father was
so rich, he hosted wedding parties for his son in two cities abroad
while also paying airfares for all the wedding guests. Was the
fortune of his relative’s family built honestly or did it perhaps came
from connections with the totalitarian communist regime? Would he
tell me the ‘ugly’ truth?

I managed to beam and complimented the appearance and style of
his sister. Having had an especially professional career in her state,
she stayed here after finishing her Australian university’s
scholarship in the early 90s. Was it correct that her parents were
normal workers and she must have been a talented and intelligent
woman who won the most coveted grant in her densely populous
and highly corrupt nation? How did she make her living in a lowly
administrative job now? How can her retired,
communist-era-working parents be able to gift their overseas
children tens of thousand of Australian dollars?

I nodded at a taciturn, furtive man in his 20s sitting in a corner. He
came here from Vietnam for a privately financed, post-graduate
study and planned to find a job and stay here permanently
afterwards. His sister was able to find a job as a tour guide in a
state-owned Vietnamese tourist travel service, because her father
was in the communist North Vietnamese Army at the time of Saigon
Fall. She met her husband, a Vietnamese-Australian who was a
refugee, on a Vietnam tour. After her arrival in Australia, there was
a family financial crisis followed with heartbreaking events and
emotional upheavals that brought doubt to her attachment to the
husband. How high-ranking was his father? Was the house his
family occupied after Saigon Fall in the South Vietnam forfeited
from a bourgeoisie, or from a former Saigon regime’s officer? How
did his mother become rich enough to afford his overseas study just
by being a seller in a market?
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The party was over, so was all the pretension. I had managed to
hold composure in appearing as a friendly member of the group. I
quickly shut off my mind from the emotionally draining faces I met
there. I hope it will be a long time before I will see them again. I
hope my mind will never ever wander to think of them in the future;
the inauthentic people and vacant smiles are only a drain on me.

In the social twilight

I do have a secret fright
That people go underground
With their communist background,
With their hugely, filthy wealth,
So to migrate here by stealth.
(Bridging-title-style poem).

Image credit

by JD Hancock .
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A Silver Bar Tears Up the
Paper

Call it an ancient wisdom that
yields serious consequences

when applied in Australia.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – Advice.

I can’t remember exactly when I first heard the Vietnamese proverb:
“A silver bar tears up the paper” but it was repeated so often in
dramas, comedies, newspapers and Vietnamese literature lessons,
… The proverb means that money can break protocols, prohibit
justice, bend the laws, …

The powerful lesson transmitted by the proverb was entrenched
deeply in my mind as I witnessed what went on around me,
especially under the tyranny of Communism.

My Chinese neighbours told me that bribery had helped their sons
avoid conscription during the Vietnam War, as well as during the
war between Vietnam and China in 1979.
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Newspapers in South Vietnam before 1975 sometimes broke news
of Baccalaureate-selling scandals among the education officials.
Nearly any degrees can be bought more easily under Communism
now, yet no scandals would ever surface on any newspapers.

While I was expelled from the Polytechnics University after my
failed attempt to escape Vietnam, a university official offered to
salvage my place if Mum gave them several taels of gold. I stopped
Mum from doing it; I didn’t want to go back.

Other families of former Saigon’s regime officers succeeded in
obtaining freedom for their husbands imprisoned in the communist
jails, while Mum was cheated, and lost 20 taels of gold because she
didn’t meet the “right person” to bribe my father out of prison.

Before 30/4/1975, my husband’s auntie married into a family whose
wholesale gold tael business Kim Hoang, coming second only to
Kim Thanh in the South Vietnam, but their sale number ranked in
first. During the period the bourgeoisie was eradicated by the
Communists in 1978, his auntie’s family was spared from having
their jewelry and money confiscated, and also avoided being sent to
the new economic zones and doing hard labour. It was all due to
the efforts my father-in-law made finding a broker to bribe the head
of the communist party of Saigon. In the meantime, his auntie’s
next door neighbour, who only had a small vegetable stall in the
market, didn’t escape the “robbery”. Ironically, my father-in-law who
had ceased working as a jeweller many years ago lost everything
due to a rogue neighbour who dobbed him in and the whole family
moved to live in a rural area.

When I came back to Vietnam after thirty years, my father-in-law
hinted that we should put $5 inside our passports to avoid any
problems with the Vietnamese customs officers, but my husband
and I didn’t heed his advice. Seeing no money, the officer bluntly
asked us: “Brother and sister, don’t you have anything for me so I
can buy a cup of coffee?” We played dumb and smiled at his “joke”,
so we were kept standing around for most of an hour as he cited
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the various, imagined problems with our visas and passports. It is
well-known that customs “punishments” cause many people grief,
as visitors would have their luggage stolen because they weren’t
present at the baggage carousel.

I always feel disgusted by the corruption in the society and never
want to help the practice grow. I also feel proud that my father – a
man of high integrity and in power before the Saigon Fall – didn’t
get tangled up in it.

I am glad I now live in a country where bribing a policeman to
dodge the traffic fine wouldn’t get me out of trouble – rather the
opposite. In the corporate world, my colleague was counselled
when he asked another colleague to speed up the process of his
friend’s application. None the less, corruption at a high level and of
high volume still occurs in this country, but justice always catches
up with the criminals no matter how powerful they were or when it
happened.

Dirty money, happy money,
Corrupt officials live with glee!
Australia sure has justice,
To bring fairness to the people,
To make the criminals dwindle,
And the nation profitable.
Corruption can’t be norm basis,
Yet the Communists are comfy,
Dirty money, happy money,
Corrupt officials live with glee!
(Letrilla-style poem)

Image credit

by midorisyu .
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Liberty T-Shirt

The shirt had a photo of the “Statue of Liberty”, the
famous icon of the United States showing the ideal of

humanity: Freedom and Democracy.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – What I was
wearing.

After the Vietnamese Communists occupied South Vietnam, being
a Lt Colonel in the South VN Army, I was detained in various labor
camps in the far mountainous areas of North VN for nine years.
Then I was released in 1984 but remained under the close
supervision of the local security service for two years. Finally I was
acknowledged as a new citizen of the new Socialist Republic of
Vietnam, and basically had the right to vote.

In 1987, a general election for the National Assembly was initiated
across the country. Unfortunately all candidates were required to be
primarily selected by the local communist branches, that means no
independent candidate was approved, something that was strange
compared to my experiences of elections in the free world.
Disagreeing with that policy of election, I voted blank in protest.
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In 1990, my family migrated to Australia and resettled in Canberra
under the sponsorship of our daughter. Though aged 57, I still
applied to go back to study. Through tests and interview I was
qualified for both the Library course and the Computing course at
the Canberra Institute of Technology. I chose the Library course
because I am a book lover in three different languages:
Vietnamese, English and French.

During the time I worked at the National Library in 1993, the
Australian Electoral Commission wanted to recruit casual staff for
polling. I applied and got the job as a bilingual polling assistant,
meaning I could help new Vietnamese migrants to vote correctly. I
applied for the polling position because I was very eager to know
how the election was organised in a free and democratic Australia.

Before the election day, I was briefed that candidates could be from
different political parties or independent so we must understand and
practice a strict political neutrality in the Australian Electoral
Commission, something very different with the election in a
communist country as Vietnam.

Excited to work with the Australian Election, I decided to wear a
special shirt I bought in New York City on a work experience term
with AT&T;, when I studied Electronics Communications Engineer
in New Jersey in 1973. The shirt had a printed photo of the “Statue
of Liberty”, the famous icon of the United States showing the ideal
of humanity: Freedom and Democracy.
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My Unseen Neighbour

When Nhất Linh died, I was only a one-year-old girl, but
I had just met him in my dream! Just the thought that he

knew me gave me goosebumps.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – Experiences
of the unexplained.

Recently, I came across a Vietnamese article about An Đông
market where my family used to live, and it mentioned the fate of
the owner of the famous Siu Siu restaurant there. For years, Saigon
residents and celebrities as well as important politicians and military
officers, enjoyed the fragrant and tasty Hainanese chicken rice of
Siu Siu.

In 1978, during the eradication of bourgeoisie by the Communist,
Siu Siu’s owner lost his three-house restaurant. He then was the
sole survivor after a boat of hundred people – his family included –
trying to escape Vietnam tragically sank. He lost his mind, and
became a beggar who slept in front of his big restaurant night after
night.

The author of the article was Nguyễn Tường Thiết, the youngest
son of the renowned Vietnamese novelist Nhất Linh. Thiết told
readers that his family’s house – 39 An Đông market – was next to
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Siu Siu restaurant and that meant that his house was just hundred
meters from ours – 32 Hồng Bàng. What a shock to learn that for
years I had been living near Nhất Linh’s family, yet I didn’t know it
until when I am in my 50s and living overseas. I blamed my parents
for not telling me. Disappointedly, Mum later let know that she
watched when Nhất Linh’s coffin was carried out of his house.

In high school, we learnt about Nhất Linh as the Vietnamese writer
who founded the literary group and publishing house Tự Lực Văn
Đoàn (“Self-Strengthening Literary Group”) together with the literary
magazines Phong Hóa (“Customs”) and Ngày Nay (“Today”) that
published influential realism writings trending in social reforms and
anti-French colonialists.

In 1945, Nhất Linh became the Foreign Minister in the Resistance
Coalition Government. It was comprised of representatives of
different political parties and Hồ Chí Minh was appointed as
president. Nhất Linh was chief negotiator with the French for
national independence in Vietnam but later left the Resistance
Coalition Government.

Nhất Linh migrated to South Vietnam from the North in 1951 and
later was accused by the dictatorial President Ngô Đình Diệm of
involvement in the 1960 attempted coup. On 7/7/1963, Nhat Linh
committed suicide a day before his trial by taking a mixture of
barbiturate and whisky, leaving a note: “My life, only history can
judge…..”

I read Nhất Linh’s son writing about his father (
http://nguyentuongthiet.free.fr/NLChaToi/ ) until 2am. I felt a deep
connection, affection and grief for the writer who fought for a
modern and communism-free Vietnam.

I saw him sitting in his chair, head flopped and leaning to the left,
arms dropped down on the floor. He was dead but looked as if he
was sleeping. I saw his two sons standing in the room watching
him, their faces were full of grief. My heart was heavy with sadness.
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I saw him standing in my garden, looking at me and smiled. I
beamingly told him: “We are neighbours!”. Suddenly he
disappeared. I called out before suddenly waking up from the
dream.

When Nhất Linh died, I was only a one-year-old girl, but I had just
met him in my dream! Just the thought that he knew me gave me
goosebumps. I thought he could feel I was reading about him, and
because of the special link between us, he paid me a visit.

Low grey sky,
Tranquil morning,
Drizzling rain,
Chill gusty wind,
In a dream,
A late writer
Visited his young neighbour.
(Whitney-style poem)

Image credit

by Jody Sticca .
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Love Paradise – Love Hell

The well-travelled track taken by some pensioners,
using the Australian dollar’s power to buy younger flesh

and deceptive lovers in Vietnam.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – What
happens in Vegas…

It was a cold and wet winter morning. Passing an intersection, the
car in front of mine turned into it at too high-speed, slid sideways,
spun around and hit my car. Both cars were slighted dented. The
road was empty as it was still early hours so no other cars were
involved in the accident. As we exchanged contact details, glancing
at the other driver’s special name, I wondered if she was my
primary school classmate. I was burning with curiosity but I had to
drive off to take my Chihuahua to the emergency vet clinics.

Tragically and heartbreakingly, Gigi passed away as we arrived
there.

When the pain of losing my 15-year animal friend subsided, I rang
Swallow to inquire if she was my friend from school. Indeed she
was! When her car hit mine, Swallow was taking her frail and ill
father to the hospital emergency. He died soon after arrival.
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What a circumstance to be reunited with my old friend who I hadn’t
seen for more than 40 years!

After five years in the “re-education camp”, Swallow’s father, who
was a high-ranking public servant under the Saigon regime,
migrated to the US with his family under the Humanitarian
Operation for former political detainees. When Swallow married an
Australian, she sponsored her parents to resettle in Australia with
her.

During a visit to Vietnam which Swallow’s mother couldn’t join her
father, her father’s furtive and unprincipled nephew hatched a plan
and introduced him to a woman in her 30s. The woman used all her
charms to seduce her father.

Next, her father returned, divorced her mother and took his share in
the house the couple once lived to buy another in Vietnam. The
Australian pension provided a comfortable life for the old man and
his young bride. Every six months, to avoid the pension being cut
down, her father came back to Australia, stayed for a few weeks
before getting back to Vietnam.

Later the nephew and her father’s “wife” set up so that Swallow’s
father was forced to give ownership of the house, his cash and
jewellery to them.

Stony broke, homeless, broken-hearted and exhibiting symptoms of
STD, her father returned and begged her mother to take him back.

Swallow’s story reflected a well-travelled track some Vietnamese
pensioners here took. Some frequently make “winter refuge breaks”
of six months to Vietnam for covert sex tourism. Some sponsored
the girls back here, and even went out of retirement to work to get
extra money besides the pension for the girls to send back to
Vietnam. These old men believe that regular sex which their weak
and elderly wives can no longer satisfy them is the key to the
everlasting life.
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There were also young and eager “tourist brides” flying from
Vietnam on tourist visas and seeking marriage brokers. They were
showcased and shopped by old widowed men in their 60s to
90s.The sooner the old men die, the quicker the “brides” can inherit
the spousal pension from the men’s superannuation funds, their
estate and then remarry younger men.

These days Vietnam also conjures thoughts of a marriage death
trap to many young couples in Australia, US, … Young, attractive,
conniving and super compliant women lured by the generous
Australian welfare and affluent lifestyle will do anything to trick
married Vietnamese Australian men to wed them. “Old wives club”
mushroomed.

What a day! I lost my beloved dog, was reunited with an old friend
and learnt my friend’s heart-rending family story.

The honey trap of sexual pleasure trips,
Solution for everlasting life,
Vibrates so well around the old men’s hips,
And leads them to the land that is crime-rife.

Worship self-love,
Burn up honor,
Stamp on moral,
Abandon wives.

The dollars’ smell attracts the con men well.
The frail old men are robbed of their wealth then.
Disease-ridden, displaced and penniless,
The honey trap of sexual pleasure trips!
(Dorsimbra-style poem)

Image credit

by Bill Strain .
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A Murder, a Paedophile, a
Cougar and the Deported

Chinese

My neighbourhood showed its seamy face under
Communism in 1979.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – What
happens in Vegas…

Mrs Chowmein was murdered!

It was the curious vagabonds who slept in front of the widower’s
abode that discovered the rivulet of blood from inside the house,
dripping down to where they were sleeping.

The vagrants formed part of the late-70s communist era’s
phenomenon. They had previously belonged to the bourgeoisie
groups, but forfeited their money and jewellery, anyways found
themselves banished from their own homes to the barren land of
the New Economic Zones before later finding their way back to the
city.
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I learned of Mrs Chowmein’s fate after waking up early to queue for
the monthly family meat ration. I was struck with disbelief, fear and
overwhelming sadness, I couldn’t accept the fact that there was a
murder in my neighbourhood even though I read and heard about it
everyday. My mind was numb for the whole day and I couldn’t help
chatting to the crowd gathered in front of Mrs Chowmein’s house.

The murderer was the 16-year-old next-door neighbor of Mrs
Chowmein. He climbed over the balcony and into her house,
intending to steal her jewellery. When she stumbled upon him, he
panicked; fearing she would report him to the police, he cut her
throat.

He was the youngest of his large family, ten strong, and they had
been struggling to find work – business at his mother’s steamed
rice roll stall wasn’t well. Under communism, other well-to-do
families fared better by selling their own furniture and belongings to
feed themselves.

In the afternoon, I witnessed my next-door Chinese bourgeoisie
neighbors “deported” with beaming smiles after paying 25 taels of
gold each to the government. I felt a mix of emptiness, sorrow and
regret. I didn’t know if it was wise that my sister and I didn’t join
them. Would their boat be sunk by the wild sea or by being packed
out? Would they soon return home because everything was a big
ploy by the Communists to get their money?

I later heard that the iron ship they boarded carried another two
thousand five hundred passengers and reached Malaysia. After
being refused onshore for two months, the family entered a refugee
camp and since resettled in Toronto, Canada.

In the evening, a big group of people crowded around the house
next to Mrs Chowmein’s. I was totally stunned to see a guy in his
40s being handcuffed and led away. I learned that the 14-year-old
daughter of the homeowner had been pimped to the man for sex.
Occupying the house of my former Chinese bourgeoisie neighbors
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were the Southern former underground Communist couple. I
assumed their meagre salaries paid by the government must be
key for their evil action? I was distressed at the unpardonable act
the parents had done to their own daughter.

A middle-aged woman in heavy makeup and a sleeping gown
waved and smiled to a young member of the police team then
opened the door for him. I felt disgusted! She came from the North,
was wife to a high-ranking Communist official who often travelled
for work, and had been given a house forfeited from my previous
Chinese bourgeoisie neighbours. To show off her high social status,
she was often seen wandering around or out of the house during
the day in her sleeping gown! Like a prison guard, all day from her
balcony, she made people scared by watching what food her
neighbors bought from the market, what clothes they wore and
what activities they did. In return, the neighborhood watched her
“determination” with respects to having different men over
consistently.

It was an eventful day in my neighborhood in 1979.

Shocking

Summoned to the court of conscience,
Sadly, hunger caused murder,
Sickeningly, daughter sold to paedophile,
Shamelessly, cougar committed adultery in broad daylight,
Surprisingly, the Chinese paid to be deported,
Scandalously, under Communism, my neighborhood showed its
seamy face,
Sordidly, money and sex led the crimes.
(Pleiades-style poem)

Image credit

by Sylvia Covizt .
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The Wicked Witch

It has now been several
months since I met

Lantern. I decide, that I
can wait no longer; I
have to act on my

promise.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words- Dear
unfinished business.

I ducked into a store when I saw Lantern at a shopping centre
because I haven’t fulfilled my promise made to her, whose family
seems like they’ve been put under a curse by a wicked witch. As I
know her family, and am older than her, Lantern sought me for help
in her desperate attempt to save her parents’ marriage.

In recent years, Lantern’s mother has become sick and
homebound. Lantern’s father, a pensioner laden with the stress of
caring for his wife, sadness and loneliness, has been seeing
another woman who is about ten years younger.
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It takes a determined witch to break into the lonesome man’s heart
and dig her heels in. Lantern hoped that I could talk to the witch to
remind her of the immoral model she is making for her children and
grandchildren to be ashamed of.

People in the community questioned the witch’s claimed status as a
widow for nearly four decades since a very young age because it
didn’t add up. Now, as her age is going downhill, she robustly steals
someone else’s husband.

I waited, as I wasn’t sure how to tackle the crisis. Then I heard
other female elders in the witch’s circle tried individually to give her
hopeful advice so that she might stop seeing Lantern’s father. One
by one the elders were mocked by the witch. Worse still, the
unfortunate circumstance that one elder met her now husband
decades earlier, which she had trustingly divulged to the witch, was
exposed to the public to shame her. Another was criticised by the
witch, suggesting that her life now is karmic retribution for what she
did to another wife in the past. A religious elder was labelled as
speaking obscenely, and of vulgarity.

One respected member of the Vietnamese group who was willing to
confront the witch later got cold feet as she felt threatened that her
involvement may affect her current intimate relationship.

Another elder from the senior club had a firm and
straight-to-the-point discussion with the witch, and she brazenly
denied ever having an affair with Lanter’s father. She promised to
never seeing Lantern’s father again and challenged people to
“catch me if you can” if they could come forward with evidence.
When subsequent proof presented, the witch accused people of
spying on her.

On Lantern’s father’s side, one of his friend tried to talk some sense
into him but was met with a stern rejection. The children of another
of his friend talked their father out of pleading with him for a
principled life due to his violent character.
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Other elderly friends are either fearful of being scolded by Lantern’s
father or too weary with their old age and ailments to be bothered
with someone else’s affair.

Lantern’s father, who shows early dementia symptoms, and the
witch are seeing each other and mischievously playing hide and
seek with the community.

I wait and wait to see if there will be anyone else in the society to
interfere or any positive development in the cheating saga because
I know that the community is on the lookout to catch the adulterous
pair. In my position as a junior, I see no worth in talking to the witch.
This woman is a scandalous evildoer, who could simply deny what I
put to her or even lie that she had never seen Lantern’s father in a
long time. However I really want to help Lantern.

Now it’s been several months since I met her. I decide that I can
wait no longer; I have to act on my promise.

The octopus arms of the wicked witch,
Squeeze hard and choke to death the old man’s heart.
A blind man’s guided by an artful bitch,
The tart beams gaily as the couple part.
(Sicilian-Quatrain-style poem)

Image credit

by Harem Malik .
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My Own Stage

My dream of creating my
own stage and drawing an
audience has been buried
beneath other priorities in

my life.

Comments about this post on ABC Open 500 Words – Dear
unfinished business.

For me, music has always been a stream of inspiration, the
medicine for dejection, and an elixir of zest.

I love to sing, and find myself perpetually absorbed by the songs on
stages, TVs, radios,… In my adolescent, I would put fingers on my
throat when singing to make the vibrato, and put my face inside a
wash-basin to feel the echo and amplification of my voice.

In my 40s, I took private singing lessons and joined a choir that
exclusively sang ABBA songs. However, I felt dissatisfied with only
two public performances per year for the group. I managed to
quench my thirst of singing through the occasional karaoke party
but just like fashion, the trend died down after a few years.
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An encounter with a young girl sowed the seed of my own public
performances into my mind. She was playing an electronic organ in
front of a supermarket and it was obvious that she just sang for fun
and wasn’t any busker as there was no collection hat. Her voice
and the music was electrifying! I wished I could join the
twenty-something girl in the “Autumn Leaves” song; I didn’t have
the courage to ask her about the duo performance. I figured that I
may have problem practicing with her while I was so time poor
between a full-time job and two young children.

I had a clearer idea of how to do a solo when I met a woman
singing with a transportable amplifier to sell her CDs. I could sing
like her! Realising that gave me confidence.

It’s not easy and my circumstances aren’t conducive to becoming a
singer. Nevertheless, I thought of one day setting my own stage
and drawing my own audience. The idea came to me to perform for
free at aged care facilities, dementia care units, hospices, and the
like. Now that would both bring happiness to patients and aged
people and help me fulfil my yearning for singing. I sketched in my
mind how to advertise myself to those places. I contemplated on my
repertoire of the 70s, 60s and earlier English songs as well as
French, Vietnamese, Cantonese, Mandarin romantic and pop
songs.

With events in the family piled on top of hectic work and activities
with other women’s charity groups, I was swept along the river of
chaos and away from my passion. I hadn’t the time to shop for an
amplifier, search and learn the lyrics, plus compile the instrumental
music for my songs.

Until last week when I watched the film Toast and listened to the
60s songs in it, “Yesterday When I Was Young”, “If You Go Away”,
“I Only Want To Be With You”, … I was brought out of the deep pit
of misery and despair. It was enough to reawaken the zeal for
singing in me and I realized that my dream had been buried
underneath all other priorities in my life. I hope the storm will pass,
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the busyness in my life will subside and I will see the rainbow after
the rain soon so I can bring to fruition my aspiration.
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Thank you soldiers!

It’s been a deep desire in me, for almost
forever, to express my gratitude from the
bottom of my heart to the dead and alive

Australian and American soldiers.

Every year, I always buy the commemorative souvenirs for ANZAC,
Remembrance Day and Legacy Week. The sights of those souvenir
selling stalls at shopping malls make me feel bereft and grieving for
the fallen Australian servicemen and servicewomen.

I didn’t have any memory of the Australian Army during the Vietnam
war. The top two storeys above my family’s house together with the
houses in two building blocks either side of An Dong market were
occupied by the GIs. I was often given candies by the GIs passing
by while I was playing outside my house. I remember fondly those
American advisers who greeted me warmly when my father took
me to his workplace at Saigon Headquarters.

I was very grateful to America for sending their forces to help South
Vietnam fight the Communists. For a long time, America evoked
warm fraternal feelings in me, as if it was a big brother looking after
the young and bullied South Vietnam. I wanted to resettle in
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America after escaping from Vietnam. I was in deep sorrow after
the September 11th attacks, just as if a very close friend was under
attack.

In later years, when I connected to the Internet, I felt horrified to
learn of the massacre at My Lai. Yet for that crime, what America
did for the South was still too great to hate it.

I didn’t know of Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam war until four
years after I arrived here. Given the co-operation between South
Vietnam and Australia in the fight against the Vietnamese
Communists, I expected warm greetings from my Australian
acquaintances when I emailed them. I spoke of how proud I was of
my father who always marched with other Vietnamese veterans on
ANZAC day. Instead I was shocked when one wrote back telling me
that all the wars were barbaric and there wasn’t anything so
glorious about them.

At the writers group that I joined in recent years, I heard the phrase
“all the way with LBJ” and realised that my stories about the South
Vietnam before and after the fall of Saigon reminded the group of
the Vietnam war, the war that most Australians hated to be involved
with.

In conversations with an Australian friend, I was made aware that it
was normal for South Vietnam and its people to like America’s
involvement but Australia was reluctantly dragged into the war
because of its subservient and dependent allied relationship with
America. In my naïve mind until then both Australia and America
were both free world allies but gradually I began to understand why
Australia dislikes America. My friend also told me that Australians
felt that the Vietnam war was not their war. I was upset to hear that
Australia didn’t care about communism. I told myself that this was
likely because Australia hadn’t experience communism before.
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I have a friend whose son served in Afghanistan and now is
suffering from PTSD and is afraid of sitting in a restaurant because
of all the noises.

These days I feel I understand how Australians felt at the time.
Unless it affects my now country – Australia – I wouldn’t like my
teenage and adult sons to fight in a war between two forces from
within the same foreign country just because of their different
religious ideologies, even though one side is evil, because I don’t
understand their religions.

There is an eternal struggle between good and evil. Should the
world take responsibility instead of the greatest amongst the good
to fight all the evils? I can see that America has been involved in
too many conflicts due to the world’s perception of it as a “beacon
and guarantor of freedom” as well as “the sheriff”. I wonder if
America ever feels exhausted.

I wore my head band made of poppy flowers to work on the 100th
Remembrance Day. I printed the poem “For the Fallen” by
Laurence Binyon and placed it on a visible area on my desk so I
could have an occasional glance at it. Besides the famous stanzas
that are always recited at every remembrance ceremony, my
favourite lines are:

“They mingle not with their laughing comrades again;
They sit no more at familiar tables at home;
They have no lot in our labour of the day-time;
They sleep beyond England’s foam.”

It’s forever a deep desire inside me to express my gratitude from
the heart to the dead and alive past Australian and American
soldiers but I feel that my Facebook comments are not enough, that
they will just conjure bitterness in the people who were conscripted
and got wounded for their country. The people who received hostile
receptions on their return from their own people, and now don’t get
due care from the government that sent them to war.
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To those that fought in the Vietnam war, I eternally want to say:
“Thank you soldiers!”.

A Spring morning,
The grieving ode,
Does bring sorrow.
The inflow pain,
Shadow the Remembrance Day.

Men with blond hair,
Men with fair skin,
With bare courage,
The savage wars,
Ravage their souls and bodies.

To those who died,
Were denied thanks,
Who tried to fight,
Vietnam tight war,
Despite the plight, South Vietnam thanks you!
(Yadu-style poem)

Image credit

by June Yaham .
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